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Abstract
Finite-element solutions to the three-dimensional geophysical electromagnetic forward
modeling problem in the frequency domain are presented. The method is firstly exam-
ined for the solution to the E-field Helmholtz equation. Edge-element basis functions
are used for the electric field. An alternative method is also used which is based
on decomposing the electric field into vector and scalar potentials in the Helmholtz
equation and in the equation of conservation of charge. Edge element and nodal
element basis functions are used respectively for the vector and scalar potentials.
This decomposition is performed with the intention of satisfying the continuity of the
tangential component of the electric field and the normal component of the current
density across the inter-element boundaries, therefore finding an efficient solution to
the problem. The computational domain is subdivided into unstructured tetrahedral
elements. The system of equations is discretized using the Galerkin variant of the
weighted residuals method, with the approximated vector and scalar potentials as the
unknowns of a sparse linear system. Both iterative and direct solvers are used for the
solutions to the E-field and decomposed systems. A generalized minimum residual
solver with an incomplete LU preconditioner is used to iteratively solve the system.
The direct solver, MUMPS, is used to provide the direct solution to the system of
equations. The forward modeling methods are validated using a number of examples.
The fields generated by small dipoles on the surface of a homogeneous half-space are
ii
compared against their corresponding analytic solutions. The next example provides
a comparison with the results from an integral equation method for a long grounded
wire source on a model with a conductive block buried in a less conductive half-space.
The decomposed method is also verified for a large conductivity contrast model where
a magnetic dipole transmitter-receiver pair moves over a graphite cube immersed in
brine. Solutions from the numerical approach are in good agreement with the data
from physical scale modeling of this scenario. Another example verifies the solution
for a resistive disk model buried in marine conductive sediments. For all examples,
convergence of the solution that used potentials was significantly quicker than that
using the electric field. The inductive and galvanic components of the electromagnetic
response are also investigated for the above examples. Furthermore a detailed inves-
tigation of these effects are presented for models with varying conductivity contrasts.
The characteristics of the solutions in terms of implicitly and explicitly enforcing the
Coulomb gauge condition are investigated for the decomposed system. Numerical
computations show that for the above-mentioned grounded wire example the elec-
tromagnetic response is significantly affected by the contribution from the galvanic
part. By contrast for the example where a magnetic dipole excites a graphite cube
immersed in brine solutions, the inductive scenario dominantly contributes to the
model’s electromagnetic response.
iii
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Geophysical electromagnetic (EM) methods, in the form of profiling and sounding
techniques, have been used to remotely map the variations in the electrical conduc-
tivity of the Earth either laterally or with depth. In the context of mineral explo-
ration these methods continue to be important in the search for and characterization
of conductive ore deposits, e.g., volcanogenic massive sulfides, uranium deposits, and
kimberlite pipes (Frischknecht et al., 1991). Both airborne and ground-based EM
methods have been used for these types of explorations (see e.g., reviews by Palacky
and West, 1991, and Vallée et al., 2011). The strength of the EM response is a
function of the electrical conductivity of the rock forming minerals. In particular,
individual conducting minerals, such as pyrite and pyrrhottite in the case of massive
sulfide deposits, and how well the grains are electrically connected forms the bulk
conductivity of the ore deposit (Frischknecht et al., 1991). As a sounding EM tech-
nique, the controlled-source electromagnetic method (CSEM) is also used for mineral
exploration scenarios (see Zonge and Hughes, 1987, and references therein). This
method uses an artificial signal source, for instance, a grounded electric line source
or a horizontal loop of current, to energize the conducting Earth. For hydrocarbon
1
2exploration scenarios, CSEM has been used to map the structure of the thin resis-
tive layers thought to contain hydrocarbons prior to drilling (see e.g., Constable and
Weiss, 2006; and Weiss and Constable, 2006), and also as a reconnaissance method
before resolving the detailed structure with reflection seismics (Zonge and Hughes,
1987). The rationale for using CSEM in this field emerges from the fact that electri-
cal conductivity provides insights on porosity of geologic structures (Constable and
Weiss, 2006). In fact the relative conductivity of porous rocks decreases significantly
if saturated with hydrocarbon materials.
The complexity of realistic geological models demands powerful, flexible modelling
methods. It is now widely accepted that complicated geological structures, i.e., con-
tacts between rock units and topography features, can be recovered efficiently using
wireframes of connected triangles (Lelièvre et al., 2012). Traditional rectilinear mesh-
ing techniques produce a pixellated representation of the curvilinear Earth models that
can give rise to calculating an inadequate three-dimensional geophysical response. In
order to avoid this concern unstructured tetrahedral meshes can be used to construct
the arbitrarily complex geological Earth models.
In terms of the physical justification for the mechanism of remote sensing EM methods
Maxwell’s equations can be employed. As a consequence of the temporally varying
electromagnetic fields generated by EM sources mentioned above electric currents can
be induced in the subsurface. Depending on the conductivity of the Earth, secondary
magnetic and electric fields are generated by the induced eddy currents and measured
on the surface. In order to extract information about the electrical conductivity of
the structures in the subsurface a calculation of these induced fields is necessary. For
a given geological model if a good agreement between the calculated and observed
fields is seen, the real structure of the subsurface could be non-uniquely conjectured.
3In order to quantitavely model the subsurface resistivity distribution and extract
as much information as possible from survey data numerical solution methods for
computing synthetic data are required.
To genuinely model an arbitrary 3D object in the ground, a quantitative understand-
ing of how the EM response is affected by inductive and galvanic parts is necessary.
Despite the long history of EM methods in geophysical exploration, there has not yet
been a thorough investigation of these effects. The induction portrays the distortion
of the electric field by a time-varying magnetic field generated, for example, by a
closed-loop current as the signal source. By contrast, a synopsis of the galvanic pro-
cess would be the direct flow of the current to and from the grounded source similar
to what is observed in direct-current (DC) resistivity methods. In fact, channelling of
the electric current at the regions of conductivity gradient characterizes the galvanic
response (West and Macnae, 1991). In order to explore the relative contributions from
inductive and galvanic parts and the interplay between them an A−φ decomposition
of the electric field is studied in this thesis where A and φ are the magnetic vector
potential and scalar electric potential respectively.
Difficulties in analytically solving Maxwell’s equations for irregular and complex-
shaped geometries in the Earth give rise to three dimensional (3D) numerical modeling
solutions. Despite involving large numbers of unknowns and computational difficul-
ties, 3D modeling of geophysical electromagnetic problems has been practiced and
improved since the 1970s. For the earliest studies see for example Jones and Pascoe,
1972; Raiche, 1974; Hohmann, 1975; Weidelt, 1975. Three methods have been used:
the integral-equation (IE), finite-difference (FD) and finite-element (FE) methods.
The IE method was firstly favored wherein the scattering current was considered only
inside the localized inhomogeneity and the total electric field was calculated using the
4sum of primary and scattered fields (Hohmann, 1975; Raiche, 1974; Weidelt, 1975).
Here, due to the discretization of only the anomalous region rather than the whole
subsurface, a small system of equations is involved. Considering the limited computer
memory at the time, the IE method was the first to receive most attention. However,
if the discretized region was enlarged the memory required by the dense system of
equations increases dramatically. This severely restricts the size of discretized region
that could be considered.
With an increase in memory and computer processing speed, an easy-to-implement
differential equation method, that is finite difference, became more popular (e.g., Dey
and Morrison, 1979; Wang and Hohmann, 1993; Newman and Alumbaugh, 1995;
Smith, 1996; Smith, 1996). Using the FD method the entire Earth was typically
subdivided into staggered rectangular grids (Yee, 1966). Although the large system
of equations formed using FD was to occupy a large space in terms of the computer’s
memory, more general geometries of the subsurface structures could be investigated.
Also, using the FD method an entire image of the computational domain was repro-
duced while the IE method only concerned modelling a localized conductive anomaly
in an otherwise simple background.
The finite-element method was successfully used to solve Maxwell’s equations in an
electrically conducting medium space (see for example Coggon, 1971, for an early
study) and has attracted more attention in recent years (e.g., Badea et al., 2001;
Mitsuhata and Uchida, 2004; Börner et al., 2008; Um et al., 2010; Farquharson and
Miensopust, 2011). The solution to the FE problem is given either by weighting the
residual of the differential equation or by minimizing a functional with respect to
the solution vector and finally integrating over the entire computational domain (Jin,
2002). The unknown fields in the differential equations are approximated using ap-
5propriate basis functions. The FE method has been favored over the FD method as it
can be readily applied to unstructured meshes. These meshes, e.g. the unstructured
tetrahedrons used in this study, are more suitable to model the curves of complex-
shaped volumes and irregular geometries in the realistic Earth. Furthermore, the
ability to locally refine the mesh at the regions of interest and coarsen it near the
domain boundaries enables a complicated domain to be discretized efficiently.
Coggon (1971) presented a detailed formulation of the FE method, using the principle
of energy minimization, for geophysical EM problems. Based on this approach, the
controlled-source EM problem is solved by Pridmore et al. (1981) for only the electric
field and by Livelybrooks (1993) for both electric and magnetic fields. Both Pridmore
et al. (1981) and Livelybrooks (1993) expanded the EM fields using nodal-element
(scalar) basis functions on structured rectangular grids. The scalar basis functions
were defined at the vertices (nodes) of each element and the fields were interpolated
by a linear combination of these functions in each rectangle. The continuity of such
a scalar basis function expansion from one element to the next is guaranteed because
each basis function vanishes linearly away from a particular node towards all neigh-
boring nodes in the grid. This results in the tangential component of the electric
field being continuous across interfaces of distinct conductivities. However, it violates
the discontinuity condition for the normal component of the electric field across con-
ductivity contrasts. Moreover, in opposition to what is required, the approximated
electric field does not necessarily meet the requirement on the true field of being
divergence-free in a source-free or a charge-free cell. In order to address these defi-
ciencies, edge-element (vector) basis functions were introduced by Nédéléc (1980) and
have since been applied to geophysical EM modeling by Sugeng (1998), Nam et al.
(2007), Börner et al. (2008), Liu et al. (2008), Schwarzbach (2009), Um et al. (2010),
and Farquharson and Miensopust (2011). In all of these applications the electric
6field is approximated using vector basis functions which are defined along the edges
within the mesh. This guarantees the continuity of the tangential component of the
approximated electric field, while allowing its normal component to jump across the
inter-element boundaries. Also, as a significant property and by construction, the
divergence of the vector basis function is zero within each cell.
As far as the stability of the solution is concerned, the vector Helmholtz equation,
expressed solely in terms of the electric or magnetic field, is a partial differential equa-
tion (PDE) of second order. Solving this PDE for a situation where the EM fields are
discretized using the FE method, and where very low frequencies are employed, is not
efficient. A number of studies using potentials in three-dimensional forward modelling
of geophysical EM problems have been carried out either for the finite-difference and
finite-volume methods (e.g., Haber et al., 2000; Aruliah et al., 2001; Weiss, 2013)
or for the finite-element method (e.g., Everett and Schultz, 1996; Biro, 1999; Badea
et al., 2001; Mitsuhata and Uchida, 2004; Franke et al., 2007; Börner et al., 2008;
Schwarzbach, 2009; Farquharson and Miensopust, 2011; Franke-Börner et al., 2012;
Puzyrev et al., 2013). Furthermore, the potential field finite-element approximation
for wave and eddy current problems in electrical engineering applications has also been
used (e.g., Fujiwara et al., 1996; Dyczij-Edlinger et al., 1998). By decomposing the
electric field into magnetic vector (A) and electric scalar (φ) potentials, Haber et al.
(2000) present a FD solution for a rectangular grid. In conjunction with the Coulomb
gauge condition, that is enforced to uniquely define the potenial fields, Haber et al.
(2000) performed an A − φ decomposition of the electric field to derive a strongly
decoupled system of differential equations. However, Haber et al. (2000) do not study
how the two potentials, in isolation or in combination, contribute to the total electric
field. Biro (1999) reviewd all formulations of eddy current problems for the vector
and scalar potentials with respect to the finite-element discretization. Again using the
7A− φ decomposition but for primary and secondary potentials, Badea et al. (2001),
Stalanker (2004) and Puzyrev et al. (2013) presented a FE solution to the EM induc-
tion problem. In spite of using tetrahedral elements for discretization, they only used
nodal basis functions for both vector and scalar potentials. For the same type of basis
functions used for the potentials Everett and Schultz (1996) modelled the decomposed
problem for the total fields. By using nodal basis functions for three components of
the vector potential normal and tangential continuity conditions were ensured therein.
This approach however violates the necessity, from the Coulomb gauge condition, of
the vector potential being divergenceless in a source-free element. Fujiwara et al.
(1996) and Dyczij-Edlinger et al. (1998) investigated the superior convergence of the
ungauged A − φ method for the high frequencies (i.e. in the range of GHz) of engi-
neering modeling scenarios. For unstructured meshes Franke et al. (2007) solved the
potential formulation of the induction equation, for the secondary vector potential.
Franke et al. (2007) used quadratic edge elements for the finite-element expansion
of the vector potentials. In a recent study Weiss (2013) developed a finite-volume
forward solver based on the Lorentz-gauged A−φ decomposition of the electric field.
Weiss (2013) also used the total field formulation of the vector and scalar potentials
and discretized those fields on structured rectangular grids. Mitsuhata and Uchida
(2004) decomposed the magnetic field into vector and scalar potentials and expanded
each using edge- and nodal-element basis functions respectively. Farquharson and
Miensopust (2011) also used edge-elements to directly approximate the electric field
and employed nodal elements to approximate a divergence correction potential. The
FE implementations of Mitsuhata and Uchida (2004) and Farquharson and Mienso-
pust (2011) were performed for the magnetotelluric (MT) problem and for structured
rectangular meshes. By using unstructured meshes Schwarzbach (2009) presented a
mixed E− V formulation of the Helmholtz equation and used nodal-elements for the
8scalar potential (V) and edge elements for the electric field (E). By adding the scalar
term to the electric field Schwarzbach (2009) was aiming to precondition the prob-
lem and thus increase the rate of convergence for low frequencies. In a convergence
study Franke-Börner et al. (2012) solved the three-dimensional A− φ system for the
magnetotelluric boundary value problem. The discretized system of equations therein
was assembled using the simulation software COMSOL Multiphysics, and solved using
the PARDISO library.
In terms of the characteristics of the finite-element discretization for 3D EM prob-
lems the condition number for the system of equations strongly depends on the mesh
geometry, e.g., largest to smallest cell size, elongation of cells and more specifically
the dihedral angles in the case of unstructured tetrahedral grids (Du et al., 2009).
For comparable hexahedral meshes Schwarzbach et al. (2010) showed that FE and
FD discretizations to the stabilized E − V formulation result in similar condition
numbers for the system of equations. Schwarzbach et al. (2010) used a direct ma-
trix equation solver and a primary-secondary field formulation. Schwarzbach et al.
(2011) used a combination of iterative and direct routines to solve the E-field system
for a primary-secondary field formulation and for unstructured meshes. Grayver and
Streich (2012) solved the stand-alone Helmholtz equation using an iterative solver
for low frequencies greater than 2 Hz. However Grayver and Streich (2012) again
formulated the problem in terms of the secondary electric field and implemented the
finite-difference method on staggered grids. Finite-element solution of the stabilized
formulation by a preconditioned iterative method was found to be discouraging as
it resulted in poorer convergence in comparison to the corresponding finite-difference
solutions (Schwarzbach, 2009).
A number of studies for the investigation of inductive and galvanic components, in
9isolation or in combination, while developing 3D numerical modeling schemes has
been performed. Lamontage and West (1971) formulated the EM equations in terms
of a divergence-free vector potential (solely inductive component) and presented a
finite-difference solution for the classic scenario of an inductively thin plate embed-
ded in free-space. Again for models consisting of a finite, thin, conductive plate but
surrounded by a conductive host Lajoie and West (1976) solved the electromagnetic
problem using the integral-equation method. However, because of the mixed inter-
action between inductive and galvanic fields in the presence of a relatively resistive
host Lajoie and West (1976) encountered erroneous secondary fields when solving the
conventional scattered electric field formulation. In order to counteract this problem
the electric field therein was formulated in terms of divergence-free and curl-free scalar
potentials, i.e., induction and conduction potentials.
This thesis concerns the development of the three-dimensional forward modeling of
CSEM problems based on the finite-element method for unstructured meshes. There
are many purposes for the work presented here. Firstly, the problem is solved for
unstructured grids, which provide more flexibility in generating general geometries of
the Earth. As for the main focus of this work, decomposing the electric field into
potentials and discretizing the problem using both vector and scalar basis functions
leads to an efficient solution to the system of equations. Moreover the specific induc-
tive and galvanic contributions to the electric field can be investigated for a range
of Earth models, transmitters, and frequencies. Also from the practical standpoint
the computer code written during the course of this thesis research is applicable to
general types of transmitters for example an electric dipole, a loop of current and a
long grounded wire of finite length. I begin in Chapter 2 by introducing the total elec-
tric field (E-field) Helmholtz partial differential equation with the relevant boundary
and interface conditions. The minimization of the E-field system using the method
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of weighted residuals is performed. The vectorial finite-element method is then intro-
duced for discretization of the system. The iterative and direct solutions to the E-field
system are carried out for a number of preliminary models. Chapter 2 is ended by a
discussion of the weakness and inefficiency of the total field solution of the E-field sys-
tem for unstructured meshes. In order to remedy these difficulties Chapter 3 presents
a solution to the electromagnetic vector-scalar potential formulation. In this chapter
the EM diffusion problem is formulated in terms of the vector and scalar potentials
of the electric field. Similar to the preceding chapter the A − φ decomposed system
of equations is minimized using the method of weighted residuals followed by a dis-
cretization using the finite-element method. The system of equations is solved using
the appropriate iterative method. Chapter 3 is ended by showing the accuracy and
efficiency of the potential solutions for the comparable examples presented in Chapter
2. Chapter 4 begins by introducing and displaying the inductive and galvanic nature
of the electromagnetic diffusion phenomena. Also in Chapter 4, further verification
of the A−φ decomposition method is presented for a variety of examples from previ-
ous classic geophysical studies. The inductive and galvanic contributions to the total
electric field is also simulated for the examples presented therein. Forward modeling
scenarios wherein the total field is dominated by only the inductive effect, only the
galvanic effect, and a mixture of these two are presented.
Finally a detailed investigation of the electromagnetic response and also inductive
and galvanic components in terms of different conductivity contrasts between the
conductive target and the surrounding host is presented in Chapter 5. The explicit
Coulomb gauged formulation of the decomposed system with the calculated fields and
currents is also presented in this chapter. Chapter 5 is ended by demonstrating the
continuity of the fields and currents at the conductivity inerfaces.
In summary, as a new study for the geophysical EM exploration scenarios, a finite-
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element A− φ approach using the edge and nodal elements for the respective vector
and scalar potentials, and for the total field formulation is developed. Also, a proper
investigation of the inductive and galvanic parts and the interplay between them has
been conducted for various geophysical examples. Unlike using the black-box engi-
neering finite-element packages and libraries, the entire FE discretization including
the evaluation of inner-product integrals is performed and analyzed on a paper and
pencil work. After deriving the finite-element formulas the whole numerical aspects
of the work are coded in the Fortran programming language.
Chapter 2
Frequency Domain Finite-Element
Electromagnetic Boundary Value
Problems
Geophysical electromagnetic boundary value problems concern solving the frequency-
domain Maxwell’s equations within the Earth. The main EM property considered is
the spatial conductivity distribution of the medium in three dimensions: σ(r) with
the r being the position vector. The solution to the Helmholtz equations provides a
3D ground image of the electric field, E(r, ω), and the magnetic field, H(r, ω), where
ω is the angular frequency. In this chapter, after introducing Maxwell’s equations,
the Helmholtz equation for the electric field is derived. The finite-element method for
tetrahedral unstructured meshes is then applied to this equation and next the system
of equations is solved.
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2.1 E-field Equation
With a time dependence of eiωt in the quasi-static regime Faraday’s law and Ampere’s
law in a region containing electric or magnetic sources are written as:
∇× E+ iωB = −Jsm (2.1)
and
∇×H− σE = Jse, (2.2)
where µ0 is the magnetic permeability of free space; Jsm and Jse are the magnetic
current density and the electric current density of the EM source (Ward and Hohmann,
1988). Also B is the magnetic flux density and is connected to the magnetic field
through the constitutive relation of B = µ0H (Ward and Hohmann, 1988). These
equations are first-order linear differential equations and referred to as a coupled set
to join vector quantities E and H (Sadiku, 2001). A simpler equation which gives rise
to a tractable numerical solution approach is obtained if either of the electric field or
the magnetic field is eliminated from the system of equations. This is done by taking
the curl of equation 2.1 and using equation 2.2 to derive the following second-order
partial differential equation (PDE) for the electric field:
∇×∇× E+ iωµ0σE = −iωµ0Jse −∇× Jsm, (2.3)
which is the general form for the decoupled Helmholtz equation and is called the E-field
equation here. Also in terms of solving for the fields analytically, the solution to the E-
field equation is more apparent (for example for a simple 1-D case and for a whole space
scenario) rather for the case where equations 2.1 and 2.2 are simultaneously solved.
However, because of the difficulty in finding the analytical solution to such an equation
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(equation 2.3) for general 3D Earth models a numerical modeling solution is needed.
In brief, numerical solutions are obtained by approximating the partial differential
equation subject to the relevant boundary conditions and solving a linearized matrix
equation. However for the problem presented here equation 2.3 does not completely
describe the behavior of electromagnetic fields at boundaries between two regions with
different physical properties. Also, to find a unique solution to the partial differential
equation appropriate boundary conditions need to be considered on the boundaries
of the domain.
2.2 Field continuity and boundary conditions
2.2.1 Interface conditions
The behavior of the EM fields at interfaces between two media with different conduc-
tivities is given by considering the integral form of Maxwell’s equations. To show this
behavior on the boundary surface S (see Figure 2.1) a small pillbox with its upper and
lower surfaces situated in mediums 1 and 2 respectively is constructed. The area for
each of these surfaces is ∆s and the total thickness of the pillbox is ∆t. Considering
the closed surface S here the integral form of the divergence law for the magnetic flux
density, ∇ ·B = 0, is given as: ∮
S
B · da = 0 (2.4)
(Griffiths, 1999). For the situation in which the thickness of the pillbox is infinity small
(∆t → 0) the normal component of the magnetic intensity will be continuous across
the interface: n · (B2 − B1) = 0. Also by integrating Faraday’s law (equation 2.1)
over the boundary surface and using Stokes’ theorem the following equation is given
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Figure 2.1: A rectangular pillbox enclosing two media with different electrical prop-
erties. The vector a is the outward normal for the top surface of the pillbox located
in medium 1.
for the thin Amperian loop shown in Figure 2.2
E2 ·∆l− E1 ·∆l = −iω
∮
S′
B · da (2.5)
where E1 and E2 are the electric fields along the large sides of the loop for two media
in contact. Assuming that the parameter B is finite on the surface, for the situation
in which the height of the contour loop (∆h in Figure 2.2) is small, equation 2.4 forces
the integral on the right hand side of the above equation to become zero. Therefore,
the electric field parallel to the boundary will be the same on either side. In fact, the
tangential component of the electric field becomes continuous across the interface:
n× E = 0, (2.6)
where E = E1 − E2. The behavior of the normal component of the electric field is
given by the electric Gauss law, ∇ · (0E) = ρ, where 0 is the electric permittivity of
free space and ρ is the density due to free charges. For a volume element around the
surface S (see Figure 2.1) the divergence theorem can be used to derive the following
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Figure 2.2: An Amperian loop straddling the interface boundary between two media.
The normal vector n, the thickness (height) of the loop element ∆h and its length ∆l
are also shown. The area of the loop is also ∆s′ (Ward and Hohmann, 1988).
equation in integral form: ∮
S
0E · da =
∫
Ω
ρ dv (2.7)
where Ω is the volume enclosed by S. For a tiny volume element the right hand side
of the above equation is equal to ρ∆s∆t and therefore,
n · (E1 − E2) = ρs
0
(2.8)
where ρs = ρ ∆t is the surface charge density. The above equation indicates that due
to charge accumulation the normal component of the electric field can be discontinuous
at the interface.
In order to quantify the discontinuity in the electric field across the interface between
two media of different conductivities, σ1 and σ2, an understanding of the interface
condition of the current density is required. Considering the quasi-static phenomena,
the divergence of the current density is zero in a source free medium:
∇ · J = 0. (2.9)
This indicates that the normal component of the current density must be continuous
across the conductivity gradients. Considering the pillbox in Figure 2.1 the normal
component of the current crossing the interface is given with Ji · n∆s, where i = 1, 2
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and ∆s is the area for either upper and lower faces. Here J1 and J2 are the current
densities in mediums 1 and 2. The continuity in the normal current dictates,
n · (J1 − J2) = 0. (2.10)
Using Ohm’s law the above equation changes to
n · (σ1E1 − σ2E2) = 0 (2.11)
which indicates that the discontinuity in the normal component of the electric field
across the interface depends on the conductivities of the neighboring mediums.
2.2.2 Boundary Conditions
In order to obtain a unique solution to the EM partial differential equation, imposition
of boundary conditions at the outer (truncation) boundaries of the physical domain
is required. The Sommerfeld condition of radiation (Sommerfeld, 1949) is used here.
This condition states that the radiation from the electromagnetic source scatters such
that at the infinite boundary no energy reflects back into the conductive medium.
Therefore the EM energy must vanish on the boundaries of the problem. According
to Poynting’s theorem the EM energy on the boundary surface, Γ, is a function of
both electric and magnetic fields, and of the current density:
∮
Γ
(E×H) · da = F(E,H,J), (2.12)
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where the parameter F is a generic function. A similar equation can be derived when
proving the uniqueness theorem for the boundary value problem (Subbaro, 2011):
∮
Γ
(∆E×∆H) · dS = I(0∆E, µ0∆H) + G(σ∆E) (2.13)
where I and G are again some generic functions, ∆E = E2−E1 and ∆H = H2−H1
with E1, E2, H1, and H2 as two pairs of different solutions for the electric and
magnetic fields. Here only tangential components of ∆E and ∆H contribute to a
nonzero integral term on the left hand side of the above equation. Hence the tangential
component of ∆E vanishes only if the tangential E1 and E2 are equal on the surface
(similarly for H) and the surface energy integral in the above equation vanishes. This
guarantees a unique solution for the electric field, E1 = E2 (and the magnetic field,
H1 = H2). As a result, considering a truncation boundary sufficiently far from the EM
source, the tangential component of the electric field is set to zero for the boundary
condition in equation 2.3 (Coggon, 1971; Pridmore et al., 1981; Livelybrooks, 1993):
(n× E) Γ = 0. (2.14)
2.3 The Finite-Element Method
A complete description of the FE solution of numerically solving the EM boundary
value problem is given in Jin (2002), Sadiku (2001) and Monk (2003). In this section a
summary of the various steps through the method is explained for solving the E-field
Helmholtz equation.
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2.3.1 The minimization problem
The solution of PDE boundary value problems using the finite-element method is
based on the variational principle or the method of weighted residuals. In both of
these methods, the problem of solving the differential equation is replaced by that
of solving the differential equation in an average sense, i.e. its weak form, over the
whole domain. In particular, the problem of integrating the differential equation is
equivalently replaced by a new equation consisting of the inner-product integrals of
some vector functions. The general form of the derived equation is given by the
following equation,
LX = F (2.15)
and its relevant boundary condition on the boundaries of the domain. In equation 2.15
the parameter F is known and X is the unknown vector to be determined. The
parameter L is also a differential operator which includes the inner-product integrals.
The solution to the above equation is a function (e.g. the electric field in equation 2.3)
which provides a minimum to all inner-product terms in the discretized equation.
Either the Rayleigh-Ritz method, as a variational method, or the Galerkin method,
which is referred to as a method of weighted residuals, are conventionally used for
discretizing EM diffusion equations, i.e. equation 2.3 (Coggon, 1971; Hohmann, 1987;
Jin, 2002). The first step in using the Rayleigh-Ritz method is forming a functional
whose minimum is the relevant differential equation (e.g. equation 2.3 here). The
argument or input variable of the functional is itself a function which can be for
example the electric field or potentials in this context. After approximating the input
variable using the appropriate elemental functions the approximated functional is
formed. The new functional is then minimized with respect to its unknown coefficients.
This procedure leads to a linear equation in the form of equation 2.15. The unknown
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parameter X is eventually obtained by solving the derived equation. In this thesis
however, I used the method of weighted residuals to solve the EM equations. As an
advantage over the variational methods, the method of weighted residuals does not
concern the construction of the appropriate functional in its implementation process,
therefore, enabling a wider use in general EM problems. A complete description of
the method of weighted residuals through its application to equation 2.3 is presented
in the following section.
2.3.2 The method of weighted residuals
The method of weighted residuals approximates the solution (e.g. X in equation 2.15)
to the differential equation (Hohmann, 1987). The residual arises if the true solution
in the differential equation is replaced with an approximate, i.e., numerical solution.
Here, I aim to cast the Helmholtz equation (eq. 2.3) into the linear form seen in
equation 2.15. The unknown parameter in the Helmholtz equation is the electric field,
E, vector. Assuming an approximate solution for the electric field, E˜, the residual of
equation 2.3 is written as follows,
r = ∇×∇× E˜+ iωµ0σE˜+ iωµ0Jse +∇× Jsm, (2.16)
where the parameter E˜ is the approximated electric field. The weighted residuals
method finds the best approximation for E˜ by reducing the residual to its minimum
value. In fact, it forces the inner-product statement, consisting of the inner product
of the weight function, W, and the residual to zero over the domain of the problem,
Ω: ∫
Ω
W · r dΩ = 0. (2.17)
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Here the weighting function W is such that if the residual can be made to be orthog-
onal to W a good solution is obtained. Replacing the approximated residual in the
above equations gives:
∫
Ω
W · (∇×∇× E˜) dΩ + iωµ0
∫
Ω
σW · E˜ dΩ +
iωµ0
∫
Ω
W · Jse dΩ +
∫
Ω
W · ∇ × Jsm dΩ = 0.
(2.18)
To extract the portion of the electric field due to the boundary effects the first integral
in the left hand side of the above equation is integrated by parts:
∫
Ω
(W ·∇×∇×E˜) dΩ =
∫
Ω
(∇×W) ·(∇×E˜) dΩ −
∫
γ+Γ
W×(∇×E˜) ·n dS. (2.19)
The surface integral here shows the behavior of the approximated electric field at the
inner, γ, and outer, Γ, boundaries of the mesh. Here the behavior of the integrals at
internal boundaries is of particular attention as the total conductivity model σ(r) will
break into cells of constant conductivities, therefore, many of these internal interfaces
need to be considered. As explained later in this chapter, in order to satisfy the conti-
nuity of the tangential component of the electric field across the internal boundaries,
edge-element basis functions are used. For the situation where the weight function is
normal to the interface, the integrandW×(∇×E˜) is purely tangential to the face and
therefore there would be no contribution from the surface integral term. In contrast,
for a situation where the weight function is tangential to the face, the integrand ∇×E˜
will have a normal and a tangential component to the face. Here by considering the
true electric field instead of E˜ and also using Faraday’s law (e.g., equation 2.1 for a
source free case) and the constitutive relation for the magnetic field, the integrand of
the surface integral term would alter to −iµ0ω(W×H) · n. This integrand concerns
the behavior of the vector W×H normal to the face. Through selection of an appro-
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priate expression for the weight function (i.e. the edge-element basis function here)
the vector W would also be continuous across the interface by construction. The
vector W ×H is normal to the face if the tangential component of H is considered.
From the physical standpoint the tangential component of H is continuous across the
faces shared between neighboring cells. Therefore the vector W×H, which is normal
to the face, would also be continuous. This indicates that, for a shared face, the
contribution from the surface integral term from a particular cell would be cancelled
by the corresponding surface integral term from the neighboring cell. According to
the above argument the surface integral term in equation 2.19 is ignored and only the
volume integral term resulting from the integration by parts
∫
Ω
(∇×W) · (∇× E˜) dΩ
is used. The outer boundary Γ is chosen to be sufficiently far from the source of ex-
citation. This satisfies the Sommerfeld boundary condition (Sommerfeld, 1949) such
that no energy reflects back into the conductive medium at the infinite boundary.
This condition is further guaranteed by enforcing the surface integral term to zero at
the outer boundaries of the mesh. Considering the above discussion, equation 2.18
changes to:
∫
Ω
(∇×W) · (∇× E˜) dΩ + iωµ0
∫
Ω
σW · E˜ dΩ +
iωµ0
∫
Ω
W · Jse dΩ +
∫
Ω
W · ∇ × Jsm dΩ = 0.
(2.20)
It is equation 2.20 that is discretized using the finite-element method.
2.3.3 Elemental basis functions in tetrahedral elements
The initial step in the numerical solution of equation 2.20 calls for the subdivision of
the solution space into finite elements. Because of the reasons mentioned in Chapter
1, the computational domain is subdivided into unstructured tetrahedral elements.
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Choosing an appropriate space of functions for the geometric subdomains is the sec-
ond step in using the finite-element method. The usual choice for such spaces is
piecewise polynomials, which are convenient to employ. The approximated electric
field is expressed in terms of a series of polynomials, namely the basis functions, in
each element:
E˜(r) =
n∑
j=1
Nj(r) Ej (2.21)
where Nj is the basis function; the expansion coefficients Ej are the unknown func-
tionals or degrees of freedom (Monk, 2003; Ciarlet, 1978). Also, the parameter n is
the number of edges in each tetrahedron for which the approximations are performed
i.e., the number of basis functions. Substituting the above equation into equation 2.20
gives:
n∑
j=1
Ej
∫
Ω
(∇×W) · (∇×Nj) dΩ + iωµ0
n∑
j=1
Ej
∫
Ω
σW ·Nj dΩ =
− iωµ0
∫
Ω
W · Jse dΩ −
∫
Ω
W · ∇ × Jsm dΩ
(2.22)
In the above equation the coefficients Ej are the parameters to be determined. Using
equation 2.21 the FE method formulates each of the integral terms in equation 2.20
using piecewise polynomial functions in each cell, Ω (Monk, 2003). For the inner-
product terms in equation 2.22 to be integrable or well-defined an appropriate choice
for the basis and weight functions are required. Here, the basis function is assumed to
vary linearly in each element. Also among different methods of choosing the weighting
function, W, the Galerkin method is used for which the weighting function is equated
to the basis function:
W = N. (2.23)
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Before solving equation 2.22 using the finite-element method, an introduction to the
construction of basis functions is necessary. Two types including scalar and vector
basis functions and their properties are discussed below.
2.3.3.1 Scalar basis functions
An arbitrary function, E(r), in each tetrahedral element can be approximated using
first-order (linear) polynomials:
Ee(x, y, z) = ae + bex+ cey + dez, (2.24)
where the superscript e indicates the relevant element considered here. The coeffi-
cients a, b, c, and d are parameterized by enforcing the equation 2.24 at the four
vertices (nodes) of a tetrahedral element and solving the system of equations for the
coefficients. For example, the expression obtained for the coefficient ae is shown below,
ae = 16V e
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
φe1 φ
e
2 φ
e
3 φ
e
4
x1 x2 x3 x4
y1 y2 y3 y4
z1 z2 z3 z4
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(2.25)
where V e is the volume of each tetrahedral element. Expressions for three other
coefficients are also derived. (A complete description can be found in Appendix A.)
By substituting equation 2.25 and the similar expressions given for the coefficients be,
ce, and de into equation 2.24 the following equation is obtained,
Ee(r) =
4∑
k=1
N ek(r) Ek, (2.26)
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Figure 2.3: Scalar plots of three-dimensional scalar basis function for the ith node,
i.e., N ei , over an arbitrary plane inside the tetrahedron.
where Nk is the value of the basis function associated with the kth node (vertex) in
an arbitrary location in the element:
N ek(x, y, z) =
1
6V e (a
e
k + bekx+ ceky + dekz) (2.27)
(see Appendix A for the parameterized expressions of aek, bek, cek, and dek). Figure 2.3
shows the variation of the scalar basis function for the node i, i.e., N ei over a plane
inside a typical tetrahedral element. It can be seen that N ei has a maximum value of 1
at the location of the ith node and linearly reduces towards the other nodes (j, k, and
l) in the tetrahedron. In fact, the arbitrary function Ee in equation 2.24 approaches
its nodal value, Ei at node i. Also the basis function N ei vanishes to zero at the
face [j, k, l] opposite to the ith node. Figure 2.4 shows the scalar basis function for a
node located on an inter-element face shared by two adjacent cells. Here, the basis
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Figure 2.4: Scalar plot of the basis function for the jth node shared by two neighbor
tetrahedrons ([i, j, k, l] and [i, j, k,m]).
function is calculated on the gray-shaded plane shown in panel (a). For this plane the
continuity of the nodal basis function, Nj, from the left to the right cell is indicated
in panel (b). It is seen here that the basis function reduces in magnitude away from
the jth node in all directions.
2.3.3.2 Vector basis functions
The vector basis functions (edge elements) assign the degrees of freedom to the edges
of a particular tetrahedron. These functions were first introduced in Whitney (1957),
and further discussed in Nédéléc (1980) for their application to tetrahedral elements.
By using edge elements the basis functions are purely constrained along the edges of
a particular element. Considering a particular edge j with length `j and with two
nodes (j1 and j2) at either ends, the lowest-order edge elements are used here:
Nj = `j(N ej1∇N ej2 −N ej2∇N ej1), (2.28)
where Nj1 and Nj2 are the scalar basis functions for the j1 and j2 nodes respectively.
Figure 2.5 shows the vector basis function related to two neighboring identical cells.
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Figure 2.5: Vector plots for the basis functions for two identical neighbors: left
(i, j, k,m) and right (i, j, k, l) cells. The plots are for the gray colored plane shown
in panel (a). Panel (b) shows the projection of Nji onto the gray plane for two cells.
Panels (c) and (d) respectively show the projection of the vector basis functions Njm
and Njl onto the gray plane.
Here, panel (b) shows the projection of the vector basis function Nji on the gray-
shaded plane in panel (a). Arrows are colored in terms of the magnitude of the basis
function. It is seen here that the intensity of the basis function reduces linearly away
from the central shared face. Also the vectorNji is purely tangential to the dashed line
at the center, i.e., the shared face, and its tangential component is continuous across
the entire interface. However this vector begins to obtain a small normal component
away from the center of the shared interface. Moreover, panels (c) and (d) respectively
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show the behavior of the vector basis functions from edges jm and jl in the dashed
plane. It is seen that these edge elements only posses normal components across the
shared interface.
2.3.3.3 Discussion on scalar and vector basis functions
In order to satisfy the interface conditions within the finite-element solution of the
Helmholtz equation, it is important that a proper choice for the basis functions is
made. As illustrated above the scalar basis function is continuous across the interface
shared by two neighboring cells. Therefore, choosing scalar basis functions to express
each of the components of the approximate electric field in equation 2.26 results in
the continuity of both tangential and normal components of the approximate electric
field on the interface. When considering different conductivities for adjacent cells,
the interface discontinuity condition for the normal component of the approximate
electric field is then violated. Also, as a result of ∇ · N 6= 0, nodal elements used
for approximating the components of the electric field fail to satisfy the divergence
condition of ∇ · E = 0 in a source free cell. Therefore if each component of the
electric field is expressed as equation 2.26, then the divergence of the electric field is
not necessarily zero within a tetrahedron. As a type of basis functions that is aligned
with the edges, edge elements satisfy the continuity of the tangential component
of the electric field while allowing the normal component to jump across the inter-
element boundaries between cells with different electrical conductivities. Also, as a
significant property, the divergence of the vector basis function is zero within each
cell, ∇·N = 0, which satisfies the condition that the approximate electric field should
also be divergence free. In the following section by replacing edge elements for both
the weight and basis functions in equation 2.22 the system of equations is discretized.
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2.3.4 Discretization
Replacing the vector basis function for the weight functions in equation 2.22 and
expanding the equation over the entire tetrahedralized mesh gives,
Nedges∑
j=1
Ej
∫
Ω
(∇×Ni) · (∇×Nj) dΩ + iωµ0
Nedges∑
j=1
Ej
∫
Ω
σNi ·Nj dΩ =
− iωµ0
∫
Ω
Ni · Jse dΩ −
∫
Ω
Ni · ∇ × Jsm dΩ.
(2.29)
Each of the inner product integrals in the above equation is calculated using the
expression given in equation 2.28 for the basis functions. Depending on the approach
considered for constructing the EM excitation sources, only one of the terms on the
right hand side of the above equation need be used. Here, for the situations where
current lines are utilized to construct electric sources (e.g. an electric dipole and a line
of current) and magnetic sources (e.g. small and large rectangular loops), only the first
term on the right-hand side exists in the system. The second term however vanishes
as no point source is used. In contrast, for the case where a point magnetic source
represents a hypothetical magnetic dipole, only the second term on the right-hand
side remains while the first term vanishes. After splitting the unknown coefficient,
Ej, into real and imaginary parts the following system is obtained in the form shown
in equation 2.15:
 C −ωµ0D
ωµ0D C

 E˜R
E˜I
 =
 S1−ωµ0S2
 (2.30)
where Cij =
∫
Ω
(∇×Ni)·(∇×Nj) dΩ and Dij =
∫
Ω
σ Ni ·Nj dΩ are the interactions
between the vector basis functions. Also, S1 =
∫
Ω
Ni·∇×Jsm dΩ and S2 =
∫
Ω
Ni·Jse dΩ
are the interactions between the vector basis functions and the source functions. E˜R
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and E˜I are the real and imaginary parts of the approximate electric field. Given the
particular choice for the edge elements closed-form formulae for these integrals are
derived (see Appendix B).
In preparation for solving the above system, the Dirichlet boundary condition for the
electric field is implemented on the outer boundaries of the mesh. On the boundary,
Γ, equation 2.14 changes to n × E = Ej. Here the subscript j is associated with a
particular edge on the outer boundary of the mesh. In order to force this coefficient
to its theoretical zero value on the outer boundary, the particular element on the
row of the coefficient matrix that corresponds to that edge located on the truncation
boundary of the mesh is set to zero except for the diagonal element (Jin, 2002).
Also the element in the corresponding row of the source vector on the right-hand
side of equation 2.30 is set to zero. However the elimination of these rows and their
corresponding coefficients in the vector of unknowns was not found to be necessary.
2.3.5 Solution of the discretized system
Although the coefficient matrix on the left hand side of equation 2.30 is sparse it
nevertheless occupies large memory space in the computer for typical number of edges.
Hence it is computationally expensive to solve the system using a direct solver. In
order to avoid this problem, the system is solved using an iterative solver. GMRES
(Generalized minimum residual) from SPARSKIT (Saad, 1990) is used here. The
iterative solver BCGSTAB (Bi-conjugate gradient stabilized) (Saad, 1990) was also
tried as the iterative solution. It however failed to solve the system for the variety of
modeling problems considered in this thesis. The preconditioner to the linear system
is an incomplete LU decomposition of the coefficient matrix (e.g., L in equation 2.15).
The maximum number of non-zero elements in each row of both the triangular L and
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U matrices is given using the fill-in parameter.
In the following sections equation 2.30 will be solved for different examples where
electric and magnetic sources are used.
2.4 Examples
2.4.1 Conductive whole-space problem
For the simplest example the problem of a harmonic magnetic dipole located at the
origin of a conductive whole space is considered here. The magnetic dipole is con-
structed firstly using a point source and secondly using a small loop of current.
2.4.1.1 A magnetic point source
In the following example the problem of an infinitesimal magnetic dipole, which is
represented by a point source, located at the center of a conductive whole-space is
considered. The magnetization vector due to a vertical magnetic dipole with a dipole
moment of m and located at (x0, y0, z0) is given by the following expression,
M = m δ(x− x0)δ(y − y0)δ(z − z0) zˆ, (2.31)
where the parameter δ represents the delta function. This equation can be connected
to the magnetic source current density, Jsm, through the following equation (Ward
and Hohmann, 1988),
Jsm = iωµ0 M. (2.32)
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Substituting equations 2.31 and 2.32 into the source term S1 gives,
S1 = −iωµ0
∫
Ω
Ni · ∇ ×M dΩ. (2.33)
To counteract the difficulty of calculating the curl of the delta function here, the First
Vector Green’s Theorem is used to modify the above integral into the combination of
a surface and a volume integral:
S1 = iωµ0
( ∫
S
Ni ×M · n dS −
∫
Ω
M · ∇ ×Ni dΩ
)
. (2.34)
Because the source point is taken here to be located inside a particular tetrahedron,
the surface integral term in the above equation is cancelled to zero. The closed-form
formula for S1 is presented in Appendix B. Also, the parameter S1 in equation 2.34
is purely imaginary; therefore, for this example equation 2.30 changes to:
 C −ωµ0D
ωµ0D C

 E˜R
E˜I
 =
 0
S1
 . (2.35)
Once the above system has been solved for the real and imaginary parts of the electric
field, the magnetic field is obtained using equation 2.1. In particular, the magnetic
field is calculated by taking the curl of the electric field and using the edge-element
basis functions:
H = −1
iωµ0
Nedges∑
j=1
E˜j∇×Nj. (2.36)
The problem presented here concerns the behavior of the magnetic field due to an
infinitesimal magnetic dipole. Figure 2.6 shows the geometry of the problem in which
a source point is located at the origin of a conductive whole-space of 0.01 S/m. The
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Figure 2.6: The geometry of the conductive whole-space for the first example. A
small magnetic dipole with a moment m is located at the origin. Observation points
are along the x-axis.
magnetization vector due to the point source is positive in the z-direction with a
dipole moment equal to unity. The computational domain is meshed into Delaunay
tetrahedral elements using the TetGen library (Si, 2007) (for a full description of the
unstructured mesh generation see Appendix C). The quality of the generated mesh
is guaranteed by carefully choosing a reasonable maximum (e.g., 1.414 here) for the
radius-edge (aspect) ratio and dihedral angles (Si, 2007). Figure 2.7 shows a view
of the entire meshed domain. It is seen here that the tetrahedral elements are small
at the central part and gradually increase in size towards the truncation boundaries
of the mesh. Also, as illustrated in Figure 2.8, in order to accurately compute the
behavior of the EM fields the mesh is locally refined about the source and observation
locations. For this refinement the source point lies inside an individual tetrahedron
at the center of the mesh. The volume of this tetrahedron is 1.121× 10−5 m3. Also,
the average size of edges for this cell is 0.05761 m. The dimension of the whole mesh
is 50 km × 50 km × 50 km. To maintain a balance between the number of elements
and the accuracy of the solution an aspect ratio of 1.414 with a reasonable dihedral
angle (i.e., 16 degrees here with the maximum quality dihedral angle as 18 degrees)
is chosen. The number of cells, nodes and edges for the generated mesh are 661613,
108298 and 770305 respectively which results in 1757206 unknowns in the system of
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equations. In particular, the total number of unknowns is twice (e.g., because of real
and imaginary parts) the total number of edges and nodes combined. A Krylov sub-
space of 200 for the GMRES solver and a fill-in factor of lfil = 3 (Saad, 2003) for the
ILUT preconditioner were used.
Figure 2.9 shows the z-component of the total magnetic field at locations along the
x-axis for frequencies of 3 and 300 Hz. The data shown by the circles are the fields
produced using the E-field finite-element approach mentioned above. The curves
shown in red are calculated using the analytic formula of Ward and Hohmann (1988).
For the frequency of 3 Hz the mesh shown in Figure 2.7 is used. The mesh used for
the frequency of 300 Hz consists of 660491 cells, 107922 nodes, and 768795 edges.
It is seen here that the data calculated from the E-field approach does not agree
well with the analytic solutions for both frequencies of 3 and 300 Hz. The erroneous
behavior of the magnetic field especially for the imaginary parts is due to the slow
convergence of the E-field solution. The preconditioned residual norms of the iterative
solver for these runs are shown in Figure 2.10. According to Saad (2003) the GMRES
approximation is a vector that minimizes the function ||Ax− b||. The preconditioned
residual norm is intrinsically provided during the iterative procedure by SPARSKIT
solvers. In particular GMRES provides the current (absolute) residual norm once the
iterative process is terminated. Here despite a rapid reduction of the residual norm
for the first 500 iterations it struggles to decrease for higher iterations of the iterative
solver. In fact, residual norms of approximately 10−12 and 10−8 for, respectively,
frequencies of 3 and 300 Hz are not adequate for the iterative solution process to have
converged to the correct solution of the system of equations. The computations were
done on a HP workstation with 2.8GHz 6-core Intel processors and 24GB of memory
The computation time for solving the system of equations was roughly an hour for
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10000 iterations of the iterative solver. The results shown here are the best obtained
after investigating a variety of meshes and solver parameters.
2.4.1.2 A small loop of current
An infinitesimal magnetic dipole can also be represented by a small loop of current.
For this scenario the excitation source can be constructed using a rectangular wire.
Here the current source is used, therefore, only the source term S2 has to be consid-
ered in equation 2.39 and the contribution from the source term S1 vanishes. For a
particular element of the current line (which passes through a particular cell in the
mesh in a specific orientation) the current density, Jse, is expressed using a combina-
tion of the Heaviside and delta functions. For a current element for example in the
x-direction:
Jse = I
(
H(xi+1)−H(xi)
)
δ(y − y0)δ(z − z0) xˆ, (2.37)
where I is the scalar current running in the wire. The operator H represents the
Heaviside function, and xi and xi+1 are x coordinates for the endpoints of the wire
segment. Also, because there is no current running in the y- and z-directions perpen-
dicular to the current line the delta function is used here. Using the above expression
the source term in the ith element of S2 is formulated as:
(S2)i = I
∫
Ω
Ni ·
(
H(xi+1)−H(xi)
)
δ(y)δ(z) xˆ dΩ, (2.38)
(for the closed-form expression see Appendix B) and the discretized form of the system
of equations is formed:
 C −ωµ0D
ωµ0D C

 E˜R
E˜I
 =
 0−ωµ0S2
 . (2.39)
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Figure 2.7: The entire xz-section through the center of the tetrahedral mesh used for
the conductive whole-space model.
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Figure 2.8: An enlarged xz (top) and xy (bottom) view of the central part of the
tetrahedral mesh used for the conductive whole-space model. The mesh is refined
about the source point at the origin and around observation locations
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Figure 2.9: The real and imaginary parts of the z-component of the magnetic field,
Hz, for two frequencies for the whole-space model of 0.01 S/m using a point magnetic
dipole source. Circles and solid lines in each panel are magnetic fields calculated using
the E-field finite-element method and the analytic formula of Ward and Hohmann
(1988) respectively.
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Figure 2.10: The convergence curves for the E-field solutions for frequencies of 3 and
300 Hz for the conductive whole-space model of 0.01 S/m. Data are the residual
norms provided by the GMRES solver that was used.
The above equation is again solved for the real and imaginary parts of the electric
field.
For the same mesh and the same frequencies and parameters for the iterative solver
as used in the previous example, the above system of equations is solved. Here the
loop source with a positive magnetic moment is placed at the origin. The size of the
rectangular loop is 10−6×10−6 m in the x- and y-directions. The source is enclosed by a
particular cell at the center. Figure 2.11 shows the z-component of the total magnetic
field. Again the data shown using circles are the finite-element E-field solutions at the
observation locations along the x-axis. Figure 2.12 shows the preconditioned residual
norm of the iterative solver for these runs. Here the poor convergence of the iterative
solver for both frequencies of 3 and 300 Hz causes erroneous magnetic fields and a
poor match with the analytic solutions as observed in Figure 2.11.
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Figure 2.11: The real and imaginary parts of the z-component of the magnetic field,
Hz, for two frequencies for the whole-space model of 0.01 S/m using a small loop as
the magnetic dipole source.
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Figure 2.12: The convergence curves for the E-field solutions for frequencies of 3 and
300 Hz for the conductive whole-space model of 0.01 S/m.
2.4.2 Conductive half-space problem
In a realistic geophysical scenario the air layer needs to be considered in the model.
Here, for the analogous examples presented in the previous section but with both the
resistive air and the conductive Earth considered, the solution to the E-field equation
is investigated.
For the mesh shown in Figure 2.7 but with the air layer for z < 0 the E-field equation
is solved for a magnetic dipole point source. The conductivity of the air is 10−8 S/m.
Again the iterative solver GMRES with a dimension of 200 for the Krylov subspace
along with the ILUT preconditioner is used. Figures 2.13 and 2.14 show the magnetic
field due to a source point and a small loop respectively. Again it is seen here that
the finite-element E-field approach gives a poor match between the numerical and
analytic solutions for the half-space problems.
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Figure 2.13: The real and imaginary parts of the z-component of the magnetic field,
Hz, for the point source for two frequencies for the half-space model of 0.01 S/m.
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Figure 2.14: The real and imaginary parts of the z-component of the magnetic field,
Hz, for the small loop source for two frequencies for the half-space model of 0.01 S/m.
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2.5 The weakness of the E-field system and direct
solution
As demonstrated in the above examples the finite-element iterative solution to the
stand-alone total E-field system for low frequencies and for unstructured meshes does
not necessarily simulate an adequate response for the electric field in a conductive
medium. In particular, because of the small ω that is the consequence of the low
frequencies used by EM exploration methods in geophysics, the coupling between E
and H reduces in the two curl Maxwell’s equations (equations 2.1 and 2.2). For these
circumstances, electric charges become more important in distorting the electric field
in the conductive medium as frequency decreases (West and Macnae, 1991). In this
situation the electric field is maintained by the equation of conservation of charge:
∇ · J =

−∇ · Js at the source location,
0 otherwise,
(2.40)
where J(r, ω) is the current density and is connected to the electric field by Ohm’s
law: J = σE. Here, from the physical standpoint, the electric field in equation 2.3
is anticipated to implicitly fulfill the above-mentioned divergence equation. In fact
equation 2.40, scaled by the angular frequency ω, can be produced by taking the
divergence of the E-field equation:
iωµ0 ∇ · (σE) = −iωµ0 ∇ · Jse. (2.41)
As a difficulty for an absolute frequency of zero (which causes ω = 0) equation 2.41
is of no use. Also for a zero frequency the E-field equation alters to ∇×∇× E = 0,
which results in a non-unique solution for the electric field. Therefore there is a unique
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solution for the electric field only for non-zero frequencies (ω 6= 0). The instability
of the E-field equation (see equation 2.3) to give an adequate solution for the low
frequencies (near to the geophysical zero limit) of 3 and 300 Hz used in the examples
in Section 2.4 is analogous because of the vanishing conductivity term ωµ0σE.
The difficulties mentioned above can be rectified by solving the E-field equation in
conjunction with the divergence equation (equation 2.40). The E-field Helmholtz
equation is discretized using an edge-element expansion because of reasons given in
Section 2.3.3.3. As a difficulty here FE solution of ∇ · J = 0 is not feasible using
edge elements but requires nodal-element expansion of E. These solution difficulties
observed in this section can be mitigated using direct solvers to solve the E-field
Helmholtz equation as explained in the next section.
2.5.1 Direct solution
Direct solvers can be used as a quick remedy for correctly solving the E-field Helmholtz
equation. Here I used the public domain sparse direct solver library, MUMPS, Mul-
tifrontal Massively Parallel Solver (Amestoy et al., 2001; Amestoy et al., 2006).
MUMPS is a solver package that can be used for solving sparse systems of the form
seen in equation 2.15 in a memory efficient manner. Based on a multifrontal approach
MUMPS uses a direct method and depending on the characteristics of the sparse sys-
tem performs either a LU or a LDLT factorization. Here I used MUMPS in the double
precision arithmetic configuration and in sequential mode.
The problem of poor results for the magnetic dipole (e.g., a point source) in a con-
ductive half-space presented in Section 2.5.1 is resolved using MUMPS. Figure 2.15
shows a comparison of the solutions obtained using the direct and iterative solvers.
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Here in contrast to the incorrect iterative solutions (shown in black circles), the direct
solver provides correct estimations (shown in blue triangles) of the magnetic fields
for both frequencies of 3 and 300 Hz. The computation times for these runs were
490 and 536 seconds for frequencies of 3 and 300 Hz respectively. Despite the correct
answer obtained here the direct solver uses a significant amount of memory space in
the computer. For the meshes used here (see Section 2.4.1.1) the memory usage was
18.5 and 19.5 Gbytes for 3 and 300 Hz respectively.
With the intention of obtaining the correct EM response using an iterative solver,
allowing larger Earth models to be considered, the electromagnetic field is treated
indirectly by using the vector-scalar potential field formulation instead of the direct
electric or magnetic fields. The formulation of this approach will be discussed in
Chapter 3.
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Figure 2.15: The real and imaginary parts of the z-component of the magnetic field,
Hz, for the point source for two frequencies for the half-space model of 0.01 S/m.
Circles and triangles in each panel are magnetic fields calculated using the iterative
and direct solvers respectively.
Chapter 3
Solution to the Geophysical
Electromagnetic Vector-Scalar
Potentials Formulation
Formulating the EM boundary value problem directly based on the electric or mag-
netic field allows the simulation of the fields as a physical quantity. However as dis-
cussed in Chapter 2, the total E-field equation struggles to converge to an adequate
solution for the range of frequencies and scale of problem considered in exploration
geophysics. In order to overcome this difficulty I formulated the problem in terms of
vector and scalar potentials, which are mathematical in nature but which correspond
directly to contrasting physical behaviors in the geophysical EM context.
3.1 Vector-scalar potential formulation
The E-field partial differential equation (equation 2.3) and the equation of conser-
vation of charge (equation 2.40) were introduced in Chapter 2. According to the
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Helmholtz theorem each vector field can be determined by the sum of a solenoidal
(divergence-free) field and an irrotational (curl-free) field. The basic tool for intro-
ducing these quantities in electromagnetics is Gauss’s law of magnetism:
∇ ·B = 0. (3.1)
Here, because the magnetic flux B is divergence-free, it can be expressed as the curl
of a vector potential A:
B = ∇×A (3.2)
Substituting the above equation into equation 2.1 gives:
∇× (E+ iωA) = 0. (3.3)
Because the curl of the vector (E + iωA) is zero, it can be equated to the negative
gradient of a scalar potential, −∇φ, and the following equation is obtained:
E = −iωA−∇φ, (3.4)
where the parameter φ is the scalar potential (Ward and Hohmann, 1988). This
decomposition however suffers from the non-uniqueness problem of the potentials.
The vector potential in equation 3.2 has an intrinsic ambiguity as does any function
with vanishing curl i.e., the gradient of any scalar function, added to A would have
no effect on B. Also any function whose gradient is zero can be added to the scalar
potential in equation 3.4 with no effect on E. Extra conditions can be applied on
potentials to remedy these non-uniqueness problems, with the condition wherein the
principal quantities E and B remain invariant. To suppress the freedom of vector
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potential the Coulomb gauge condition is often used:
∇ ·A = 0. (3.5)
Using equation 3.4 to replace E with potentials in equation 2.3 gives:
∇×∇×A+ iωµ0σA+ µ0σ∇φ = µ0Jse −
i
ω
∇× Jsm. (3.6)
Here A and φ are complex-valued functions of both position and frequency. To solve
the above equation for both the vector and scalar potentials an extra equation is
required. Here the equation of conservation of charge (equation 2.40) is used. Using
Ohm’s law and substituting equation 3.4 into equation 2.40 gives,
−iω∇ · (σA)−∇ · (σ∇φ) = −∇ · Jse. (3.7)
The resulting joint system consisting of equations 3.6 and 3.7 is of square form and
diagonally dominated by the terms from both vector and scalar potentials.
In order to solve the system of equations consisting of equations 3.6 and 3.7 the natural
boundary conditions on both A and φ are used Jin (2002). Considering the Dirichlet
boundary condition and introducing Ω for the entire domain of the physical problem
with Γ as its outer boundary the following boundary conditions are applied,
(n×A)Γ = 0, (3.8)
φΓ = 0, (3.9)
where n is the normal vector for the boundary surfaces of the domain. These boundary
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conditions are essentially equivalent to those applied to E when solving the E-field
Helmholtz equation in Chapter 2. The system of equations given by equations 3.6
and 3.7 is the system that is discretized here using the finite-element approach.
3.2 Construction of the weak form equations
Similar to the approach used for constructing the E-field system in Chapter 2, here
again the method of weighted residuals is used as it does not require construction of
initial functionals before the minimization process. In order to apply this method a
vector residual is firstly formed from equation 3.6:
r = ∇×∇× A˜+ iωµ0σA˜+ µ0σ∇φ˜− µ0Jse +
i
ω
∇× Jme . (3.10)
where A˜ and φ˜ are the approximated vector and scalar potentials respectively. The
inner product of the vector residual in equation 3.10 with a vector weight function,
W, is then equated to zero:
R =
∫
Ω
W · r dΩ = 0. (3.11)
Here the weighting function W is such that if the residual can be made to be orthog-
onal to W a good solution is obtained. Substituting equation 3.10 into equation 3.11
and integrating the first term, which involves W · ∇ ×∇× A˜, by parts gives:
∫
Ω
(∇×W) · (∇× A˜) dΩ −
∫
γ+Γ
W× (∇× A˜) · n dS +
iωµ0
∫
Ω
σ W · A˜ dΩ + µ0
∫
Ω
σ W · ∇φ˜ dΩ =
µ0
∫
Ω
W · Js dΩ− i
ω
∫
Ω
W · ∇ × Jme dΩ.
(3.12)
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By replacing the magnetic current Jme with the magnetization vector in equation 2.32
the above equation is modified to:
∫
Ω
(∇×W) · (∇× A˜) dΩ −
∫
γ+Γ
W× (∇× A˜) · n dS +
iωµ0
∫
Ω
σ W · A˜ dΩ + µ0
∫
Ω
σ W · ∇φ˜ dΩ =
µ0
∫
Ω
W · Js dΩ + µ0
∫
Ω
W · ∇ ×M dΩ.
(3.13)
The surface integral term in the above equation expresses the behavior of the approx-
imated vector potential at the inner, γ, and outer, Γ, boundaries of the mesh.
An inner product of the scalar residual, r, of equation 3.7 with a scalar weight function,
v, is also constructed and then equated to zero:
ρ =
∫
Ω
v r dΩ = 0, (3.14)
where
r = −iω∇ · (σA˜) − ∇ · (σ∇φ˜) +∇ · Js. (3.15)
By substituting this residual term into equation 3.14 and applying integration by parts
to the volume integrals involving both potentials, the following equation is derived:
iω
∫
Ω
∇v · σA˜ dΩ − iω
∫
γ+Γ
v σA˜ · n dS +∫
Ω
∇v · σ∇φ˜ dΩ −
∫
γ+Γ
v σ∇φ˜ · n dS = −
∫
Ω
v ∇ · Js dΩ.
(3.16)
The surface integral terms in equations 3.13 and 3.16 involve the behavior of the
normal current density from the A and ∇φ components of the approximate electric
field at the boundaries of the mesh, which will be discussed later in this chapter.
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3.2.1 Application of the finite-element method
To solve the system of equations 3.13 and 3.16 using the finite-element method the
computational domain is again subdivided into a grid of unstructured tetrahedral ele-
ments. Also similar to the electric-field case described in Chapter 2, the approximated
vector and scalar potentials are expressed in terms of a series of basis functions:
A˜ =
nA∑
j=1
A˜j Nj, (3.17)
φ˜ =
nφ∑
k=1
φ˜k Nk, (3.18)
whereNj andNk are vector and scalar basis functions respectively, and the parameters
A˜j and φ˜k are the unknown coefficients to be determined. Here piecewise linear
polynomials are used for basis functions in each computational domain, in particular,
the nodal-element basis functions described in section 2.3.3.1 are used for the scalar
potential and the edge-element basis functions described in section 2.3.3.2 are used
for the vector potential (e.g., Whitney, 1957; Silvester and Ferrari, 1983; Jin, 2002
and Monk, 2003). Also in equations 3.17 and 3.18, nA and nφ are the number of edges
and nodes in each tetrahedron respectively. Because of using linear basis functions
here nA = 6 and nφ = 4 which are respectively the number of edges and nodes in
each tetrahedral element. One reason for choosing these elemental functions is to
best satisfy the behavior of the electric field at the inter-element boundaries between
tetrahedral cells in the meshed domain. Another reason is linear edge-elements are
simpler than higher-order basis functions. In order to justify these choices the interface
conditions for the scalar and vector potentials are firstly described in the following
section.
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3.2.2 Interface Conditions for the potentials
For the vector potential the magnetostatic boundary condition can be applied. Con-
sidering the rectangular pillbox and the Amperian loop shown respectively in Fig-
ures 2.1 and 2.2, and B = ∇ × A, the divergence law of ∇ · B = 0 alters to the
following equation in integral form
∮
B · da =
∫
A · dl = 0. (3.19)
This means that for the shrinking sizes of the pillbox and the Amperian loop on
the interface the tangential component of the vector potential is continuous. The
condition ∇ · A = 0 justifies the continuity of the normal component of the vector
potential across the interface. Therefore similar to the scalar potential the vector
potential would be also continuous across an interface:
A2 = A1. (3.20)
Similar to the interface conditions for the current density in Chapter 2, the normal
component of the current density needs to be continuous here. The normal current
density as constructed here deals with the continuity in the combination of the normal
components of the vector and scalar potentials rather than directly the electric field:
J · n = σ(−iωA−∇φ) · n. (3.21)
Here because of unawareness in what portion of A and φ is contributing to the conti-
nuity and discontinuity conditions there is an ambiguity in what exactly the interface
conditions can be. For the special DC resistivity case, i.e., when a frequency of zero
is used, the interface condition follows the conditions for the scalar potential (e.g.,
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Figure 3.1: The boundary between two media of different conductivities. E is the
external electric field applied (modified from Ward and Hohmann, 1988).
its gradient here) as used for the static case. The interface conditions for the scalar
potential itself follows from the boundary conditions in electrostatics. Considering a
plane boundary shared between two adjacent media of different conductivities (see
Figure 3.1), the following equation holds for the scalar potential and the electric
field (Griffiths, 1999),
φ2 − φ1 = −
∫ b
a
E · dl, (3.22)
where a and b are two individual points with epsilon distance from the interface on
either sides of the boundary. As the path a−b shrinks to zero (only on the boundary)
the above integral on the right hand side reduces to zero and as a result the scalar
potential turns to be continuous across the interface:
φ2 = φ1. (3.23)
Considering the above argument the finite-element basis function for the scalar po-
tential needs to be chosen so as to be continuous across the inter-element boundaries.
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The interface conditions for A and φ described here will be revisited and investigated
in Chapter 5.
Similar to the case for the electric field in Chapter 2, vector basis functions are used
for the vector potential here. This explicitly satisfies the Coulomb gauge condition
of ∇ · A = 0 within a source-free cell and the tangential component of the vector
potential is continuous between cells. However, it is not necessarily true to claim that
the normal component of the vector potential is continuous. Here the nodal-element
basis functions are used for the scalar potentials, which means that φ is continuous
between cells. Figure 3.2 shows the behavior in two neighboring tetrahedral cells of
the gradient of the scalar basis function for the shared node j (see Figure 2.3 for the
behavior of φ itself). In panel (a) the gray-shaded plane is shared by two adjacent
tetrahedrons that share the face (i, j, k). The direction and the magnitude of the
gradient of the scalar basis function for the corresponding node is illustrated in panel
(b). In particular, the different orientations of the arrows at the shared boundary
indicate that the normal component of ∇Nj is discontinuous across the interface.
Here the continuity of the tangential components of ∇Nj and Nji (see Figure 2.5,
panel b) guarantee the continuity of the tangential component of the electric field
across the interface. The discontinuity of the normal component of ∇Nj can account
for the discontinuity of the normal component of the electric field across interfaces
between distinct conductivities, removing this responsibility from the vector basis
functions (which they are not good at, Farquharson and Miensopust, 2011).
3.2.3 The discretization problem
Here the finite-element basis functions and the interface conditions are applied to
equations 3.13 and 3.16. The surface integral terms in these equations again need to
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Figure 3.2: Vector plots for the gradient of the scalar basis function for the jth node
shared by two neighbor tetrahedrons ([i, j, k, l] and [i, j, k,m]).
be analyzed. The surface integral term
∫
γ+Γ W × (∇ × A˜) · n dS in equation 3.13
is firstly investigated, considering that edge-elements basis functions are used for the
vector potential. The analysis presented here is similar to that for the electric field in
Chapter 2. For the situation where the weight function is normal to the inter-element
face, the integrand W× (∇× A˜) is purely tangential to the face and, therefore, there
would be no contribution from the surface integral term. In contrast, if the weight
function is tangential to the shared face, the integrandW×∇×A˜ will have a normal
and a tangential component to the face. Here again by considering the true vector
potential instead of A˜ and also using the constitutive relation H = 1
µ0
B = 1
µ0
∇×A,
the integrand of the surface integral term would change to µ0(W × H) · n. This
expression deals with the behavior of the vector W × H normal to the face. By
choosing an appropriate expression for the weight function (i.e. the edge-element
basis functions as in Chapter 2) the tangential component of vector W would be
continuous across the interface by construction. The vector W×H is normal to the
face for the tangential component of H. Again as discussed in Chapter 2, as a result
of the tangential H being continuous across the interface, the vector W×H, which is
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normal to the face, would also be continuous. This indicates that, for a shared face, the
contribution from the surface integral term from a particular cell would be cancelled
by the corresponding surface integral term from the neighboring cell. According to
the above argument the surface integral term in equation 3.13 is ignored and only the
volume integral term resulting from the integration by parts
∫
Ω(∇×W) · (∇× A˜) dΩ
is used. The Sommerfeld boundary conditions are also satisfied by considering the
outer boundary Γ to be sufficiently far from the EM source.
The surface integral terms in equation 3.16 involve the behavior of the normal current
density from the A and ∇φ components of the approximate electric field at the exter-
nal and internal boundaries of the mesh. By combining the surface integral terms the
integrand of the new surface term involves v J˜ · n where J˜ = σE˜ is the approximate
current density. Suppose it were the true rather than the approximate current density.
The normal component of the true current density is continuous across the interfaces
(γ here) between neighboring cells of distinct conductivities. Therefore with an ap-
propriate choice for the scalar weight function, v, the contribution to the combination
of the surface integral terms in equation 3.16 from a particular face in volume Ω would
be cancelled by the contribution from the same face in the neighboring volume. Also
considering that the outer boundaries (Γ here) of the physical domain are sufficiently
far from the source of excitation the Sommerfeld boundary condition is guaranteed
by enforcing the above surface integral term to zero.
The Galerkin version of the method of weighted residuals, in which the weighting
function is chosen to be equal to the basis function, that is W = N for the vector and
v = N for the scalar weight functions, is used here. Considering this and substituting
equations 3.17 and 3.18 into equations 3.13 and 3.16 the following discretized forms
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for the relevant equations are derived:
Nedges∑
j=1
A˜j
∫
Ω
(∇×Ni) · (∇×Nj) dΩ + iωµ0
Nedges∑
j=1
A˜j
∫
Ω
σ Ni ·Nj dΩ +
µ0
Nnodes∑
k=1
φk
∫
Ω
σ Ni · ∇Nk dΩ = µ0(
∫
Ω
Ni · Js dΩ +
∫
Ω
Ni · ∇ ×M dΩ),
(3.24)
iω
Nedges∑
j=1
A˜j
∫
Ω
∇Nl · (σ Nj) dΩ +
Nnodes∑
k=1
φ˜k
∫
Ω
∇Nl · (σ ∇Nk) dΩ
= −
∫
Ω
Nl ∇ · Js dΩ,
(3.25)
where i = 1, · · · , Nedges and l = 1, · · · , Nnodes, and Nedges and Nnodes are the total
numbers of edges and nodes, respectively, in the mesh. Equations 3.24 and 3.25 are
solved for the coefficients, φ˜k, of the approximate scalar potential and the coefficients,
A˜j, of the approximate vector potential.
3.2.4 Solution of the discrete system
The integrals on the left-hand side of equations 3.24 and 3.25 involve the interactions
between the edge-element basis functions themselves (as discussed in Chapter 2),
between the nodal-element basis functions and between the edge- and nodal-element
basis functions (see Appendix B for the closed-form formulae). Also, the interactions
between the source term and the basis functions are given by the integral terms on
the right-hand side of these equations. The matrix form of the system of equations
is:  C+ iωµ0D µ0F
iωG H

 A˜
φ˜
 =
 µ0(S1 + S2)
S3
 . (3.26)
By separating the approximate potentials into their real and imaginary parts, a real-
valued matrix form for the system of equations is built. Preconditioned iterative
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methods are used in a number of studies (e.g., Axelsson and Kucherov, 2000; and Ax-
elsson et al., 2013) for the solution to the real-valued variants of the original complex
systems. The decomposed system hence reads,

C −ωµ0D µ0F 0
ωµ0D C 0 µ0F
0 −ωG H 0
ωG 0 0 H


A˜R
A˜I
φ˜R
φ˜I

=

µ0(S1 + S2)
0
S3
0

(3.27)
where Cij =
∫
Ω (∇×Ni) · (∇×Nj) dΩ; Dij =
∫
Ω σ Ni · Nj dΩ; Fil =
∫
Ω∇Nl ·
(σ Nj) dΩ; G is the transpose of the matrix F; Hlk =
∫
Ω∇Nl · (σ ∇Nk) dΩ; i, j =
1, · · · , Nedges and l, k = 1, · · · , Nnodes. Also, S1 = ∫Ω Ni ·Js dΩ, S2 = ∫Ω Ni ·∇×M dΩ
and S3 = − ∫ΩNl ∇ · Js dΩ are the contributions from the source terms, and A˜R, A˜I ,
φ˜R, and φ˜I are the real and imaginary parts of the coefficients for the approximate
vector and scalar potentials respectively. The dimension of the above system is twice
the sum of the number of edges and nodes in the mesh.
Axelsson and Kucherov (2000) investigated the real-valued solution of systems in the
complex form of (L + iωI)u = f where L is the coefficient matrix, I is the identity
matrix and u is the solution vector. In fact as discussed therein, because of the limited
choices for suitably preconditioning the complex systems, I used an efficient combina-
tion of preconditioning and iterative solver for the real-valued form of the problem.
In preparation for solving the system of equations Dirichlet boundary conditions for
the vector and scalar potentials are implemented on the outer boundaries of the mesh.
On the boundary Γ, equations 3.8 and 3.9 change to n×A = Aj and φ = φk respec-
tively. Here subscripts j and k are respectively associated with edges and nodes on the
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outer boundaries of the mesh. In order to force those coefficients to their theoretical
zero value on the outer boundaries those elements on the rows of the coefficient matrix
(see equation 3.27) that correspond to the edges and nodes located on the truncation
boundaries of the mesh are set to zero except for the diagonal element Jin (2002).
Also, the element in the corresponding row of the source vector on the right-hand side
of equation 3.27 is set to zero.
Similar to the situation with the E-field solution in Chapter 2 the resulting system
of equations is solved using the iterative solver GMRES from SPARSKIT (Saad,
1990). Also the system is preconditioned using an incomplete LU decomposition
approach (Saad, 2003). Once the system has been solved for the real and imaginary
parts of the vector and scalar potentials the electric field is obtained using equation 3.4.
The magnetic field is calculated by taking the curl of the vector potential and using
the edge-element basis functions:
H = 1
µ0
Nedges∑
j=1
A˜j ∇×Nj. (3.28)
3.3 Verification Examples
The performance of the method presented above is illustrated for the same examples
presented for the E-field solution in Chapter 2. Again a total-field solution is be-
ing considered, and examples for the homogeneous whole-space and half-space Earth
models are included. The results are compared against the analytic solutions.
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3.3.1 Magnetic dipole problem
3.3.1.1 Conductive whole-space and magnetic point source
Similar to the example in Section 2.4.1.1 the problem of an infinitesimal magnetic
dipole is also considered here. For this type of source the only non-zero term on the
right-hand side of equation 3.27 emerges from the term S2 while the contributions from
both S1 and S3 disappear. The approach to evaluate S2 has already been described
in Chapter 2 and its closed-form formulation is presented in Appendix B. Therefore,
the matrix form of the system of equations in complex form is,
 C+ iωµ0D µ0F
iωG H

 A˜
φ˜
 =
 µ0S2
0
 . (3.29)
The real-valued A−φ system is formed by splitting the potentials into their real and
imaginary parts. For the same whole-space model used in section 2.4.1.1, including
the same mesh, the decomposed system of equations is solved. Figure 3.3 shows the
z-component of the total magnetic field at observation locations along the x-axis for
frequencies of 3 and 300 Hz. Circles and solid lines shown in each panel therein are
data calculated using the A − φ finite-element approach and the analytical formula
of Ward and Hohmann (1988) respectively. It is seen here that the solution gives a
good match with the analytic response. For the solution here again a Krylov subspace
of 200 for the GMRES solver and a fill-in factor of lfil = 3 for the truncated ILU
preconditioner are used. In fact, these are exactly the same solver parameters used for
the corresponding E-field example. Choosing larger values of fill-in did not improve
the convergence of the iterative solver. Figure 3.4 shows the preconditioned residual
norm of the iterative solver during these runs. Here the decomposed system reaches
a residual norm of approximately 10−18 for 3 Hz in panel (a) and 10−15 for 300 Hz in
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panel (b). These residual norms are considerably smaller than those obtained for the
E-field solution for exactly the same example.
3.3.1.2 Conductive whole-space and small loop of current
As shown in Chapter 2 a small loop of current can be used as an alternative for the
magnetic source point. As the rationale for this choice, for the sake of generality and to
obviate the need for forcing the edges of some tetrahedrons to coincide with the source
line of current, the source is arbitrarily positioned in the mesh. In contrast to the
previous example where a magnetic source point is used, the non-zero contributions
to the source vector on the right-hand side of equation 3.26 now emerges from the
terms S1 and S3. Here the parameter S2 is zero as the magnetic dipole source is
constructed using four individual wires not a point source. Also in accordance with
the characteristics of a magnetic dipole source, the term S2 turns out to be zero after
the assembly process. Equation 3.26 then changes to the following form:
 C+ iωµ0D µ0F
iωG H

 A˜
φ˜
 =
 µ0S1
0
 . (3.30)
The closed-form formula for the source term is given by equation B.48 presented
in Appendix B. Here the parameters of the source including the magnetic moment,
current, and size are identical to those used in Section 2.4.1.2. The same tetrahedral
grids are also used for the individual frequencies of 3 and 300 Hz. Again for the
same solver parameters, including a Krylov subspace of 200 for GMRES and lfil = 3
for the ILU preconditioner, the decomposed system shown in equation 3.30 is solved.
The total magnetic field response for the z-component and the corresponding residual
norms are shown in Figures 3.5 and 3.6 respectively. Here also the A−φ decomposed
solution coincides with the analytic curves as presented in Figure 3.5. For the number
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Figure 3.3: A comparison of the z-components of the real and imaginary parts of
the magnetic field observed along the x-axis for the whole-space and point source
example. Data are synthesized using the analytic formula (red solid line) and A− φ
decomposed FE (circles). Panels (a) and (b) are for a frequency of 3 Hz; panels (c)
and (d) are for a frequency of 300 Hz.
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Figure 3.4: The convergence curves for the decomposed solutions for frequencies of 3
and 300 Hz for the conductive whole-space model of 0.01 S/m. The data in Figure 3.3
are for the residual norms of the iterative solver after 6000 iterations.
of iterations shown in Figure 3.6 the approximate computation times were 45 minutes
for the frequency of 3 Hz and 65 minutes for the frequency of 300 Hz.
3.3.1.3 Conductive half-space and a magnetic point source
The identical mesh presented in Section 3.3.1.1 is used to solve the half-space problem
with a central magnetic source point located on the surface. The system to solve is
again equation 3.29. Here the conductivity for the air is considered to be 10−8 S/m.
Also, the same parameters for the iterative solver as used in Section 3.3.1.1 are again
used for this example. Figure 3.7 shows the Hz response at the observation locations
along the x-axis. It is also seen here that the numerical solutions are coincident with
the analytic solutions. The convergence curves for the calculated fields are shown in
Figure 3.8. The computation times for solving the system of equations for frequencies
of 3 and 300 Hz were 40 and 48 minutes respectively.
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Figure 3.5: A comparison of the z-components of the real and imaginary parts of the
magnetic field observed along the x-axis for the whole-space and loop example.
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Figure 3.6: The convergence curves for the decomposed solution for frequencies of 3
and 300 Hz for the conductive whole-space model of 0.01 S/m. The data in Figure 3.5
are for the residual norms of the iterative solver after 5000 iterations for 3 Hz and
6000 iterations for 300 Hz.
3.3.1.4 Conductive half-space and a loop of current
The model presented in Section 3.3.1.2 but for a half-space problem is also solved.
An identical loop of current is located at the origin on the Earth’s surface. The con-
ductivity of the air is also 10−8 S/m. The same frequencies and parameters of the
iterative solver used in Section 3.3.1.2 are used here. Figure 3.9 is the total magnetic
field response Hz for the two frequencies and for observation locations along the x-
axis. Figure 3.10 shows the corresponding residual norm of the iterative solver for
these runs. Here the small residual norms reached for both frequencies give satis-
factory numerical solutions which agree well with the solutions calculated using the
analytic formula. Computation times for frequencies of 3 and 300 Hz for the number
of iterations shown in Figure 3.10 are 38 and 49 minutes respectively.
With the intention of providing an insight into the efficiency of the decomposed total
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Figure 3.7: A comparison of the z-components of the real and imaginary parts of the
magnetic field observed along the x-axis for the half-space and point source example.
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Figure 3.8: The convergence curves for the decomposed solutions for frequencies of 3
and 300 Hz for the conductive half-space model of 0.01 S/m and the point magnetic
source.
field solutions on unstructured meshes the data calculated in the above examples can
be compared to those of the E-field solutions presented in Chapter 2. It was observed
in Chapter 2 that the data calculated using the finite-element E-field approach does
not agree well with the analytic solutions. In contrast, the solution using the decom-
posed potentials gives a good match, e.g. only 1.6 percent difference on average for
the 3 Hz example in Section 3.3.1.4, with the analytic response. The relative residual
norm (e.g., ||Ax−b||||b|| ) is also calculated for a number of examples presented above. For
the relevant number of iterations, for the loop of current and half-space example, the
relative residual norms for a frequency of 3 Hz were 6.73× 10−11 and 1.21× 10−7 for
the final A−φ and E-field solutions respectively. The corresponding residuals for the
frequency of 300 Hz were 5.02 × 10−10 for the decomposed system and 7.96 × 10−5
for the total E-field system. Clearly the iterative solver has been able to converge to
a significantly more accurate solution for theA−φ system than for the E-field system.
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Figure 3.9: The real and imaginary parts of the z-component of the magnetic field,
Hz, for two frequencies, the loop of current, and the half-space model of 0.01 S/m.
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Figure 3.10: The convergence curves for the decomposed solution for frequencies of 3
and 300 Hz for the conductive half-space model of 0.01 S/m and the loop magnetic
source. The data in Figure 3.9 are for the residual norms of the iterative solver after
4000 iterations for 3 Hz and 6000 iterations for 300 Hz.
For the example presented in Section 3.3.1.4 I also considered calculating the fields
for longer source-receiver distances for a lower frequency of 0.1 Hz. For this purpose
the mesh is refined along 24 km of observation locations (12 km on each side of
the dipole source) on the surface. The new mesh consists of 708769 cells, 116058
nodes, and 825232 edges. Again as shown in Figure 3.11 the results from the A − φ
finite-element approximation agree with the analytic solution (average difference of
1.5 percent) for both real and imaginary parts of the magnetic field.
3.3.2 Electric dipole problem
3.3.2.1 Conductive half-space and electric dipole source
This example considers the problem of a conductive half-space excited by a small
electric dipole located on the Earth’s surface. For the situation where an electric
dipole of a single wire is used as the source of excitation the matrix-form for the
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Figure 3.11: The real and imaginary parts of the z-component of the total magnetic
field, Hz, on the Earth’s surface for a frequency of 0.1 Hz for the homogeneous half-
space model. A comparison of the real and imaginary parts obtained using the FE
method (shown respectively with crosses and pluses) and the analytic formula (shown
respectively in triangles and circles) is presented.
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discretized system of equations 2.30 and 3.26 are as follows,
(C+ iωµ0D) E˜ = −iωµ0S1, (3.31)
for the E-field system and
 C+ iωµ0D µ0F
iωG H

 A˜
φ˜
 =
 µ0S1
S3
 . (3.32)
for the A − φ decomposed system. Here because a physical current of I flows in
the electric dipole source, the source terms that exist are those constructed using the
relevant current density of Jse and the contribution from the source term that includes
the magnetic current Jsm, namely
∫
Ω Ni · ∇ ×M dΩ, would be zero. Source terms in
equation 3.31 and 3.32 are the same as those seen in equation 3.27. The closed-form
formula for these source terms are presented in Appendix B.
Similar to the examples presented in Section 3.3.1 the model here comprises a homo-
geneous half-space of 0.01 S/m with an overlaying air layer of 10−8 S/m. A current
of 1 A runs through the dipole which extends from 0.5 to 0.5 m in the x-direction on
the Earth’s surface. Figure 3.12 shows the tetrahedral mesh used for this example.
Here, in order to accurately calculate the behavior of the EM field, the mesh is locally
refined about the source and line of observation locations (see Figure 3.12). For this
refinement the source passes through a total of 52 cells. Also, the cell dimensions
gradually increase in size away from the refined regions. The dimension of the whole
mesh is 300 km × 300 km × 300 km. The number of cells, nodes, and edges for
this mesh are 708796, 116058 and 825232, which results in 1650464 unknowns in the
E-field and 1882580 unknowns in the A − φ systems of equations. In addition, the
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Figure 3.12: (a) The entire view and (b) the enlarged cross-section of the central part
of the tetrahedral mesh used for the homogeneous half-space and electric dipole source
example model. The conductive ground and the resistive air are shown in orange and
blue respectively. The Earth surface is flat, and the mesh is refined about the dipole
source at the origin and along 24 km of observation locations.
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Figure 3.13: The magnitude of the x-component of the electric field, Ex, for a fre-
quency of 0.1 Hz for the homogeneous half-space model. The cross and plus symbols
are the real and imaginary parts respectively of the electric field calculated using the
A − φ finite-element method presented here. The triangles and circles are the real
and imaginary parts of the electric field calculated using the analytic formula.
number of edges and nodes on the outer boundary of the mesh are 381 and 1706
respectively.
Figure 3.13 shows the values of the x-component of the electric field at locations along
the x-axis for a frequency of 0.1 Hz. Cross and plus symbols indicate the values of
the real and imaginary parts of the electric field calculated using the A− φ approach
presented here, triangles and circles are the corresponding analytic solutions of Ward
and Hohmann (1988). A good agreement between the finite-element results and the
analytic results is clear as the FE data on average match within 98.5 percent of the
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analytic data. For this example the truncated ILU preconditioner (Saad, 1990) was
applied to the coefficient matrices in equations 3.31 and 3.32. Again a value of 3 for
the fill-in parameter is selected. Figure 3.14 shows the preconditioned residual norm
which is supplied by the SPARSKIT solvers during the iterative process. Here the
GMRES solver with a dimension of 200 for the Krylov subspace is again used. The
blue curve in Figure 3.14 indicates the behavior of the convergence of the solution
during the solution process for the A − φ decomposition. As shown in Figure 3.14
after almost 4000 iterations a residual norm of approximately 10−12 was reached. The
relative residual norm here was 2.95 × 10−10 for the final solution. As for the con-
vergence criterion here the iterative solver was terminated once the residual norm
stopped decreasing. The computation time for this run was roughly 35 minutes and
the total memory usage was 8 Gbytes. The curve shown in black in Figure 3.14 is
the residual norm when attempting to solve the non-decomposed E-field equation (see
equation 3.31) using the same solver parameters as for the A − φ system (precondi-
tioner, dimension of the Krylov subspace, and the total number of iterations). The
residual norm of the non-decomposed system does not decrease by more than half an
order of magnitude compared to the decrease of 14 orders of magnitude achieved by
the A− φ solution.
3.4 Discussion on the convergence of the E-field
and A− φ solutions
For comparable examples presented here and in Chapter 2 it is demonstrated that un-
like the E-field system the decomposed system presented in this chapter gives a faster
convergence of the iterative solver and subsequently provides the correct solution to
the EM modeling problem. The superior convergence of the A− φ formulation rela-
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Figure 3.14: The convergence curves for the E-field solution (black) andA−φ solution
for a frequency of 0.1 Hz for the first half-space and electric dipole example.
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tive to that for the E-field formulation is because the conductivity term in the E-field
equation (equation 2.3) almost disappears whereas in the decomposed system (con-
sisting of equations 3.6 and 3.7) two terms, iω∇ · (σA) and σ · (∇φ), are sufficiently
large to maintain the influence of the conductivity in the system of equations.
To further illustrate this fact, both E-field and A− φ systems were re-run for two in-
dividual frequencies of 0.1 and 100 Hz for the model presented in the previous section
for the electric dipole example. The values shown in Table 3.1 are the elements of
the coefficient matrix for this example at three different locations. These three points
correspond to the coordinates of the center of the three selected edges in the mesh.
Three edges were chosen with sizes ranging from small to large. The volumes of the
cells associated with these edges also vary from small to large. The first edge (region
1 in Table 3.1) with a length of 0.12 m belongs to a tetrahedral cell near the origin
immediately below the surface with the source line passing through it. The average
volume of the elements surrounding this edge is 10−4 m3. The small magnitudes for
the size of the edges and volume of the cells is a result of refinement at region 1. The
second point (region 2 in Table 3.1) is considered at (x, y, z) = (280, 40, 500) m. The
center of the edge associated with this point is located in the main area of consider-
ation 500 m in the ground. The length of the size of this edge is 225.39 m and the
average volume of the surrounding cells is 6 × 106 m3. The third point is chosen far
away from the source in the deeper parts of the mesh where the dimensions of cells
begin to get large. The coordinate of the third point is (x, y, z) = (5600, 30, 1400) m
with a length of 790 m for the considered edge and an average volume of 2× 108 m3
for the surrounding cells.
For each frequency, and for the specific row of the coefficient matrix that corresponds
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to each of the edges chosen above, the maximum values of Cij and ωµ0Dij (which are
their diagonal elements Cii and ωµ0Dii) are shown. Also, the maximum value of the
term, µ0Fil, where l is the specific column of the coefficient matrix that corresponds
to the above node, is indicated. For this node, the maximum-valued element from
the term ωGlj and Hll (which again is the diagonal element of H) are also shown. As
illustrated in Table 3.1, small sizes of the edges and subsequently small volumes of
the cells in region 1 cause relatively small matrix entries. Although by decreasing the
frequency from 100 to 0.1 Hz the magnitude of the conductivity terms ωµ0Dij and
ωGlj decrease in each region, the entries Cii and Hll remain constant and preserve the
diagonal structure of the coefficient matrix. However, because of the large volume of
the cells, the term ωGlj increases significantly in the second and third regions espe-
cially for the higher frequency of 100 Hz. For the edges located along the refined line
of observations the term Hll is comparable to or larger than that of ωGlj for lower
frequencies (e.g., see the values in Table 3.1 for 0.1 Hz in region 1). Because of the
vanishing conductivity term, ωµ0Dij, the E-field system, which only comprises C and
ωµ0D, looses its conductivity information and struggles to converge. However, in the
decomposed system, the conductivity information is present additionally in the term
H which maintains its influence as the frequency decreases. Hence, the system can
be solved efficiently using iterative methods.
For the edge and its corresponding node in region 1 the magnitude of the source
terms µ0S1 and S3 are 2.61 × 10−8 and 0.366 respectively. This comparison also
holds for the average values of these two terms. This results in larger values of the
scalar potentials. This is a situation for which the galvanic component coming from
the equation of conservation of charge dominates the induction component. This is
confirmed in Figure 3.15 which shows the galvanic part (−∇φ), inductive part (iωA),
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Table 3.1: A sample of the entries of the coefficient matrix (see equation 3.27) for the
model used in Section 3.3.2 for frequencies of 100 and 0.1 Hz. The numbers correspond
to particular edges and nodes in six different regions in the conductive half-space (see
text for details).
Elements of the coefficient matrix
region freq (Hz) Cij ωµ0Dij µ0Fil ωGlj Hll `(m)
1 100. 0.6800 5.05× 10−3 8.26× 10−13 4.13× 10−4 3.52× 10−3 0.12
2 100. 1400.5 11.2 1.42× 10−4 71082 7.722 225.39
3 100. 4615.5 425 1.23× 10−3 617682 30.51 789.37
1 0.1 0.6800 5.05× 10−6 8.26× 10−13 4.13× 10−7 3.52× 10−3 0.12
2 0.1 1400.5 1.12× 10−2 1.42× 10−4 71.082 7.722 225.93
3 0.1 4615.5 0.425 1.23× 10−3 617.682 30.51 789.37
and total electric field. The horizontal component of the fields on a horizontal plane
at a depth of 50 m in the ground is shown. It is clear that the inductive part is
negligible and that the electric field is dominated by the contribution from the scalar
potential. Detailed investigation of the inductive and galvanic parts of the electric
field for different examples and formulations are presented in the following chapters.
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Figure 3.15: The inductive part (a and b), galvanic part (c and d) and total electric
field (e and f) for the first half-space example for a frequency of 0.1 Hz. All six panels
show the horizontal component of the field at a depth of 50 m in the ground. Direction
and strength of the fields are respectively shown using the arrows and their colors.
Panels (a), (c) and (e) show the real parts. Panels (b), (d) and (f) show the imaginary
parts.
Chapter 4
Inductive and Galvanic
Components of the
Electromagnetic Response
4.1 Introduction to inductive and galvanic fields
In this chapter the numerical modeling code for the A − φ decomposition approach
is further verified for a number of models presented in geophysical literature. As
discussed in Chapter 1 a revealing description of the geophysical electromagnetic
distortion can be given in terms of the inductive and galvanic effects. In theory both
of these effects are present in the entire frequency range. However depending on the
frequency applied, and the type of EM excitation source and its position relative to
the underground anomaly, the contributions from the inductive and galvanic fields
vary (Menvielle, 1988). For the A − φ method using the formulation presented in
Chapter 3, an investigation of the inductive and galvanic components of the EM field
is presented here.
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Figure 4.1: A general picture of the electromagnetic induction phenomena (modified
from Grant and West, 1965)
The inductive field and current, by definition, arises via the time derivative of the
magnetic flux, B, in Faraday’s law of induction (see equation 2.1) (West and Macnae,
1991). The inductive electromagnetic response is a function of electrical properties
(i.e., conductivity here) and geometry in addition to being an explicit function of
frequency (Jiracek, 1990). Closed vortex type of field and current circulations are
induced in a situation where a conductive target is isolated by free-space or a signif-
icantly resistive host. Figure 4.1 shows the generalized concept of the EM induction
phenomena. Here the subsequent primary field, established using an alternating cur-
rent through the transmitter coil, induces eddy current fields in the underground
electrical conductor (Grant and West, 1965). Circulation of currents in the conduc-
tive structure generates a secondary magnetic field that is measured in the receiver
coil.
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Figure 4.2: The geometry of the model considered for conceptual illustration of the
inductive and galvanic effects. For the inductive effect shown in Figure 4.3 the mag-
netic dipole source located above the prism is used. For the galvanic effects shown
in Figure 4.8 the electric dipole source located on the side to the rectangular body is
used.
A typical representation of the inductive effect is shown in Figure 4.3 where the ar-
rows of electric field, current density, and magnetic field are shown for an infinitesimal
magnetic dipole source. Here, the model (see Figure 4.2) consists of a rectangular con-
ductive body of σ2 = 1 S/m with dimensions of 100 m × 100 m × 400 m in the x-,
y-, and z-directions. Also, the background medium is considered as a resistive host,
i.e. σ1 = 10−4 S/m. A vertical magnetic dipole is also located at the origin 100 m
above the center of the conductive rectangle. A frequency of 10 Hz is considered for
this example. The arrows plotted in Figure 4.3 are the horizontal component of the
total fields in a horizontal plane (shown in red in Figure 4.2) which passes through
the conductive target. The moment of the magnetic dipole is perpendicular to the
horizontal plane and induces vortex electric fields and the resulting current densities
in the horizontal plane. As illustrated in panel (b) in Figure 4.3 the induction process
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Figure 4.3: Arrows of the total a) electric field, b) current density, and c) magnetic
field for a vertical magnetic dipole source and a rectangular conductive body situated
in free-space (see Figure 4.2). The conductivity of the target is 1 S/m.
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is significant in the conductive target and negligible in the resistive host. Figure 4.4
also shows the magnetic field arrows in the xz-plane at y = 0. The coupling between
the source and the conductive body is seen here as the magnetic field cuts nicely
through the conductive body.
The galvanic phenomena emerges from the principles of the DC resistivity method.
For a homogeneous Earth, Figure 4.5 shows the current flow from two current elec-
trodes (Dohr, 1981). These physical flow of current can be seen in the EM exploration
scenario if, for example, a grounded wire is used as the source of excitation. Figure 4.6
shows the produced total electric field and the relevant current density for a conduc-
tive half-space of 0.01 S/m. Here a 200 m wire which is located on the surface at the
origin and oscillates with a frequency of 1 Hz is chosen as the source of excitation.
However, for the situation where there is an inhomogeneity in the subsurface, i.e.
the sphere of different conductivity in Figure 4.7, the charge build up alters the field
around the anomaly and subsequently deflects the current lines (Li and Oldenburg,
1991). In order to demonstrate this effect a conductive object of conductivity σ2 which
is surrounded by or in touch with an otherwise conductive host of conductivity σ1 (see
Figure 4.2) is considered. Depending on the relative magnitude of these conductivi-
ties the galvanic effect occurs in the form of current channelling into the conductive
regions and current deflection around the resistive zones (Jiracek, 1990). An illustra-
tion of this effect is shown in Figures 4.8 and 4.9 where the horizontal components
of the electric field and current density are shown respectively for the same geometry
described above (see Figure 4.2). Here the conductive body is excited from the side
(i.e., the left side here) by a horizontal wire source of 200 m as shown in Figure 4.2.
The electric source oscillates with a frequency of 1 Hz and is located far enough (e.g.,
approximately 1 km) that incident fields are perpendicular to the vertical sides of the
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Figure 4.4: Arrows of the total magnetic field for the a) real and b) imaginary com-
ponents in the xz-plane cutting vertically through the rectangular body.
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Surface
Figure 4.5: An illustration for the distribution of the DC-resistivity current and po-
tential in a homogeneous Earth model. E1 and E2 are the current electrodes, and S1
and S2 are the potential electrodes. The top panel shows the line of equal potentials
at the horizontal Earth surface. The bottom panel shows the current lines (dotted)
and the potential lines (solid) in a vertical section (modified from Dohr, 1981).
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Figure 4.6: Arrows of the real component of the total a) electric field and b) current
density for a wire source of 200 m and a frequency of 1 Hz.
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Medium (2)
Medium (1)
Equipotential Current flow
Figure 4.7: A schematic picture of current flow (dotted) and equipotantial (solid) lines
for a conductive sphere buried in a background of distinct conductivity. The external
electric field is directed horizontally from the left to the right (modified from Telford
et al., 1990).
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body. The resulting fields and currents shown in panels (a) of Figures 4.8 and 4.9
are for a model which consists of a conductive block of σ2 = 0.1 S/m located in a
resistive host with a conductivity of σ1 = 0.01 S/m. It is seen that because of the
greater conductivity of the target relative to the surrounding host the electric field
(in panel a of Figure 4.8) and the current density (in panel a of Figure 4.9) tend to
be drawn in by and channel through the conductive target. In contrast, the fields
and the corresponding currents shown in panels (b) of Figures 4.8 and 4.9 are for a
model in which the conductivity of the target is less than that of the surrounding
host (σ2 = 0.01 S/m and σ1 = 0.1 S/m). In contrast to the current channelling
effects seen for the model containing the conductive target, the electric field and the
current density avoid entering the resistive target and tend to flow around it in the
conductive host. The behaviors of the fields and currents seen here correspond to a
purely galvanic case that is seen for the DC resistivity scenarios.
4.2 Examples
In this section the numerical modeling code developed in this thesis is tested and
verified for a variety of examples which have been published in the literature. The
examples presented in the following sections are for different configurations in geo-
physical modeling scenarios. The first example investigates the field from a grounded
horizontal electric wire that is used as the most common type of source in the low-
frequency land-based CSEM surveys (see e.g., Zonge and Hughes, 1987). The second
model of conductivity (the graphite cube in brine example) considered here contains
large conductivity contrasts that mimic the classical geophysical EM modeling sce-
narios of a highly conductive metalliferous body residing in resistive shield rocks (see
e.g., Frischknecht et al., 1991). This ivolves a common profiling EM survey method
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Figure 4.8: Arrows of the horizontal component of the total electric field for an electric
wire source and a rectangular body. The geometry of source and rectangular body is
shown in Figure 4.2. In panel (a) the conductive target of 0.1 S/m is surrounded by
a less conductive host with a conductivity of 0.01 S/m. In panel (b) the conductive
host with a conductivity of 0.1 S/m surrounds a less conductive target of 0.01 S/m.
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Figure 4.9: Arrows of the horizontal component of the current density for an electric
dipole source and a rectangular body. In panel (a) the conductive target of 0.1 S/m
is surrounded by a less conductive host with a conductivity of 0.01 S/m. In panel (b)
the conductive host with a conductivity of 0.1 S/m surrounds a less conductive target
of 0.01 S/m.
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that uses a moving dipolar source-receiver configuration. Such profiling configurations
are used in both airborne (e.g., Helicopter EM surveys; Miensopust et al., 2013) and
land-based (e.g., Geonics EM-34 ground conductivity meter) exploration scenarios.
The third example, which investigates a resistive canonical disk model, is the subject
of recent modeling problems for hydrocarbon exploration in marine environments.
Similar to the first example, this problem consists of a wire source (conventionally
named a finite dipole) that has inductive interaction with the Earth due to its insu-
lated length and also galvanic coupling because of its bare end-points. For all examples
presented here the inductive and galvanic components of the resulting electromagnetic
responses, and the interplay between them, are investigated.
4.2.1 Prism-in-a-half-space and electric line source
The first example presented here is for a conductive prism in a homogeneous half-space
background model and for an electric line source. Figure 4.10 shows a vertical cross-
section of the 3D model. The model consists of a vertical prism with a conductivity of
0.2 S/m buried in a homogeneous half-space of 0.02 S/m. The grounded wire source
extends from the origin to 100 metres in the x-direction. The center of the conductive
prism is 1000 metres away from the origin. The current is set to 1 A and a frequency
of 3 Hz is chosen. This model and the relevant frequency is presented in Farquharson
and Oldenburg (2002). The entire computational domain of 35 km × 35 km × 35 km
is subdivided into tetrahedral elements. Figure 4.11 shows a meshed view of the main
area of the mesh consisting of the source, the line of observation locations and the
conductive prism. By imposing a minimum quality factor of 1.414 for the radius-edge
ratio and a minimum dihedral angle of 16 degrees in the meshing program (TetGen)
the number of generated tetrahedrons is 613300. Also the total number of edges and
nodes in the mesh are 713542 and 99855 respectively. The mesh is locally refined
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Figure 4.10: The geometry for the prism and electric line source example. The 100 m
grounded wire is located on the air-ground interface. The dimensions of the conductive
prism are 120 m × 200 m × 400 m in the x-, y- and z-directions.
about the source, the line of observation locations and in the conductive prism.
For this mesh Figure 4.12 shows the behavior of the total electric field at observation
points along the profile over the center of the prism. The respective cross and plus
symbols are the real and imaginary parts of the electric field calculated using the
A − φ decomposed FE approach. The results are verified through comparison with
those from the integral-equation (IE) solution of Farquharson and Oldenburg (2002),
and those from the DC resistivity modeling program of Li et al. (1999), DCIP3D.
DC resistivity data were only available for 9 locations over the prism and for the
real component of the electric field. It can be seen in Figure 4.12 that the results
calculated using these three approaches are alike for the total electric field. Here for
the integral-equation solution of Farquharson and Oldenburg (2002) the conductive
prism is subdivided into 8 × 8 × 8 cells in the x-, y- and z- directions. Also, the
agreement between the responses is quantified by averaging the corresponding data
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Figure 4.11: An enlarged xz cross-section of the central part of the tetrahedral mesh
used for the prism and electric line source example. The conductive ground and the
resistive air are shown in light brown and blue respectively. The conductive prism is
shown in red. The Earth’s surface is flat and the mesh is refined about the grounded
wire source, along 1000 metres of observation locations, and around the conductive
prism.
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differences at each observation location (e.g., (
nobs∑
i=1
|E2 − E1|
max(E2,E1)
)/nobs). In particular
for a frequency of 3 Hz, the average mismatch in the total field between the FE and IE
results is only 1.35 percent for the real part and 2.25 percent for the imaginary part. In
order to compare with the DC resistivity data (see squares symbols in Figure 4.12), the
finite-element EM solution is implemented for an absolute frequency of zero (see blue
circles in Figure 4.12). As a good agreement for the points shown here these electric
fields are different by only 1.39 percent in average. The effect of the conductive prism
on the data is apparent in the small reduction of the electric field around x = 1000
m.
The secondary electric field was calculated by subtracting from the total electric
field the response of a homogeneous half-space model computed via FE. As shown in
Figure 4.13 the agreement between the secondary fields from the finite-element and
integral-equation methods is generally good. In particular the mismatch between FE
and IE fields are 11.13 percent for the real part and 24.98 percent for the imaginary
part of the field. It is thought here that the integral-equation solution is affected by
the coarse meshing considered for the scatterer (2 × 2 × 2 nodes for volume integra-
tions and 5 × 5 × 5 nodes to integrate IE surface integrals; see Farquharson and
Oldenburg (2002) for details). The scattered FE field for a frequency of zero is also
shown in Figure 4.13. There is good agreement between the FE and DC-resistivity
data with the average difference between them being 6.18 percent.
The frequency of 3 Hz used here was considered as the lowest frequency employed in
the integral-equation solution of Farquharson and Oldenburg (2002). Here however
theA−φ finite-element approach enabled using an absolute frequency of zero. For this
scenario all off-diagonal terms in equation 3.27, which are functions of frequency, will
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Figure 4.12: The x-component of the electric field, Ex, along a profile directly over
the conductive prism. The cross and plus symbols are the real and imaginary parts
of the electric field calculated using the A− φ decomposed approach for a frequency
of 3 Hz. The triangles and circles are the real and imaginary parts of the electric
field calculated using the integral equation approach of Farquharson and Oldenburg
(2002) again for 3 Hz. Circles in blue are the real part of the electric field for the
decomposed approach for a zero frequency. Squares shown in red are data calculated
using the DC resistivity forward modeling code, DCIP3D, of Li et al. (1999).
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Figure 4.13: The real and imaginary parts of the secondary electric field computed
using the finite-element method in this paper (cross and plus symbols), the integral-
equation approach of Farquharson and Oldenburg (2002) (triangles and circles), and
the DC resistivity modeling program of Li et al. (1999). Circles in blue are the real
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disappear, therefore a faster solution to the simplified system is obtained. Figure 4.14
shows the behavior of the residual norm for iterative solutions for frequencies of 3 and
0 Hz. For the A− φ run whose results are presented above a Krylov subspace of 200
for the GMRES solver and a fill-in factor of lfil = 3 for the ILUT preconditioner were
used. It is seen in Figure 4.14 that for a frequency of 3 Hz the iterative solver reduces
to an approximate residual norm of 10−11 after approximately 6000 iterations. The
computation time for this run was roughly 42 minutes. Here also a relative resid-
ual norm of 2.91 × 10−9 is obtained for the final solution of the iterative solver. By
comparison, the convergence for the frequency of zero is significantly faster as a rela-
tively smaller residual norm of approximately 10−14 is given after only 3000 iterations.
An explanation for the quick convergence of the decomposed solution for the frequency
of 3 Hz is provided in Table 4.1. The elements of the coefficient matrix for three points
(i.e. the center of three particular edges and their connected nodes) located in three
regions of the mesh are shown. The first point, which corresponds to region 1 in
Table 4.1, is located just below the surface along the profile of observation locations
at (x, y, z) = (211, 0.5, 1) m. The average volume of the tetrahedrons surrounding
this edge is 2.01 m3. The second point (region 2 in the table) corresponds to an
edge within the conductive prism with coordinates of (x, y, z) = (1020,−15, 350)
m. The average volume of the cells around this edge is 260 m3. The third edge is
chosen to be far from the line source and deeper in the homogeneous half space at
(x, y, z) = (1400,−330, 700) m. As seen in Table 4.1 (region 3) its length is greater
than the first and second edges. Also the average volume of the cells surrounding this
edge is approximately 560000 m3. It is seen here that the additional conductivity term
H in conjunction with C preserve the diagonal dominance of the coefficient matrix
despite the vanishing term, ωµ0D.
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Figure 4.14: The convergence curves for the A − φ finite-element solutions for fre-
quencies of 3 Hz (shown in blue) and zero (shown in black) for the line source and
conductive prism example.
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Table 4.1: A sample of the entries of the coefficient matrix (see equation 3.27) for
the prism and line source example. The numbers correspond to a specific edge and
its connected nodes located in the half-space (regions 1 and 3) and in the conductive
prism (region 2).
Elements of the coefficient matrix
region freq (Hz) Cij ωµ0Dij µ0Fil ωGlj Hll σ (S/m) ` (m)
1 3 24.85 2.46× 10−6 5.68× 10−8 0.852 0.203 0.02 3.06
2 3 67.76 3.36× 10−3 2.33× 10−5 349.21 15.45 0.2 11.90
3 3 2122.96 1.66 7.63× 10−4 10745.41 22.15 0.02 192.42
Investigation of the inductive and galvanic components was also carried out. A hor-
izontal plane of nodes was inserted into the mesh at a depth of z = 120 m which
corresponds to 20 m below the top of the prism. This plane of nodes is introduced
only to obtain vector plots of better quality, not to improve convergence or accuracy
of the solution. Fields and current densities were calculated at these nodes and the
results for a frequency of 3 Hz are shown in Figures 4.15 and 4.17. In Figure 4.15,
both real and imaginary components of the galvanic part (see panels c and d) decrease
in strength in the conductive prism. In fact, the strength and direction of the gal-
vanic part are almost the same as for the total field (see panels e and f). This is clear
evidence of the extent to which the galvanic part is dominant in reducing the field in
the underground body for a low frequency. In order to show the channelling of the
electric field from the resistive host into the conductive body here the arrows of the
galvanic and total fields are being replotted in a different color scale (see Figure 4.16).
In particular here, the electric field tends to enter and leave the body from its sharp
corners. In contrast to the fields, both inductive and galvanic parts of the current
density (Figure 4.17) increase in magnitude in the conductive prism. Again, because
it significantly resembles the total current density, the galvanic part is the dominant
component.
In order to demonstrate the continuity conditions, the behaviors of the electric field
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Figure 4.15: The inductive part of the electric field, the galvanic part, and the total
electric field in the xy plane for the prism and line source example for a frequency of
3 Hz. All six panels show the horizontal component of the fields at a depth of 120
m in the ground: the real (a) and imaginary (b) components of the inductive part;
the real (c) and imaginary (d) components of the galvanic part; and the real (e) and
imaginary (f) components of the total electric field.
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Figure 4.16: The channelling of the fields. The galvanic part and the total electric field
in the xy plane for a frequency of 3 Hz. All four panels show the horizontal component
of the fields at a depth of 120 m in the ground: the (a) real and (b) imaginary
components of the galvanic part, and the real (c) and imaginary (d) components of
the total electric field.
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Figure 4.17: The inductive part of the current density, the galvanic part and the total
current density in the xy plane for the prism and line source example for a frequency
of 3 Hz. All six panels show the horizontal component of the current densities at
a depth of 120 m in the ground: the real (a) and imaginary (b) components of the
inductive part; the real (c) and imaginary (d) components of the galvanic part; and
the real (e) and imaginary (f) components of the total current density.
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and current density are investigated across the conductivity interface between the
prism and the surrounding host. Figure 4.18 shows the discontinuity (continuity)
of the normal component of the electric field (current density), and the continuity
(discontinuity) of the tangential component of the electric field (current density) re-
spectively. Here, the plots shown in panels (a)-(d) are the x-components of the electric
field and current density for an x-directed profile of observation that passes through
the anomalous region at y = 0 and z = 120. The corresponding plots in panels (e)-(f)
are again the x-components of the field and current for a profile parallel to the y-axis
at x = 1000 and z = 120.
4.2.2 Graphite cube immersed in brine and magnetic dipole
source
The example presented here verifies the code for models containing large conductivity
contrasts. The model is for a graphite cube immersed in brine as shown in Figure 4.19.
The conductivity ratio of the graphite to the background brine is very large, namely,:
8630 : 1, which is a challenge for any numerical modeling process. The conductivities
of the graphite cube and the brine solution are 6.3 × 104 and 7.3 S/m respectively.
The center of the graphite cube is located below x = 25 cm. A horizontal coplanar
loop transmitter-receiver configuration is considered. The transmitter-receiver pair
moves at a height of 2 cm above the surface of the brine. The actual apparatus used
to obtain the physical scale modeling data is a tank of brine which is 5 m long, 3
m wide, and 1.3 m deep (Farquharson et al., 2006). Transmitter and receiver coils
are also small loops of wires. Because of the small ratio of the cube depth to the
coil separation (0.1 here) a strong response for the secondary magnetic field is ex-
pected (Farquharson et al., 2006). For frequencies, conductivities and dimensions of
the problem considered for this model the induction number, σfl2, is comparable
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Figure 4.18: Line continuity plots for the electric field and current density. Panels
(a and b) show the x-component of the electric field, and panels (c and d) show the
x-component of the current density for the horizontal line of observations at y = 0
m and z = 120 m. Panels (e and f) show the x-component of the electric field, and
panels (g and h) show the x component of the current density for the horizontal line
of observations at x = 1000 m and z = 120 m.
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Figure 4.19: The graphite-cube-in-brine model. The graphite cube with a conductivity
of 6.3 × 104 S/m is submerged in brine with a conductivity of 7.3 S/m. The 20 cm
apart transmitter-receiver pair is in free-space (10−8 S/m) and moves along at a height
of 2 cm above the surface of the brine.
with those observed in geophysical exploration scenarios. The computational domain
of 10 × 10 × 10 m is subdivided into tetrahedral elements. Figure 4.20 shows the
main area of the mesh including the line of transmitter-receiver locations and the con-
ductive cube where the mesh is locally refined. For this example the computational
domain is subdivided into 592264 elements which gives 688962 edges and 96350 nodes.
A fill-in parameter of 3 was again chosen for the ILUT preconditioner, the GMRES
solver was used, and the dimension of the Krylov subspace was set to 200. The z-
component of the secondary magnetic field (total field minus free-space field normal-
ized by the free-space field) was calculated using the resulting potentials. Figure 4.21
shows the responses for frequencies of 1, 10, 100, 200, and 400 kHz. Here I was not
concerned with modeling the effects of dielectric permittivity (i.e. non-quasi-static
situations). The system of equations was solved for 50 measurement locations along
a profile directly over the cube. Figure 4.21 also shows the physical scale modeling
results obtained for this scenario by Farquharson et al. (2006). Similar to the previous
example the agreement between FE and physical scale modeling responses is quanti-
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Figure 4.20: An enlarged xz cross-section of the central part of the tetrahedral mesh
used for the graphite cube in brine example. The free-space and conductive brine are
shown in light blue and brown respectively. The conductive cube is shown in red.
fied here (e.g., δ = (
nobs∑
i=1
|∆Hi|)/nobs)). The average differences for a frequency of 1 kHz
are 1.46 percent for the in-phase part and 1.84 percent for the quadrature part. For
frequencies of 10, 100, 200, and 400 kHz the differences, in in-phase and quadrature
pairs, are (1.20%, 2.09%), (1.97%, 1.18%), (2.51%, 0.99%), and (5.59%, 1.09%) respec-
tively. Overall, the agreement between the FE results and the physical scale modeling
results is good. However, a relatively high mismatch is seen for the in-phase compo-
nent at 400 kHz. Here the physical scale modeling data are thought to be affected by
the capacitive effects from the nonconductive materials in the laboratory (Farquhar-
son et al., 2006).
The galvanic and inductive components of the response were again investigated. A
horizontal plane which has nodes and cells in the graphite cube was introduced at a
depth of 2.2 cm below the brine surface in order to give detailed vector plots. The
inductive, galvanic and total fields for a frequency of 100 kHz and the transmitter over
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Figure 4.21: The responses for the cube-in-brine model. Crosses are the FE solutions;
the solid lines are the physical scale modeling measurements from Farquharson et al.
(2006). The vertical component of the secondary magnetic field Hz (here total field
minus free-space field normalized by the free-space field) is plotted versus the location
of the center of the transmitter-receiver pair.
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the center of the cube are shown in Figure 4.22 for the electric field. As can be seen
from Figure 4.22, the inductive component is dominant and resembles the total electric
field for this example. The galvanic fields shown in panels (c) and (d) are very small
in magnitude and show a noisy behavior. However, the imaginary part of the galvanic
component provides a hint of the boundary between the brine and the graphite cube
where it moderately contributes to the total electric field. The corresponding arrows
for the inductive, galvanic and total current densities are shown in Figure 4.23. Here
again it is the inductive part (panels (a) and (b)) which significantly contributes in
forming the total current density in the horizontal plane.
For this example also, the behavior of the residual norms of the iterative solver is
shown. A configuration in which the transmitter is located above the center of the
cube is considered. Figure 4.24 shows the residual norm for the A − φ decomposed
solution. Again, because of the effective contribution from the conductivity term H
(see equation 3.27), the A−φ solution converges rapidly. However, the small scale of
the problem and very high frequencies used here generate large off-diagonal elements
of G, particularly in the graphite cube (see equation 3.27), in the coefficient matrix.
Therefore a poorer convergence is observed in comparison to those seen in the previous
example. The relative residual norm for the final solution is 6.15× 10−5.
4.2.3 Canonical disk model: A hydrocarbon exploration sce-
nario
The example presented here considers a marine geophysical model (e.g, see Constable
and Weiss,2006; and Weiss and Constable,2006 for similar examples). Figure 4.25
illustrates a sketch of the model. Panel (a) in Figure 4.26 shows the meshed geometry
of the problem. The model consists of a circular disk of 0.01 S/m surrounded by con-
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Figure 4.22: The inductive part, galvanic part and total electric field for the graphite-
in-brine model for a frequency of 100 kHz. All six panels show the horizontal compo-
nent of the fields at a depth of 2.2 cm below the brine surface, i.e., 0.2 cm below the
top of the cube.
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Figure 4.23: The inductive part, galvanic part and total current density for the
graphite-in-brine model for a frequency of 100 kHz. All six panels show the hori-
zontal component of the currents at a depth of 2.2 cm below the brine surface.
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Figure 4.24: The convergence curve for the A−φ solution for a frequency of 100 kHz
for the cube-in-brine example.
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Figure 4.25: The geometry of the canonical disk model example. The conductivities
of sea water, sediments and the canonical disk are 3.2, 1 and 0.01 S/m respectively.
ductive sea sediments of 1 S/m. The center of the 100 m thick and 2000 m diameter
disk is at (x, y, z) = (0, 0, 1000) m. The model also includes an x-directed electric
dipole source extending from x = 100 to 0 m located in conductive sea water of 3.2
S/m at a height of 100 m above the sea floor. Similar to previous examples the mesh
is locally refined at the source and observation locations. Panel (b) in Figure 4.26
shows a horizontal view of the central part of the mesh at a depth of z = 1000 m.
This is a typical example of how unstructured tetrahedral meshes are capable of easily
generating curved boundaries in the model. Here the entire dimension of the mesh is
20 × 20 × 20 km in the x-, y- and z- directions. The mesh consists of 696498 cells,
113641 nodes and 647526 edges. The solution from the approach presented in this
thesis is compared against the finite-volume solution of Weiss (2013). For a frequency
of 1 Hz the normalized amplitude and the phase for the x-component of the electric
field at the water-sediments interface are shown in Figure 4.27. Figure 4.28 shows the
residual norm due to the iterative solution. For a Krylov subspace of 200 the solu-
tion obtained after 2900 iterations is adequate to match the corresponding solution
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Figure 4.26: (a) The geometry of the enlarged xz cross-section of the central part
of the mesh for the canonical disk model. The 100 m dipole source is located in sea
water (shown in red) 100 m above the sediments-water interface. The center of the
resistive circular disk (shown in blue) is at z = 1000 m in the sediments. b) An
enlarged xy cross-section of the central part of the mesh at z = 1000 m. The circular
disk is optimally reproduced using unstructured tetrahedral meshes.
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of Weiss (2013). The relative residual norm (e.g., ||Ax−b||||b|| ) was 2.87 × 10−9 for the
final solution presented here.
Inductive and galvanic components are also investigated for this example. A horizontal
plane of nodes that cuts through the circular disk is inserted into the mesh at a
depth of 1000 m in the conductive sediments to generate the results for the plotting.
Figures 4.29 and 4.30 respectively show the directions of the component of the electric
field and current density on this plane of nodes for a frequency of 1 Hz. It is seen
here that both inductive (see panels a and b) and galvanic (see panels c and d) parts
of the electric field and current density increase and decrease in the resistive disk
respectively. Furthermore, in contrast to the previous examples where the total field
was dominated only by inductive or galvanic field, here the total field (see panels e
and f) is a mixture of inductive and galvanic components in the horizontal plane.
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Figure 4.27: a) The normalized amplitude and b) the phase for the x-component of
the electric field measured on the ocean floor for a frequency of 1 Hz for the marine
model. A comparison of the FE solution (solid line) with the finite-volume solution
of Weiss (2013) (shown in circles) is shown in each panel.
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Figure 4.28: The convergence curve for the A−φ solution for a frequency of 1 Hz for
the marine example.
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Figure 4.29: The inductive part, galvanic part and total electric field for the canonical
disk model for a frequency of 1 Hz. All six panels show the horizontal component of
the fields at a depth of 1000 m below the water-seabed interface, i.e., within the disk.
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Figure 4.30: The inductive part, galvanic part and total current density for the canon-
ical disk model for a frequency of 1 Hz. All six panels show the horizontal component
of the fields at a depth of 1000 m below the water-seabed interface.
Chapter 5
Field characteristics, gauged and
un-gauged potential formulations
5.1 Introduction
The contribution of the inductive and galvanic parts to the total electric field depends
on the type of formulation used for the A − φ decomposition method. Examples
presented in the previous chapter consider the inductive and galvanic fields for the
un-gauged A− φ formulation i.e., with the term ∇ · (σA) existing in the system (see
equation 3.7). Despite implicitly enforcing the Coulomb gauge condition by choosing
edge-element basis functions for the vector potential therein, the A−φ formulation is
explicitly un-gauged. In other words although edge-element basis functions satisfy the
requirement of ∇ ·A = 0 within a cell, there is no explicit condition enforcing ∇ ·A
to zero across an interface. This condition might result in a peculiar behavior for the
inductive and galvanic components. In fact I become suspicious about this behavior
from the non-symmetric inductive and galvanic parts for the canonical disk model in
Chapter 4 (see Figure 4.29) and also spurious fields observed for the plate example
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presented later in this chapter. In this chapter, in addition to demonstrating these
issues using a specific example, I present the solution to the corresponding explicitly
Coulomb-gauged system of equations.
Examples presented in this thesis thus far have investigated the electromagnetic re-
sponse of models with an isolated three-dimensional target situated in an otherwise
homogeneous host of different conductivity and for simple sources. In real geophysical
surveys, large-layout transmitter systems are often used and more complicated Earth
models, including layered or stratified backgrounds, are considered. The response of
the large-loop Turam system to a large rectangular thin plate anomaly has been inves-
tigated in a number of studies particularly concerned with investigating the relative
importance of inductive and galvanic effects (e.g, Lamontage and West, 1971; Lajoie
and West, 1976; Hanneson and West, 1984). In particular, as discussed by Lajoie and
West (1976), the EM response is significantly affected and altered by the presence of
conductive overburden in the model. The integral equation approach of Lajoie and
West (1976) was developed for a significantly thin conductive plate. For this example
the electromagnetic response as calculated by the A − φ FE formulation presented
in this thesis with its corresponding inductive and galvanic fields, is investigated in
this chapter. The marine example presented in Chapter 4 is also revisited in terms
of finding the gauged solution. For the examples mentioned above the continuity of
the potentials and fields at conductivity gradients is also investigated for the type of
formulations used.
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5.2 The thin plate problem
5.2.1 Vertical plate and large fixed-loop system
This example concerns simulating the behavior of inductive and galvanic responses
for a plate buried in a half-space of varying conductivity (same example as considered
by Lajoie and West, 1976). The model is excited with a fixed large loop of current.
Panel (a) in Figure 5.1 shows the geometry of the model for this example. The model
comprises a conductive half-space, a narrow conductive plate, and an air layer of 10−8
S/m. Here the conductance of the rectangular plate, which is the product of conduc-
tivity and thickness, was set to 10.5 Siemens. The top of the conductive plate is 50
m deep in the ground and is located 250 m to the side of the transmitting loop. Also,
its dimensions are 500 m and 250 m in the y- and z-directions respectively. A small
thickness of 4 m in the FE modeling is considered for the plate which is negligible
relative to its strike length. The frequency of the current in the transmitter is 500 Hz.
The transmitter loop has dimensions of 500 m and 1000 m in the x- and y-directions
respectively, and sits on the Earth surface. Also, a current of 1 A runs through the
wires in the loop and builds a positive magnetic moment purely in the z-direction.
Panel (b) in Figure 5.1 shows the xz-cross-section of the entire unstructured mesh. As
illustrated here the tetrahedral cells gradually increase in size away from the central
part of the simulation grid. The dimension of the whole mesh used in this example is
10 km × 10 km × 10 km. Panel (c) in Figure 5.1 shows an xy-cross-sectional view of
the central part of the mesh. As illustrated here the mesh is slightly refined around
the wires forming the rectangular loop of current. In contrast, in order to obtain
precise magnetic fields, the mesh is significantly refined at the observation locations
along the x-axis (line in red). Panel (d) in Figure 5.1 also shows a yz-cross-section of
the central part of the mesh at x = 500 m.
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Figure 5.1: The geometry and mesh used for the plate and large loop example. a)
The loop of current is located at the air-ground interface with its center at the origin.
The narrow vertical plate is 50 m deep and 250 m away from the nearest long edge
of the transmitter loop. b) The entire view of the tetrahedral mesh. The conductive
ground and the resistive air are shown in orange and blue respectively. c) An xy-
cross-section of the central part of the mesh at z = 0. Lines shown in red depict
the geometry of the rectangular source and observation locations. d) A central yz-
cross-section of the mesh at x = 500 m. The conductive plate is shown in red.
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For the specific example presented here the small thickness of the plate with its two
other large dimensions does not favor the meshing program. In particular, TetGen
automatically generates a significant number of fine cells within the rectangular plate
and somewhat abruptly produces cells of larger dimensions in the surrounding host.
This issue affects the convergence of the problem in the iterative solver particularly for
large conductivity contrasts. In order to counteract this difficulty the mesh is locally
refined also around the conductive plate to maintain the gradual increase for the cells
sizes. The mesh used here consists of 886244 cells, 145192 nodes and 1033610 edges.
The solution parameters are set to lfil = 3 for the fill-in factor of the ILUT precondi-
tioner and a dimension of 200 for the Krylov subspace in GMRES. Figure 5.2 shows
the z-component of the total magnetic field along the line of observations for hosts of
different conductivities. Here the data points in black represent the calculated fields
for the model including the conductive plate. Also, the red-colored solid lines indicate
the calculated field for the homogeneous background host for which the conductive
plate is absent. It is seen here that, unlike the real part, the imaginary part of the
magnetic field is significantly sensitive to the varying host conductivities. In order to
identify the cross-over inflection of the vertical component anomaly along the obser-
vation locations the corresponding normalized magnetic fields were also calculated.
For different conductivities of the host Figure 5.3 shows the normalized magnetic field
calculated by subtracting the free-space field from the total field and then dividing
by the free-space field. The data shown using cross symbols are the normalized fields
at each observation location in the presence of the conductive plate. The correspond-
ing normalized magnetic fields for only the conductive background host are shown
in circles. It is seen here that the increase in the conductivity of the host medium
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Figure 5.2: The real and imaginary parts of the magnetic field for the plate in half-
spaces of varying conductivity. The observation points along the horizontal axis are
over the center of the plate on the surface. The conductance of the rectangular plate
is 10.5 S. The vertical axis is the z-component of the total magnetic field. Data points
(in black) and solid lines (in red) are magnetic fields in the presence and absence of
the conductive plate respectively.
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Figure 5.3: The in-phase and quadrature parts of the normalized magnetic field, i.e.,
total minus free-space field normalized by free-space field, for the plate in half-spaces
of varying conductivity. Data shown using cross symbols and circles are respectively
the normalized fields for the model in the presence and absence of the conductive
plate (for comparison see Lajoie and West, 1976, page 1148).
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increases the amplitude of the anomalous field. Also as expected the cross-over point
in all panels in Figure 5.3 occurs at x = 500 m which is the point corresponding to
the center of the conductive plate projected to the surface.
The normalization method used above attenuated the measured data near the trans-
mitter loop while magnified data far from the loop wire. In order to obtain a balanced
view of the field on the surface a fixed normalization is also used. Here the free-space
field at only the cross-over point was used for normalizing the field at all points along
the profile. This method of normalization is feasible as the inflection point is already
found in Figure 5.3 at x = 500 m. Figure 5.4 shows the fixed-point normalization fields
relative to the conductivity contrasts shown in Figure 5.3. Here an odd-symmetric
curve for the normalized magnetic field, namely the peak-to-peak anomalous field
of Lajoie and West (1976), is obtained. For the range of host conductivities consid-
ered here it is seen that the peak-to-peak anomaly, i.e., the difference in local anomaly
peaks on either sides of the plate, increases as the conductivity of the host increases.
The normalized anomaly in Figure 5.3 is also modified (i.e., begins to rotate here) for
hosts with higher conductivities.
In order to picture a summary of the peak-to-peak responses for a variety of conduc-
tivities of the host phasor diagrams are used (see Figure 5.5). Data points shown
on each individual curve correspond to the peak-to-peak response for a range of con-
ductances of the plate located within the relevant host of constant conductivity. The
data obtained for this example are comparable to those shown in Lajoie and West
(1976). However, because of the non-negligible thickness of the plate considered here,
the amplitude of the anomaly is slightly scaled. The responses shown in black (see
Figure 5.5) are the phasor curve for the plate situated in free-space (σ = 10−8 S/m).
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Figure 5.4: The in-phase and quadrature parts of the fix-point normalized magnetic
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In particular it shows the anomalous in-phase versus quadrature response as the plate
conductance increases from a small value of 0.1 S to a high value of 1000 S. Pha-
sor curves shown in red, blue, green, brown and violet colors are for increasing host
conductivities of 0.0001, 0.0003, 0.001, 0.003 and 0.005 S/m respectively. It is seen
here that the increase in conductivity of the host enhances the anomalous response
of the plate. In fact this amplitude increase is seen for higher host conductivities as
a larger portion of current is induced in the host medium (see the real part of Hz for
conductivities of 0.003 and 0.005 S/m in Figure 5.2) and subsequently more current
is available to be channelled into the conductive plate. For higher conductivities of
the host, e.g., 0.005 S/m, the phasor diagram begins to rotate towards the in-phase
axis. The main reason, as illustrated for example in the fifth panel in Figure 5.2,
is because the total magnetic field changes sign (see the imaginary component) in
passing through the conductive host prior to sensing the conductive plate.
5.2.2 Inductive and Galvanic components
Investigations of the inductive and galvanic components of the electric field and cur-
rent density for varying conductivities of the host and plate is performed. A vertical
plane of nodes is inserted in the mesh that passes through the center of the conductive
plate in the y-plane (x = 500). For the host conductivity of 0.0003 S/m (indicated
in blue-colored data points in Figure 5.5) Figures 5.6 and 5.7 show the inductive,
galvanic and total electric fields for two plate conductances 6 and 25 S respectively.
Figures 5.8 and 5.9 also show the corresponding inductive, galvanic and total current
densities. It is seen here that the vortex fields and currents inside the conductive
plate are mostly provided by the contribution from the inductive part (see panels a
and b in all figures) of the electric field. In terms of the fields and currents outside the
plate, i.e., in the host medium, the galvanic component is dominant. In particular,
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Figure 5.6: The inductive part, galvanic part and total electric field for the plate
example for a frequency of 500 Hz and a plate conductance of 6 Siemens. All six
panels show the yz-component of the fields in a plane of nodes at x = 500 m: the real
(a) and imaginary (b) components of the inductive part; the real (c) and imaginary
(d) components of the galvanic part and the real (e) and imaginary (f) components
of the total electric field.
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Figure 5.7: The inductive part, galvanic part and total electric field for the plate
example for a frequency of 500 Hz and a plate conductance of 25 Siemens. All six
panels show the yz-component of the fields in a plane of nodes at x = 500 m: the real
(a) and imaginary (b) components of the inductive part; the real (c) and imaginary
(d) components of the galvanic part and the real (e) and imaginary (f) components
of the total electric field.
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Figure 5.8: The inductive part, galvanic part and total current density for the plate
example for a frequency of 500 Hz and a plate conductance of 6 Siemens. All six
panels show the yz-component of the currents in a plane of nodes at x = 500 m.
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Figure 5.9: The inductive part, galvanic part and total current density for the plate
example for a frequency of 500 Hz and a plate conductance of 25 Siemens. All six
panels show the yz-component of the currents in a plane of nodes at x = 500 m.
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the galvanic component is responsible for simulating the current channelling effects
at locations where both fields and currents approach and leave the conductive plate.
It is seen in the above figures that despite the well-oriented arrows of the total fields
(see panels e and f) for the frequency considered here, the iterative solution of the
A − φ decomposed system has produced some distorted suspicious inductive (e.g.,
around the conductive plate) and galvanic (e.g., inside the conductive plate) fields.
However, as seen later in this chapter for a lower frequency, the distortion of the fields
disappears as a result of greater skin depth of the field in the plate.
5.2.3 Continuity of the fields and currents
For the iterativeA−φ solution presented here the continuity of the normal components
of the fields and currents across the inter-element boundaries is investigated. Here
the normal component due to the vector potential, A · n (with n being the outward
normal of the considered plane), the gradient of the scalar potential, ∇φ · n, and
the total electric field, E · n = (−iωA − ∇φ) · n are calculated across the jumps in
conductivity. For the example presented above, a vertical plane of nodes that shares
the outer boundary of the thin plate for the y and z extents of the plate at x = 498
m is considered. The inserted nodes on this plane, which are part of some but not
all triangular faces, are being shared between the plate and the surrounding host of
distinct conductivities. The normal discontinuities are calculated by subtracting the
average normal fields on either sides of the conductivity gradient (x = 498 here).
For the iterative solution to the model introduced in the preceding section, Fig-
ures 5.10 and 5.11 show the discontinuities in the normal components of the potentials
and total field. Data provided here are the logarithm of the magnitude of the differ-
ence in relevant field component. It is seen here that the discontinuity coming from
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Figure 5.10: Discontinuity in the normal components of the fields for the inductive
part, galvanic part and total electric field, for a plate conductance of 6 S, for a
frequency of 500 Hz. The vertical plane of nodes is located at x = 498 m. Panels
(a) and (b) are respectively the discontinuity in the real and imaginary components
of the inductive part. Panels (c) and (d) are discontinuity due to the corresponding
galvanic parts; and panels (e) and (f) are the corresponding total field discontinuities.
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Figure 5.11: Discontinuity in the normal components of the fields for the inductive
part, galvanic part and total electric field, for a plate conductance of 25 Siemens, for
a frequency of 500 Hz. The vertical plane of nodes is located at x = 498 m. Panels
(a) and (b) are respectively the discontinuity in the real and imaginary components of
the inductive part. Panels (c) and (d) are the discontinuities due to the corresponding
galvanic parts; and panels (e) and (f) are the corresponding total field discontinuities.
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the scalar potentials, ∇φ, (see panels c and d) is dominant over those of the vector
potentials (see panels a and b). This is compatible with the fact that the normal
component of the vector potential is continuous across the inter-elements of different
conductivities. This phenomenon is as expected here, because I am aiming for the
Coulomb gauge (∇·A = 0) to hold across interfaces as well as within cells. Therefore
the discontinuity in the normal component of the total electric field shown in panels
(e) and (f) is mainly provided through the discontinuity in the normal component of
the gradient of the scalar potential. The high value of discontinuity for the normal
components of the galvanic and total fields around the conductive plate (in the host
medium) where there is no conductivity gradient (see panels c to f in Figures 5.10
and 5.11) can be justified by the large range of the color scale used here. This con-
cern can be mitigated if these discontinuities are normalized by the magnitude of
the corresponding fields in each panel. Figures 5.12 and 5.13 show the normalized
discontinuities for plate conductances of 6 and 25 S respectively. It is seen here that
despite the significant discontinuity of the normal components of the total field at the
boundary of the conductive plate (indicated in red dots), the discontinuity is zero in
the host medium (indicated in blue dots) where there is no conductivity variation.
The noisiness of the normalized inductive fields in panels (a) and (b) of the above-
mentioned figures is because of the small size of the inductive part of the electric field
for these examples.
The normal components of the current densities due to the inductive part, σA ·n, the
galvanic part, σ∇φ · n, and the total current, σE · n, are also shown in Figures 5.14
and 5.15 for plate conductances of 6 and 25 S respectively. Here, as anticipated
theoretically, the normal component of the total current density (see panels e and f)
has the smallest discontinuity at the surface of the plate. The normal components
due to the individual inductive and galvanic parts are however nicely discontinuous
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Figure 5.12: Normalized discontinuities in the normal components of the fields for
the inductive part, galvanic part and total electric field, for a plate conductance of 6
Siemens, for a frequency of 500 Hz. The vertical plane of nodes is located at x = 498
m. Panels (a) and (b) are respectively the normalized discontinuity in the real and
imaginary components of the inductive part. Panels (c) and (d) are the discontinuities
due to the corresponding galvanic parts; and panels (e) and (f) are the corresponding
total field discontinuities.
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Figure 5.13: Normalized discontinuities in the normal components of the fields for
the inductive part, galvanic part and total electric field, for a plate conductance of 25
Siemens, for a frequency of 500 Hz. The vertical plane of nodes is located at x = 498
m. Panels (a) and (b) are respectively the normalized discontinuity in the real and
imaginary components of the inductive part. Panels (c) and (d) are the discontinuities
due to the corresponding galvanic parts; and panels (e) and (f) are the corresponding
total field discontinuities.
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Figure 5.14: Normalized discontinuities in the normal components of the current
densities for the inductive part, galvanic part and total electric field, for a plate
conductance of 6 S, for a frequency of 500 Hz. The vertical plane of nodes is located
at x = 498 m.
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Figure 5.15: Normalized discontinuities in the normal components of the currents for
the inductive part, galvanic part and total electric field, for a plate conductance of 25
S, for a frequency of 500 Hz. The vertical plane of nodes is located at x = 498 m.
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across the interface. Similar to the fields, the discontinuities of the currents are also
normalized here. Figures 5.16 and 5.17 show the normalized discontinuities of the
currents for plate conductances of 6 and 25 S respectively. As anticipated it is seen
that the total current, compared to the inductive and galvanic currents, is again less
discontinuous at the surface of the plate. Also, the discontinuity of the total field at
the surrounding medium is zero.
The problem of distorted inductive and galvanic fields, e.g. noisy inductive and gal-
vanic arrows (see panels a, c, and d in Figures 5.6 and 5.7) compared to the solid-
looking total fields (see panels e and f in Figures 5.6 and 5.7), for a higher frequency
of 500 Hz used here could be counteracted using the choice of explicit Coulomb gauge
condition.
5.3 Coulomb gauged solution
The A − φ system of equations presented in Chapter 3 (see equations 3.5 and 3.6)
is implicitly gauged through the choice of edge-element basis functions for the vector
potential. This choice was made as a result of ∇ · A being explicitly zero within
a cell. However, this condition does not necessarily hold across the interfaces. In
terms of simulating the total electric and magnetic fields this method has produced
accurate and elegant results for the examples yet presented in this thesis. However,
as demonstrated in the above example, this formulation can generate peculiar results
for the individual vector and scalar potential electric fields. In order to remedy these
issues the Coulomb gauge condition, i.e.,∇·A = 0, is directly used in the discretization
procedure. To demonstrate the gauged system, the weighted equations are reiterated
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Figure 5.16: Normalized discontinuities in the normal components of the current
densities for the inductive part, galvanic part and total electric field, for a plate
conductance of 6 S, for a frequency of 500 Hz. The vertical plane of nodes is located
at x = 498 m.
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Figure 5.17: Normalized discontinuities in the normal components of the current
densities for the inductive part, galvanic part and total electric field, for a plate
conductance of 25 S, for a frequency of 500 Hz. The vertical plane of nodes is located
at x = 498 m.
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here from Chapter 3:
∫
Ω
W · (∇×∇× A˜) dΩ + iωµ0
∫
Ω
σ W · A˜ dΩ + µ0
∫
Ω
σ W · ∇φ˜ dΩ =
µ0
∫
Ω
W · Js dΩ,
(5.1)
−iω
∫
Ω
v∇ · (σA˜) dΩ −
∫
Ω
v∇ · (σ∇φ˜) dΩ = −
∫
Ω
v ∇ · Js dΩ. (5.2)
The imposition of the Coulomb gauge condition would require splitting the ∇×∇×A
into ∇(∇ · A) − ∇2A (Ward and Hohmann, 1988) in equation 5.1. However this
implementation is not tractable as edge-elements are chosen for the vector potential
here. In particular, replacing the term ∇2A for ∇ ×∇ ×A in the left hand side of
equation 5.1 produces zero integrals (see section B.2 for details). The first term in
equation 5.2 can however be gauged if the parameter σ is considered constant within
each volume:
−iω
∫
Ω


:0
v σ ∇ · A˜ dΩ −
∫
Ω
v∇ · (σ∇φ˜) dΩ = −
∫
Ω
v ∇ · Js dΩ. (5.3)
A new system of equations is then formed using equations 5.1 and 5.3,
 C+ iωµ0D µ0F
0 H

 A˜
φ˜
 =
 µ0S1
S3
 . (5.4)
In order to remove the problem of ill-shaped inductive and galvanic arrows for the
examples presented in the previous section, the new system given by equation 5.4 is
solved in preference to the system in equation 3.27. The gauged system however does
not produce a scalar potential if a magnetic dipole or a loop of current is used as the
source of excitation. In particular, as a result of the source term from the equation
of conservation of charge (S3 in equation 5.4) being zero for a magnetic dipole or a
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current loop source, the parameter φ˜ would then be zero after solution. Hence, the
total electric field approximation is provided by the contribution only from the vector
potential.
The plate example presented in Section 5.2 is modelled using the new system. In
order to judge the correctness of the solution for the gauged system in equation 5.4 a
comparison with the results from the original decomposed system of equation 3.27 is
performed. In order to efficiently use the direct solver in terms of the memory usage
in the computer a smaller mesh is used here. The new mesh consists of 358458 cells,
58490 nodes, and 417459 edges. The dimension of the mesh is also 13 × 13 × 13 km
in the x-, y- and z-directions. The dimension of the Krylov subspace used here is 300
for the GMRES solver. Figure 5.18 shows the z-component of the magnetic field for
the iterative solutions to the original and gauged A− φ systems. It is seen here that
the iterative gauged solution of the system in equation 5.4 (shown in blue triangles
and circles), particularly in the imaginary part, does not match the solution from
the original decomposed system (shown using cross and plus symbols). The reason
for the inadequate solution of the gauged system lies in the slow convergence of the
iterative solver for this example. This issue is demonstrated in Figure 5.19 where the
preconditioned residual norms due to the two solutions are shown. It is seen here that
an adequate solution to the original A − φ system is obtained after approximately
7500 iterations of the iterative solver. The decrease of the residual norm due to the
gauged system is however very slow.
5.3.1 Direct solution
In order to provide the final solution for the gauged system the direct solver MUMPS
is used. The non-symmetric coefficient matrix seen in equation 5.4 with the relevant
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Figure 5.18: A comparison of the z-component of the real and imaginary parts of the
total magnetic field observed on the Earth’s surface for the plate example (see Fig-
ure 5.1). Data are synthesized using the iterative solution to the original decomposed
(i.e., un-gauged here) system (cross and plus symbols in black), the iterative solution
to the gauged system (triangles and circles in blue), and the direct solution to the
gauged system (triangles and circles in red).
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Figure 5.19: The convergence curves for the original decomposed solution (black),
and the decomposed gauged solution shown (blue) for a frequency of 500 Hz for the
plate example.
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source term on the right hand side are introduced into MUMPS in sparse format.
The total field results for the direct solution to the above example are shown in
Figure 5.18. It is seen that the direct gauged solution is coincident with the un-
gauged iterative solution for both the real and imaginary parts of the magnetic field.
The direct solution however uses significant more space in the memory of the computer
specifically, 21.3 Gbytes for the mesh used in this example. The memory usage for
the iterative ungauged solution was however only 4 Gbytes.
In order to further investigate the correctness of the three solutions observed in Fig-
ure 5.18 the total field and current density are plotted in the same x = 500 m plane as
used in Figures 5.6 to 5.9. Figure 5.20 shows the arrows of the total electric fields due
to the three solution methods presented above. Figure 5.21 shows the corresponding
current densities. It is seen in both figures that the fields and currents produced from
the direct solution of the gauged system (see panels c and d) resemble those of the
iterative solutions from the original decomposed system (see panels e and f). However,
the results from the iterative solution (see panel a and b) to the gauged system are
not adequate.
Comparison of the solutions from the direct and iterative solvers will further be in-
vestigated in future sections. However, in the next section I will be investigating the
large loop and plate example to gather more information on galvanic and inductive
effects, and also more evidence for needing gauged versus ungauged solutions.
5.3.2 The effect of conductive host and overburden
An investigation of the electromagnetic phasor response for plate models including a
conductive overburden layer is presented in Lajoie and West (1976). Here, in order to
observe the effect of the overburden and the host on the resulting fields for a number
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Figure 5.20: Arrows of the total electric field for three solutions for a frequency of 500
Hz and a plate conductance of 25 Siemens. All six panels show the yz-component of
the total electric fields in a plane of nodes at x = 500 m: the real (a) and imaginary
(b) components for the iterative solution to the gauged system; the real (c) and
imaginary (d) components for the direct solution to the gauged system, and the real
(e) and imaginary (f) components for the iterative solution to the original ungauged
system.
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Figure 5.21: Arrows of the current density for three solutions for a frequency of 500
Hz and a plate conductance of 25 S. All six panels show the yz-component of the
total current density in a plane of nodes at x = 500 m: the real (a) and imaginary
(b) components for the iterative solution to the gauged system; the real (c) and
imaginary (d) components for the direct solution to the gauged system, and the real
(e) and imaginary (f) components for the iterative solution to the original ungauged
system.
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of conductivities and frequencies, I modified slightly the model presented above. In
fact, the plate is now overlain by 100 m (instead of 50 m in the original model) of
an overburden layer (see Figure 5.22). The reason for this modification was the high
number of tetrahedral elements generated for the model that includes a thinner over-
burden layer. The depth to the top of the conductive plate is 200 m here. In order
to see both the inductive and galvanic parts, solutions due to the un-gauged system
are shown. Also in order for the source signal to adequately pass through the top
conductive layer and sense the plate, a lower frequency of 10 Hz is used.
For the first experiment the overburden layer is ignored in the model. In particular,
the fields and currents for the conductive plate, again with a conductance of 10.5 S,
are only investigated for two different hosts of 0.0003 and 0.003 S/m. Figure 5.23
shows the inductive, galvanic and total electric fields (only the real components) for
these two hosts. By comparison amongst the different panels in this figure, the in-
ductive component has slightly increased in size for the higher conductivity of 0.003
S/m. Also, it can be seen here that the galvanic component has increased in the
host and particularly around the plate for the higher host conductivity of 0.003 S/m.
Furthermore, for the frequency used here, the total field seen inside the conductive
plate is a combination of inductive and galvanic fields. The corresponding plot for the
current densities is shown in Figure 5.24. Here the current density has increased in
all of the inductive, galvanic and total fields. Moreover, for the host with the higher
conductivity of 0.003 S/m, the orientation of the total current (see panel f) in the
background is dominated by the contribution from the galvanic part.
The effects of the conductive overburden are also investigated for this example. For
a host conductivity of 0.003 S/m, Figure 5.25 shows the resulting inductive, galvanic
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Figure 5.22: The geometry of the model for the deep plate and overburden example.
The loop of current is located at the air-ground interface with its center at the origin.
The narrow vertical plate is 200 m deep and 250 m away from the nearest long edge
of the transmitter loop. The thickness of the overburden layer is 100 m.
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Figure 5.23: Arrows of the fields for the un-gauged solutions to the deep plate example
for a frequency of 10 Hz and a plate conductance of 10.5 S. Panels (a), (c) and (e)
on the left are respectively the real components of the inductive, galvanic and total
fields for a host conductivity of 0.0003 S/m. Panels (b), (d) and (f) on the right are
the corresponding fields for a host conductivity of 0.003 S/m.
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Figure 5.24: Arrows of the currents for the un-gauged solutions to the deep plate
example for a frequency of 10 Hz and a plate conductance of 10.5 S. Panels (a), (c)
and (e) on the left are respectively the real components of the inductive, galvanic and
total current densities for a host conductivity of 0.0003 S/m. Panels (b), (d) and (f)
on the right are the corresponding currents for a host conductivity of 0.003 S/m.
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and total electric fields for increasing conductivities of the overburden layer. Three
conductivities of 0.01, 0.045, and 0.1 S/m are chosen for the overburden layer. It can
be noticed here that the galvanic part (see panels d, e and f) increases in the host and
around the target for the increasing overburden conductivities. A hint of vortex fields
can also be seen in the inductive component (see panels a, b and c) as the overburden
conductivity increases. Figure 5.26 shows the corresponding inductive, galvanic and
total current densities. Here however, because of the broad range of current magni-
tudes shown, the increase in the current densities is not as evident (except for the
overburden layer).
The discontinuities in the normal component of the inductive, galvanic and total
electric fields for the plane x = 498 m are shown in Figure 5.27. Figure 5.28 shows
the corresponding discontinuities in the normal component of the current densities.
As for the situations described in Section 5.2.3 it is the galvanic part of the electric
field that predominantly contributes in forming the total discontinuity of the electric
field across the interface. The continuity in the normal component of the total current
density (see Figure 5.28) is however the result of discontinuities in both the inductive
and galvanic currents. Also, similar to the plots shown, for example in Figures 5.12
and 5.13, in order to relatively compare the continuity conditions of the inductive,
galvanic, and total fields, the data are normalized. Figure 5.29 shows the discontinuity
of the fields for the corresponding fields shown in Figure 5.27. It is seen here that
despite the predominant contribution from the galvanic parts (see panels d, e, and
(f) in Figure 5.29) the inductive components (see panels a, b, and c in Figure 5.29)
insignificantly contribute to forming the discontinuity of the total electric fields (see
panels g, h, and i in Figure 5.29) on the surface of the plate. The corresponding
normalized data for the current density are also shown in Figure 5.30. Here, in contrast
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Figure 5.25: Arrows of the fields (only real components) for a host conductivity of
0.003 S/m, and for a range of conductivities of the overburden layer. Panels (a), (b),
and (c) are the inductive parts for overburden conductivities of 0.01, 0.045, and 0.1
S/m respectively. Panels (d), (e) and (f) are the corresponding galvanic parts. Panels
(f), (g) and (h) are the corresponding total fields.
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Figure 5.26: Arrows of the current densities (only real components) for a host conduc-
tivity of 0.003 S/m, and for a range of conductivities of the overburden layer. Panels
(a), (b), and (c) are the inductive parts for overburden conductivities of 0.01, 0.045,
and 0.1 S/m respectively. Panels (d), (e) and (f) are the corresponding galvanic parts.
Panels (f), (g) and (h) are the corresponding total currents.
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Figure 5.27: Discontinuity in the normal components of the fields for the inductive
part, galvanic part and total electric field for a host conductivity of 0.003 S/m and
for a range of conductivities of the overburden layer. Panels (a), (b), and (c) are the
inductive parts for overburden conductivities of 0.01, 0.045, and 0.1 S/m respectively.
Panels (d), (e) and (f) are the corresponding galvanic parts. Panels (f), (g) and (h)
are the corresponding total fields.
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Figure 5.28: Discontinuities of the normal components of the current densities for
the inductive part, galvanic part and total current for a host conductivity of 0.003
S/m and for a range of conductivities of the overburden layer. Panels (a), (b), and
(c) are the inductive parts for overburden conductivities of 0.01, 0.045, and 0.1 S/m
respectively. Panels (d), (e) and (f) are the corresponding galvanic parts; panels (f),
(g) and (h) are also the corresponding currents.
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Figure 5.29: Normalized discontinuities in the normal components of the fields for
the real components of the inductive part, galvanic part and total electric field for a
host conductivity of 0.003 S/m and for a range of conductivities of the overburden
layer. Panels (a), (b), and (c) are the inductive parts for overburden conductivities
of 0.01, 0.045, and 0.1 S/m respectively. Panels (d), (e) and (f) are the corresponding
galvanic parts. Panels (f), (g) and (h) are the corresponding total fields.
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to the fields, both the inductive and galvanic components contribute to continuity of
the total current density on the surface of the plate.
5.4 Marine disk model revisited
The inductive and galvanic components were calculated for the marine example pre-
sented in Chapter 4. In order to observe the behavior of the fields for the explicitly
gauged solution, the system in equation 5.4 is solved for this model. The mesh used
for this example consists of 299532 tetrahedral elements, 48972 nodes, and 348797
edges. This choice of a smaller mesh compared to the mesh used in Chapter 4 is for
the sake of solving the system using the direct MUMPS solver. The dimension of
the problem is 20 km × 20 km × 20 km in the x-, y- and z-directions. Here, for
the iterative solution, the ILUT preconditioner with lfil = 3 and the GMRES solver
with a Krylov subspace of 300 are used. The discretized system is also solved using
the direct solver MUMPS. Figure 5.31 shows a comparison for the magnitude of the
electric field, Ex, obtained using the different solution approaches. It is seen here that
the fields that correspond to iteratively solving the un-gauged system and to directly
solving the gauged and un-gauged systems coincide with the finite-volume solution
of Weiss (2013). However, the iterative solution of the gauged system does not match
the other solutions. This mismatch is a result of the slow convergence of the itera-
tive solver due to the non-symmetric gauged system. It is evident from Figure 5.32
that the decrease in the preconditioned residual norm of the iterative solution for the
gauged system is very slow compared to that seen for the un-gauged system.
The iterative solution for the gauged system is tried with increasing dimensions of
the Krylov subspace and increasing numbers of iterations. Table 5.1 lists information
regarding the parameters for the iterative solver and the relevant computation costs for
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Figure 5.30: Normalized discontinuities in the normal components of the current
densities for the inductive part, galvanic part and total current for a host conductivity
of 0.003 S/m and for a range of conductivities of the overburden layer. Panels (a),
(b), and (c) are the inductive parts for overburden conductivities of 0.01, 0.045, and
0.1 S/m respectively. Panels (d), (e) and (f) are the corresponding galvanic parts;
panels (f), (g) and (h) are also the corresponding currents.
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Figure 5.31: A comparison of the x-component of the amplitude of the electric field
for the marine example for a frequency of 1 Hz. Data obtained using the iterative
solutions to the original un-gauged system (shown with crosses) and to the gauged
system (shown with triangles), and the direct solutions to the original un-gauged
system (shown with pluses) and to the gauged system (shown with circles). The
finite-volume solution of Weiss (2013) is also shown using the solid line.
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Figure 5.32: The convergence curves for the original A − φ decomposed solution
(black) and the decomposed gauged solution (blue) for a frequency of 1 Hz for the
marine example.
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Table 5.1: The iterative solver parameters for three runs of the gauged system (equa-
tion 5.4) for the marine example.
Solution parameters and computation costs
Run no. Krylov Iterations Memory (Gbytes) Computation time (sec)
1 600 50000 5.2 20025
2 1500 50000 10.6 41236
3 2500 100000 16.5 136280
a range of possibilities. The behavior of the iterative solver and the corresponding final
field values are shown in Figures 5.33 and 5.34 respectively. It is seen in Figure 5.33
that even for a high Krylov subspace dimension of 2500 the convergence of the iterative
solver is very slow. The corresponding electric field solutions are also inadequate (see
Figure 5.34) for all the final residual norms obtained here.
5.4.1 Fields in the horizontal plane
Investigations of the inductive and galvanic components for the different solution
methods presented above are performed here and in the next section. A horizontal
plane that slices through the center of the resistive disk is considered. The source is a
100 m electric dipole located in the conductive sea water at a height of 100 m above
the sea floor (see Section 4.2.3). As seen in Chapter 4 (see Figures 4.29 and 4.30), for
the original un-ungauged system, Figure 5.35 shows the components of the fields in
the plane and Figure 5.36 shows the current densities. Figures 5.37 and 5.38 show the
corresponding arrows for the gauged system. The system here is solved using the direct
solver. For the sake of memory efficiency due to the direct solver a new mesh compared
to the mesh used for Figures 4.29 and 4.30 is used. The mesh consists of 305995 cells,
49922 nodes, and 356250 edges. MUMPS used a memory of 18.4 Gbytes to solve the
gauged system with a computation time of 765 seconds. From panels (e) and (f) in
Figures 5.35 and 5.37 it can be seen that total electric field is the same for both these
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Figure 5.33: The preconditioned residual norm for runs with different dimensions for
the Krylov subspace for the gauged marine example: 600 in black, 1500 in blue, and
2500 in red.
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Figure 5.34: The electric field data for runs with different dimensions of the Krylov
subspace and 50000 iterations in the GMRES solver for the gauged marine example:
600 in black, 1500 in blue, and 2500 in red. The solid line in black is the solution due
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solutions. The components of the electric field coming from the individual vector (A)
and scalar (φ) potentials are however non-unique numerically as the inductive and
galvanic pairs are different for the gauged and un-gauged scenarios. The solution to
the gauged system produced zero vectors for the imaginary component of the galvanic
part (see panel d in Figure 5.37), therefore, the corresponding imaginary part of the
total electric field is solely given by the contribution from the inductive part.
The un-gauged original system is also solved using the direct solver (see Figures 5.39
and 5.40). Here MUMPS required 22 Gbytes of memory to solve the system of equa-
tions. The computation time was 1140 seconds. Here in Figure 5.39 the numerical
non-uniqueness of the inductive and galvanic parts is further demonstrated as the
contribution from the inductive and galvanic components differ from those obtained
for the iterative solution of the un-gauged system and the direct solution of the gauged
system. The total field is however unique across all solution techniques.
5.4.2 Fields in the vertical plane
Inductive and galvanic components for the marine example are also studied for a plane
that cuts vertically through the circular disk. A plane of nodes is again inserted into
the mesh, this time at y = 0. The computational domain is subdivided into 306199
cells, 49839 nodes, and 356360 edges. For the solution to the original un-gauged
system, Figures 5.41 and 5.42 show the inductive, galvanic and total components of
the electric field and current density respectively. For the next experiment, the gauged
system is solved directly using MUMPS. Figures 5.43 and 5.44 show the corresponding
field and current densities respectively. In the third experiment, a direct solution
to the original un-gauged system is performed. For this solution the corresponding
fields and current densities are shown in Figures 5.45 and 5.46. A comparison of the
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Figure 5.35: The inductive part, galvanic part and total electric field for the solution
to the un-gauged system, for the canonical disk model for a frequency of 1 Hz. All
six panels show the horizontal component of the fields at a depth of 1000 m below
the water-seabed interface, i.e., in the center of the disk: the real (a) and imaginary
(b) components of the inductive part; the real (c) and imaginary (d) components of
the galvanic part; and the real (e) and imaginary (f) components of the total electric
field.
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Figure 5.36: The inductive part, galvanic part and total current density for the solu-
tion to the un-gauged system, for the canonical disk model for a frequency of 1 Hz. All
six panels show the horizontal component of the currents at a depth of 1000 m below
the water-seabed interface, i.e., in the center of the disk: the real (a) and imaginary
(b) components of the inductive part; the real (c) and imaginary (d) components of
the galvanic part; and the real (e) and imaginary (f) components of the total current
density.
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Figure 5.37: The inductive part, galvanic part and total electric field for the solution
to the gauged system, for the canonical disk model for a frequency of 1 Hz. All six
panels show the horizontal component of the fields at a depth of 1000 m below the
water-seabed interface, i.e., in the center of the disk.
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Figure 5.38: The inductive part, galvanic part and total current density for the solu-
tion to the gauged system, for the canonical disk model for a frequency of 1 Hz. All
six panels show the horizontal component of the currents at a depth of 1000 m below
the water-seabed interface, i.e., in the center of the disk.
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Figure 5.39: The inductive part, galvanic part and total electric field for the direct
solution to the original un-gauged system, for the canonical disk model for a frequency
of 1 Hz. All six panels show the horizontal component of the fields at a depth of 1000
m below the water-seabed interface, i.e., in the center of the disk.
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Figure 5.40: The inductive part, galvanic part and total current density for the direct
solution to the original un-gauged system, for the canonical disk model for a frequency
of 1 Hz. All six panels show the horizontal component of the currents at a depth of
1000 m below the water-seabed interface, i.e., in the center of the disk.
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above figures again demonstrates the consistency and uniqueness of the total electric
fields and current densities (see panels e and f in all figures) obtained from the three
solution methods. The individual inductive and galvanic components are however
non-unique for the different types of solutions and systems considered. For the first
two experiments presented above the total field and current density are formed by
a combination of the inductive and galvanic components. In particular, in terms of
the directions of the arrows, the galvanic field in Figure 5.41 provides a hint of the
disk for the final un-gauged solution. The strength and direction of the total field is
however formed by an interplay between the inductive and galvanic components. The
contributions of the potentials to the gauged solutions are shown in Figures 5.43 and
5.44. Here the imaginary part of the total field and currents is provided by only the
inductive component. For the real part, however, a combination of fields and currents
forms the total field in the plane. It is noteworthy to mention that the total electric
field and current density for the direct solution of the original ungauged system are
dominated by the so-called inductive part (see Figures 5.45 and 5.46).
5.4.3 Continuity of the fields and currents
For the different types of solutions presented above, the continuity of the normal
components of the fields and currents across the inter-element boundaries is investi-
gated for this marine example. A horizontal plane of nodes is firstly considered in the
z = 950 m plane. Here, the inserted nodes on this plane are shared between the disk
and the host. For the iterative solution to the original un-gauged system (e.g., with
field arrows shown in Figure 5.35) Figure 5.47 shows the discontinuity in the normal
components of the combinations to the electric field from the individual potentials
and the total field. Similar to the plate example in Section 5.2.3, the scalar potential
again dominates the vector potential in contributing to the total field discontinuity of
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Figure 5.41: The inductive part, galvanic part and total electric field for the iterative
solution to the original un-gauged system for the canonical disk model and for a fre-
quency of 1 Hz. All six panels show the xz-component of the fields on a vertical plane
passing through the center of the disk: the real (a) and imaginary (b) components of
the inductive part; the real (c) and imaginary (d) components of the galvanic part;
and the real (e) and imaginary (f) components of the total electric field.
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Figure 5.42: The inductive part, galvanic part and total current density for the it-
erative solution to the original un-gauged system for the canonical disk model and
for a frequency of 1 Hz. All six panels show the xz-component of the currents on
a vertical plane passing through the center of the disk: the real (a) and imaginary
(b) components of the inductive part; the real (c) and imaginary (d) components of
the galvanic part; and the real (e) and imaginary (f) components of the total current
density.
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Figure 5.43: The inductive part, galvanic part and total electric field for the direct
solution to the gauged system for the canonical disk model and for a frequency of 1
Hz. All six panels show the xz-component of the fields on a vertical plane passing
through the center of the disk.
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Figure 5.44: The inductive part, galvanic part and total current density for the direct
solution to the gauged system for the canonical disk model and for a frequency of 1
Hz. All six panels show the xz-component of the currents on a vertical plane passing
through the center of the disk.
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Figure 5.45: The inductive part, galvanic part and total electric field for the direct
solution to the original un-gauged system for the canonical disk model and for a
frequency of 1 Hz. All six panels show the xz-component of the fields on a vertical
plane passing through the center of the disk (note that the color scale is different from
that in Figures 5.41 and 5.43).
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Figure 5.46: The inductive part, galvanic part and total current density for the direct
solution to the original un-gauged system for the canonical disk model and for a
frequency of 1 Hz. All six panels show the xz-component of the currents on a vertical
plane passing through the center of the disk.
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the normal component of the electric field on the surface of the disk. The normal com-
ponents of the current densities are also shown in Figure 5.48. Here again, the normal
component of the total current density (see panels e and f) is continuous across the
conductivity contrast at the top surface of the disk while the normal components due
to the individual inductive and galvanic parts are discontinuous across the interface.
The continuity of the fields from directly solving the gauged system is also investi-
gated. Figure 5.49 shows the continuity of the normal component of the fields for
the direct solution to the gauged system. For the type of solution presented here the
discontinuity from the real part of ∇φ is again dominant over the discontinuity in the
corresponding A in forming a discontinuous real total field. The interface condition
for the imaginary part of the electric field is however given by only the corresponding
vector potential solution (e.g., scaled by ω and seen in panel f). For this solution the
continuity of the normal components of the current densities are shown in Figure 5.50.
In contrast to the iterative solution of the un-gauged system (see Figure 5.48) there
is a significantly lower discontinuity in both inductive and galvanic currents produced
by the gauged system. The continuity of the total current density is however unique
if compared to the un-gauged solution.
The interface condition for the direct solution of the un-gauged system is also shown
here. Figure 5.51 shows the normal discontinuity of the fields for the disk model. It
is seen here that the discontinuity in ∇φ (panels c and d) is negligible in comparison
to those in A (panels a and b). Here the normal components produced for the total
field are again unique if compared to the results from the previous solutions (e.g., in
the same color scale). The results for the current densities due to this solution are
also shown in Figure 5.52. Here the continuity in the total current density is provided
by the absolutely dominant inductive components.
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Figure 5.47: Discontinuity in the normal field components for the inductive part,
galvanic part and total electric field for the iterative solution to the original un-gauged
system for the canonical disk model and for a frequency of 1 Hz. The horizontal plane
of nodes is located at z = 950 m immediately on the top of the circular disk: the real
(a) and imaginary (b) components of the inductive part; the real (c) and imaginary
(d) components of the galvanic part; and the real (e) and imaginary (f) components
of the total electric field.
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Figure 5.48: The discontinuity in the normal current density components for the
inductive part, galvanic part and total current density for the iterative solution to
the original un-gauged system for the canonical disk model and for a frequency of 1
Hz. The horizontal plane of nodes is located at z = 950 m immediately on the top
of the circular disk: the real (a) and imaginary (b) components of the inductive part;
the real (c) and imaginary (d) components of the galvanic part; and the real (e) and
imaginary (f) components of the total current density.
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Figure 5.49: The discontinuity in the normal field components for the inductive part,
galvanic part and total electric field for the direct solution to the gauged system for
the canonical disk model and for a frequency of 1 Hz. The horizontal plane of nodes
is located at z = 950 m immediately on the top of the circular disk.
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Figure 5.50: The discontinuity in the normal current density components for the
inductive part, galvanic part and total current density for the direct solution to the
gauged system for the canonical disk model and for a frequency of 1 Hz. The horizontal
plane of nodes is located at z = 950 m immediately on the top of the circular disk.
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Figure 5.51: The discontinuity in the normal field components for the inductive part,
galvanic part and total electric field for the direct solution to the un-gauged system
for the canonical disk model and for a frequency of 1 Hz. The horizontal plane of
nodes is located at z = 950 m immediately on the top of the circular disk.
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Figure 5.52: The discontinuity in the normal current density components for the
inductive part, galvanic part and total current density for the direct solution to the
un-gauged system for the canonical disk model and for a frequency of 1 Hz. The
horizontal plane of nodes is located at z = 950 m immediately on the top of the
circular disk.
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5.4.4 Concluding remarks
The characteristics of the EM fields were investigated for four solution possibilities
for the marine disk example. These solution methods involve iterative and direct
solutions to the un-gauged and gauged systems. It was demonstrated that the con-
vergence to the iterative solution of the A−φ gauged system is very slow. It was also
observed that results for the iterative and direct solutions to the un-gauged system,
and direct solution the gauged system, produced the same total electric fields and
current densities. However, the contributions from the individual A and φ parts of
the total fields were different. This demonstrates the non-uniqueness of the A and φ
as a result of non-zero ∇ ·A across cell interfaces. By enforcing zero divergence for
A the explicitly gauged solutions (see e.g., Figures 5.37, 5.43, and 5.49) were found
to produce the most reasonable results in terms of the both behavior and continuity
conditions of the inductive and galvanic fields. However, in order to accurately solve
the gauged system a direct solver needs to be used which demands a larger memory
space in the computer. Hence, if only E and H fields are required the iterative so-
lution to the original un-gauged system can be computationally efficient and so can
handle meshes with more cells.
Chapter 6
Summary and Conclusions
In this thesis forward modeling software has been developed for numerically solv-
ing the three-dimensional geophysical electromagnetic boundary value problem. Us-
ing Maxwell’s equations the relevant partial differential equations were derived in
terms of the stand-alone electric field and the combined vector-scalar potentials. The
method used and the code developed here are for frequency domain EM problems
and arbitrary EM sources. The crux of the numerical implementation applied to the
above equations is based on the method of weighted residuals and the Galerkin finite-
element method. The numerical modeling is executed on unstructured tetrahedral
meshes. The rationale for using this type of mesh is to optimally generate Earth
models with complicated geometries and to accurately reproduce general topographic
features. The TetGen library is used to produce the grid of tetrahedral elements. In
order to fully take advantage of unstructured meshes the problem is formulated for
the total field approximation. In particular, the total field formulation can enable the
correct simulation of the field for the topographic Earth models in addition to solving
the traditionally-modelled flat Earth.
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The numerical modeling was firstly implemented on the conventional form of the
Helmholtz equation that includes only the electric field as the unknown physical quan-
tity to be solved for. The numerical solution of this partial differential equation, which
is referred as to the E-field equation in this context, was attempted using the finite-
element method. To begin the discretization process, the E-field equation was firstly
minimized using the method of weighted residuals. Edge-element basis functions were
used to approximate the electric field within each tetrahedral element in the mesh.
The physical justification for this choice was to best satisfy the continuity of the tan-
gential component of the electric field while allowing the normal component to remain
discontinuous across the interfaces of distinct conductivities and satisfy the condition
that the electric field is divergence-free within a cell. The discrete form of the E-field
partial differential equation was solved using both iterative and direct solvers. The
reason for making use of an iterative solver was for the sake of memory efficiency
in the computer. The E-field solution was investigated for a number of preliminary
models, e.g., the conductive whole-space and half-space problems. However, it was
found that the total-field solution of the E-field equation, for unstructured meshes
and for the range of frequencies and conductivities used here, did not converge to the
correct solution in the entire computational domain. The slow convergence of the iter-
ative solver for these scenarios is attributed to the vanishing conductivity term in the
E-field equation. Instead, the direct solver, MUMPS, correctly simulated the electric
field using the E-field system. The direct solution was however computationally more
expensive in comparison to the corresponding iterative solution (e.g. 18.5 Gbytes for
the direct solution of the E-field system in Chapter 2).
From the physical standpoint, the non-adequate iterative solution obtained for the
E-field equation is an indication of the concept that the low-frequency behavior of the
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electromagnetic field is affected by the direct current flow in the conducting medium
in addition to the inducing eddy currents. In order to accurately model both of these
two effects the electric field is decomposed into vector and scalar potentials. Also
the equation of conservation of charge is used in conjunction with the Helmholtz
equation. The system of equations for the potentials is again solved using the finite-
element method. The vector residual from the Helmholtz equation and the scalar
residual from the equation of conservation of charge are minimized using the method
of weighted residuals. Similar to the situation where the electric field is approximated,
edge-element basis functions are used for the vector potentials. Also nodal basis func-
tions are used for the approximation of the scalar potentials. Here the continuity of
the tangential components of the vector potential and the discontinuity in the normal
component of the gradient of the scalar potential are thought to better satisfy the be-
havior of the fields across interfaces in the grid. Upon imposing appropriate boundary
conditions the sparse algebraic form of the decomposed system is solved again using
an iterative solver with appropriate preconditioning of the system. The approximate
electric and magnetic fields are reproduced using the calculated potentials. Here, for
the comparable examples presented for the E-field solution, a significantly faster con-
vergence of the iterative solver and subsequently an accurate numerical solution for
the fields are observed. The memory usage of this iterative solution was significantly
smaller than those of direct solutions of the E-field system (e.g., memory usages of 8
and 4 Gbytes for the examples presented in Chapters 3 and 5).
The decomposition of the electric field into magnetic vector potential and electric
scalar potential is performed with the intention of separating the inductive and gal-
vanic components of the electromagnetic field. In the third phase of this thesis the
solution from the A − φ decomposition approach was validated for a number of ex-
amples published in the geophysical literature and the inductive and galvanic parts
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of the field investigated. The first example presented is for a mineral exploration
scenario where a conductive prism is located within a homogeneous half-space of
otherwise uniform conductivity. This conductivity structure is stimulated using an
electric line source of current (e.g., a grounded wire) with a fairly low frequency.
The finite element solution of the decomposed system is obtained in agreement with
the solution from an integral-equation approach. For this example it is also found
that the galvanic part of the field dominates the inductive component in reducing
the electric field in the conductive prism. The next example presented in this section
verifies the finite-element solution against the data from the physical scale modeling
method. The laboratory-scaled model considers a highly conductive graphite cube
immersed in conductive brine. Here the normalized magnetic field is measured using
a source-receiver magnetic dipole pair moving above the brine solution in free-space.
Considering the conductivities of the graphite cube and the brine host, and also the
range of frequencies used for the dipole source, the EM response of this model is rep-
resentative of those observed in the geophysical exploration scenarios. A reasonable
agreement of the numerical magnetic fields against the experimental physical scale
modelings are observed for different frequencies. It is also observed that for a partic-
ular source-receiver configuration the inductive part dominates the galvanic part in
forming the total electric field in the conductive graphite. The last example in this
section verifies the finite-element total field solution for unstructured meshes against
the finite-volume total field solution for structured meshes. The model presented sim-
ulates a hydrocarbon exploration scenario where a resistive disk model is located in
the conductive seabed sediments. In terms of simulating the fields around the resis-
tive disk it is observed that for the configuration presented here the total field is a
combination of the inductive and galvanic components.
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The A − φ formulation of the electromagnetic problem is implicitly gauged through
the choice of edge-element basis functions for the vector potential. This approach
however caused peculiar behaviors for the inductive and galvanic fields, e.g., for higher
frequencies used for the large loop of current and plate example presented in Chapter
5. This is because the potential formulation is stymied by the non-uniqueness of the
vector potential. An explicit gauging of the system of equations was therefore derived.
The gauged decomposed system is correctly solved using the direct solver, and the
corresponding inductive and galvanic parts were investigated. In order to further
understand the interface conditions due to different solution methods the continuity
of the fields and currents at the conductivity gradients in the models are investigated.
The uniqueness of the total electric fields and the non-uniqueness of the individual
inductive and galvanic parts are demonstrated through comparison of the different
solutions (i.e., direct and iterative solutions to the gauged and un-gauged systems)
presented in Chapter 5. In particular, the identical E and H that are produced
from these solutions demonstrated the uniqueness of the total electric and magnetic
fields respectively. However, the corresponding inductive and galvanic parts were
found to be inherent to the solution types. The enforcement of the explicit gauge
condition, ∇ ·A = 0, gave rise to obtaining more reasonable inductive and galvanic
fields. However, obtaining an accurate solution to the gauged system necessitates
solving the system using a direct solver, which in turn requires using a significantly
larger computational space. Hence the iterative solution to the original un-gauged
system would be more computationally efficient if only the total electric and magnetic
fields are required. In terms of future perspectives, in order to optimize the trade-
off between the solution accuracy and computation time, adaptive mesh refinement
strategies may be required. In particular, based on an error estimation method,
e.g., a posteriori, adaptive approach refines the mesh only in certain regions, which
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causes smaller number of unknowns for the discretized system. The forward modeling
code developed here is written in the Fortran programming language that allows for
optimizing run time. Also, it is a stand-alone code for assembling the system matrix
that can be easily used in inversion schemes.
Appendix A
A.1 Scalar basis functions
In this section a complete description of deriving the scalar basis functions (nodal
elements) for a typical tetrahedral element is presented. The following expression
represents an arbitrary linear function in a typical tetrahedral element:
Ee(x, y, z) = ae + bex+ cey + dez. (A.1)
It is possible to find the coefficients ae, be, ce, and de once equation A.1 is constrained
at the four nodes of a tetrahedron. Considering r1 = (x1, y1, z1), r2 = (x2, y2, z2),
r3 = (x3, y3, z3), and r4 = (x4, y4, z4) as the coordinates of the four nodes, the following
set of equations is derived:
E1 = ae + bex1 + cey1 + dez1
E2 = ae + bex2 + cey2 + dez2
E3 = ae + bex3 + cey3 + dez3
E4 = ae + bex4 + cey4 + dez4
(A.2)
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where E1, E2, E3, and E4 mark the values of the function Ee(r) at the respective r1,
r2, r3, and r4 nodal locations. By solving the above set of equations for the coefficients
the following expressions are derived (Jin, 2002),
ae = 16V e
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
E1 E2 E3 E4
x1 x2 x3 x4
y1 y2 y3 y4
z1 z2 z3 z4
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
, (A.3)
be = 16V e
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 1 1 1
E1 E2 E3 E4
y1 y2 y3 y4
z1 z2 z3 z4
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
, (A.4)
ce = 16V e
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 1 1 1
x1 x2 x3 x4
E1 E2 E3 E4
z1 z2 z3 z4
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
, (A.5)
be = 16V e
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 1 1 1
x1 x2 x3 x4
y1 y2 y3 y4
E1 E2 E3 E4
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(A.6)
where V e is the volume of the tetrahedral element. Expanding each of the above
expressions gives,
ae = ( 16Ve
)(a1E1 + a2E2 + a3E3 + a4E4), (A.7)
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be = ( 16Ve
)(b1E1 + b2E2 + b3E3 + b4E4), (A.8)
ce = ( 16Ve
)(c1E1 + c2E2 + c3E3 + c4E4), (A.9)
and
de = ( 16Ve
)(d1E1 + d2E2 + d3E3 + d4E4) (A.10)
where the coefficients ai, bi, ci, and di with i = 1, · · · 4 are given by the following
equations,
a1 =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
x2 x3 x4
y2 y3 y4
z2 z3 z4
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
, (A.11)
a2 = −
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
x1 x3 x4
y1 y3 y4
z1 z3 z4
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
, (A.12)
a3 =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
x1 x2 x4
y1 y2 y4
z1 z2 z4
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
, (A.13)
a4 = −
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
x1 x2 x3
y1 y2 y3
z1 z2 z3
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
, (A.14)
b1 = −
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 1 1
y2 y3 y4
z2 z3 z4
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
, (A.15)
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b2 =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 1 1
y1 y3 y4
z1 z3 z4
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
, (A.16)
b3 = −
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 1 1
y1 y2 y4
z1 z2 z4
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
, (A.17)
b4 =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 1 1
y1 y2 y3
z1 z2 z3
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
, (A.18)
c1 =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 1 1
x2 x3 x4
z2 z3 z4
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
, (A.19)
c2 = −
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 1 1
x1 x3 x4
z1 z3 z4
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
, (A.20)
c3 =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 1 1
x1 x2 x4
z1 z2 z4
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
, (A.21)
c4 = −
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 1 1
x1 x2 x3
z1 z2 z3
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
, (A.22)
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d1 = −
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 1 1
x2 x3 x4
y2 y3 y4
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
, (A.23)
d2 =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 1 1
x1 x3 x4
y1 y3 y4
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
, (A.24)
d3 = −
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 1 1
x1 x2 x4
y1 y2 y4
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
, (A.25)
d4 =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 1 1
x1 x2 x3
y1 y2 y3
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
. (A.26)
These are auxiliary coefficients for each node of a tetrahedral cell. By substituting
equations A.7, A.8, A.9 and A.10 into equation A.1 a general form for the function
Ee is given in terms of the values of the function at the vertices of the tetrahedron:
Ee(x, y, z) =
4∑
k=1
Nk(x, y, z)Ek (A.27)
where Nk is the scalar basis function which is given by the following equation,
Nk(x, y, z) =
1
6V e (ak + bkx+ cky + dkz). (A.28)
Appendix B
B.1 Applying elemental functions to inner-product
integrals
B.1.1 Elements of the coefficient matrix
The first term formulated here is the interaction of the curl of vector basis functions
between two particular edges of i and j (e.g., in equation 2.29):
Cij =
∫
Ω
(∇×Ni) · (∇×Nj) dΩ (B.1)
where the vector basis functions Ni and Nj are:
Ni = `i(Ni1∇Ni2 −Ni2∇Ni1), (B.2)
and
Nj = `j(Nj1∇Nj2 −Nj2∇Nj1), (B.3)
where Ni1, Ni2 are the nodal elements for the nodes i1 and i2 respectively, and Nj1,
Nj2 are the nodal elements for the nodes j1 and j2 respectively. Also `i and `j are
the lengths of the corresponding edges. The curl of the above vector basis functions
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are (Jin, 2002):
∇×Ni = 2`i(∇Ni1 ×∇Ni2), (B.4)
and
∇×Nj = 2`j(∇Nj1 ×∇Nj2), (B.5)
where ∇Nk is given by taking the gradient of the nodal element in equation A.28.
For example, for a particular node, k
∇Nk = 16V e (bkx + cky+ dkz). (B.6)
Using the above equation into equation B.4 and B.5 results in the following expressions
for the curl of edge-elements:
∇×Ni = 2`i(6V e)2 (Nxx +Nyy+Nzz), (B.7)
where
Nx(y, z) = (ai1bi2 − ai2bi1) + y(ci1bi2 − ci2bi1) + z(di1bi2 − di2bi1),
Ny(x, z) = (ai1ci2 − ai2ci1) + x(bi1ci2 − bi2ci1) + z(di1ci2 − di2ci1),
Nz(x, y) = (ai1di2 − ai2di1) + y(ci1di2 − ci2di1) + x(bi1di2 − bi2di1).
(B.8)
A similar expression also exists for the curl of Nj. Substituting the expressions for
∇×Ni and ∇×Nj into equation B.1 and integrating over the volume Ω results in
the following equation for Cij:
Cij =
4`i`j
64(V e)3 (C1 + C2 + C3), (B.9)
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where
C1 = (bi1ci2 − bi2ci1)(bj1cj2 − bj2cj1),
C2 = (di1bi2 − di2bi1)(dj1bj2 − dj2bj1),
C3 = (ci1di2 − ci2di1)(cj1dj2 − cj2dj1).
The second term formulated here is the interaction of the vector basis functions be-
tween two neighboring edges i and j:
Dij =
∫
Ω
Ni ·Nj dΩ (B.10)
By directly substituting equations B.2 and B.3 into the above equation the following
equation is given,
Dij = `i`j [(∇Ni2 · ∇Nj2)
∫
Ω
Ni1 Nj1 dΩ − (∇Ni2 · ∇Nj1)
∫
Ω
Ni1 Nj2 dΩ −
(∇Ni1 · ∇Nj2)
∫
Ω
Ni2 Nj1 dΩ + (∇Ni1 · ∇Nj1)
∫
Ω
Ni2 Nj2 dΩ ]
(B.11)
Because the integral form of
∫
Ω NkNl dΩ, with k and l as nodes, is frequently repeated
in the above equation, a calculation of its closed-form expression is firstly performed.
Using the expression given for the nodal element (equation A.28) in the above integral
gives:
Gij =
∫
Ω
Nk Nl dΩ =
1
(6V e)2
∫
Ω
(ak + bkx+ cky + dkz)(al + blx+ cly + dlz) dx dy dz.
(B.12)
In order to counteract the problem of finding the lower and upper bounds of the
above integral, a transformation to the normalized coordinate system is performed.
An arbitrary point r = (x, y, z) in a tetrahedron can be related to four tetrahedral
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vertices through the following linear combination (Xu, 2001):
r− r4 = L1(r1 − r4) + L2(r2 − r4) + L3(r3 − r4), (B.13)
where r1 = (x1, y1, z1), r2 = (x2, y2, z2), r3 = (x3, y3, z3), and r4 = (x4, y4, z4) are the
coordinates of the vertices. Here, because the arbitrary point is in the tetrahedron,
L1, L2, L3, and L4 are varying between zero and 1. Rearranging the above equation
gives,
r = L1r1 + L2r2 + L3r3 + L4r4, (B.14)
where the parameter L4 is
L4 = 1− L1 − L2 − L3 (B.15)
which indicates that only three of these linear elements, Li, are independent. Ex-
panding equation B.14 for three Cartesian components gives,
x = L1x1 + L2x2 + L3x3 + L4x4,
y = L1y1 + L2y2 + L3y3 + L4y4,
z = L1z1 + L2z2 + L3z3 + L4z4.
(B.16)
By solving the above equation the following expressions are derived for the linear
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elements:
L1 =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 1 1 1
x x2 x3 x4
y y2 y3 y4
z z2 z3 z4
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 1 1 1
x1 x2 x3 x4
y1 y2 y3 y4
z1 z2 z3 z4
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(B.17)
L2 =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 1 1 1
x1 x x3 x4
y1 y y3 y4
z1 z z3 z4
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 1 1 1
x1 x2 x3 x4
y1 y2 y3 y4
z1 z2 z3 z4
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(B.18)
L3 =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 1 1 1
x1 x2 x x4
y1 y2 y y4
z1 z2 z z4
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 1 1 1
x1 x2 x3 x4
y1 y2 y3 y4
z1 z2 z3 z4
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(B.19)
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L4 =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 1 1 1
x1 x2 x3 x
y1 y2 y3 y
z1 z2 z3 z
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 1 1 1
x1 x2 x3 x4
y1 y2 y3 y4
z1 z2 z3 z4
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(B.20)
Li, i = 1, · · · , 4, which describes a barycentric or local coordinate system, are the
ratios of the volumes of the sub-tetrahedron comprising the point r and three of
nodes of the tetrahedron to the volume of the whole tetrahedron. Substituting the
coordinates of the vertices in to the above expressions leads to the following property
for the barycentric elements:
Li|node=j

1, i = j,
0, i 6= j.
(B.21)
Equation B.14 relates three component of the Cartesian coordinate system to three
components of the barycentric coordinate system:
x = x4 + L1(x1 − x4) + L2(x2 − x4) + L3(x3 − x4)
y = y4 + L1(y1 − y4) + L2(y2 − y4) + L3(y3 − y4)
z = z4 + L1(z1 − z4) + L2(z2 − z4) + L3(z3 − z4),
(B.22)
which can be modified to the following form:
r = r4 + J γ, (B.23)
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L1
L3
L2
(0,0,0)
(1,0,0) (0,1,0)
(0,0,1)
Figure B.1: A simplex tetrahedral element in the barycentric coordinate system.
where r = (x, y, z)T , r4 = (x4, y4, z4)T , and γ = (L1, L2, L3)T (T is the transpose
sign). Here the parameter |J| is the transformation coefficient (Jacobian) and given
by the following matrix,
J =

x1 − x4 x2 − x4 x3 − x4
y1 − y4 y2 − y4 y3 − y4
z1 − z4 z2 − z4 z3 − z4

. (B.24)
Through performing this transformation the arbitrary shaped tetrahedral element in
the Cartesian coordinate system alters to a simplex tetrahedron in the Barycentric
(normalized or local) coordinate system shown in Figure B.1. It is seen from equa-
tion B.21 that the linear elements posses similar properties as the scalar basis func-
tions. For the tetrahedron shown in Figure B.1 the basis functions in the barycentric
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system are given by the following expressions:
N1 = L1
N2 = L2
N3 = L3
N4 = 1− L1 − L2 − L3.
(B.25)
Using the above set of equations the integral shown in equation B.12 is transformed
into the normalized coordinate system:
∫
Ω
Nk(x, y, z)Nl(x, y, z) dx dy dz =
∫
Ω′
Nk(L1, L2, L3)Nl(L1, L2, L3) |J| dL1 dL2 dL3,
(B.26)
where
0 ≤ L1 ≤ 1 ; 0 ≤ L2 ≤ 1 ; 0 ≤ L3 ≤ 1, (B.27)
and Ω′ is the tetrahedral domain in the normalized system. Considering the bounds
of the integral the transformed integral in equation B.26 is solved,
Gkl = |J|
∫ 1
0
∫ 1−L1
0
∫ 1−L1−L2
0
Nk Nl dL3 dL2 dL1 (B.28)
For a situation where k = l the integral changes as follows,
Gll = |J|
∫ 1
0
∫ 1−L1
0
∫ 1−L1−L2
0
L21 dL3 dL2 dL1 = |J|
∫ 1
0
∫ 1−L1
0
L21(1−L1−L2) dL2 dL1
= |J|
∫ 1
0
( L21L2 − L31L2 −
1
2L
2
2L
2
1 ) |1−L10 dL1 = |J|
∫ 1
0
( 12L
2
1 − L31 −
1
2L
4
1 ) dL1
= |J|(16L
3
1 −
1
4L
4
1 +
1
10L
5
1) |10 = |J|
1
60 .
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Therefore,
Gll =
|J|
60 . (B.29)
For the situation where k 6= l, solving the integral in equation B.28 gives
Gkl =
|J|
120 . (B.30)
Using equations B.29 and B.30 the following closed from is presented for equation B.11:
Dij =
`i`j
(6V e)2 [Fi2j2 Gi1j1 − Fi2j1 Gi1j2 − Fi1j2 Gi2j1 + Fi1j1 Gi2j2] , (B.31)
where Fij = aiaj + bibj + cicj.
The third term formulized here is the interaction between a vector basis function and
the gradient of a nodal basis function which first appeared in equation 3.24. For the
particular edge i and node k the integral would be
∫
Ω
σNj · ∇Nl dΩ. (B.32)
Using equations B.3 and B.6 in the above integral gives,
∫
Ω
σNj · ∇Nl dΩ = `j
∫
Ω
(Nj1∇Nj2 −Nj2∇Nj1) · σ 16V e (bkx + cky+ dkz) dΩ, (B.33)
which can be reorganized as
∫
Ω
σNj · ∇Nl dΩ = ( 16V e )
2`jσ [ (bj2bk + cj2ck + dj2dk)
∫
Ω
Ni1(x, y, z) dxdydz
− (bi1bk + ci1ck + di1dk)
∫
Ω
Ni2(x, y, z) dxdydz ].
(B.34)
The normalized coordinate system is again used to calculate the new integrals ap-
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pearing in the above equation:
∫
Ω
Ni dxdydz =
∫
Γ
Ni(L1, L2, L3)|J| dL1 dL2 dL3. (B.35)
Supposing i = 2, the N2 function will then be L2 and the above equation is written
as follows,
∫
Γ
N2(L1, L2, L3)|J| dL1 dL2 dL3 =
∫ 1
0
∫ 1−L1
0
∫ 1−L1−L2
0
L2 |J| dL3 dL1 dL2
=
∫ 1
0
∫ 1−L1
0
L2(1− L1 − L2) |J| dL1dL2 =
∫ 1
0
(L2L1 − L22L1 −
1
2L2L
2
1)|1−L20 |J| dL2
= |J|(14L2
2 − 13L2
3 + 18L2
4)|10 =
1
24 |J|.
(B.36)
Therefore, ∫
Ω
Ni dxdydz =
1
24 |J| (B.37)
By substituting equation B.37 into equation B.34 the following form for the integral
in equation B.32 is derived:
∫
Ω
σNj · ∇Nl dΩ = ( 16V e )
2`jσ
1
24 |J| [(bj2bk + cj2ck + dj2dk)− (bi1bk + ci1ck + di1dk)].
(B.38)
The forth inner product integral that is seen in the discretized form of the equation
of conservation of charge (equation 3.25) is the interaction between the nodal element
basis functions, ∫
Ω
∇Nl · (σ∇Nk) dΩ. (B.39)
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Again by using equation B.6 this integral can be written as,
∫
Ω
∇Nl · (σ∇Nk) dΩ = ( 16V e )
2
∫
Ω
σ(blx + cly+ dlz) · (bkx + cky+ dkz) dΩ. (B.40)
After performing a simple dot-product the following equation is derived,
∫
Ω
∇Nl · (σ∇Nk) dΩ = ( 16V e )
2σ(blbk + clck + dldk). (B.41)
B.1.2 Elements of the source term
The first source term considered here calculates the dot-product of a vector basis
function with the magnetization vector due to a vertical magnetic source point. Ac-
cording to equation 2.32 in Chapter 2 the following form is given for the source term
S1:
S1 =
∫
Ω
M · ∇ ×Ni dΩ, (B.42)
where M = m δ(x− x0)δ(y − y0)δ(z − z0)z and Ni is the edge-element for the edge i
(see equations B.2 and B.4). Using these expressions in the above equation gives,
S1 =
2`i
(6V )2
∫
Ω
mδ(x− x0)δ(y − y0)δ(z − z0)z · (bi1ci2 − ci1bi2)z dΩ
= m 2`i(6V )2 (bi1ci2 − ci1bi2)
∫
Ω
δ(x− x0)δ(y − y0)δ(z − z0) dΩ.
(B.43)
The delta integral in the above equation reduces to unity and the following expression
is given for the source term S1,
S1 = m
2`i
(6V )2 (bi1ci2 − ci1bi2). (B.44)
The second type of source term seen in equation 2.36 deals with the interaction of a
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current segment of a wire with the vector basis functions:
S2 =
∫
Ω
Ni · Jse dΩ (B.45)
Considering that the x-directed current segment is bounded inside a particular tetra-
hedron the following equations is formed:
S = I(6V e)2
∫
Ω
(Nxx+Nyy+Nzz) ·(H(xi+1)−H(xi)) δ(y−y0)δ(z−z0) x dΩ, (B.46)
where Nx, Ny and Nz are the components of the vector basis functions given in
equation B.7. Because the current line is in the x-direction only the parameter Nx
contributes in the above integral which leads to the following expression
S2 =
I
(6V e)2
∫
Ω
[(ai1bi2 − ai2bi1) + y(ci1bi2 − ci2bi1) + z(di1bi2 − di2bi1)]
[(H(xi+1)−H(xi)) δ(y − y0)δ(z − z0)] dx dy dz.
(B.47)
After calculating the above integral the following equation is derived
S2 =
I∆x
(6V e)2 (ai1bi2 − ai2bi1) + y0(ci1bi2 − ci2bi1) + z0(di1bi2 − di2bi1), (B.48)
where the parameter ∆x is the length of the current segment in the considered tetra-
hedral cell.
The third type of source term existing in equation 3.26 involves the interaction of the
divergence of the current segment with the scalar basis functions:
S3 =
∫
Ω
Nl∇ · Jse dΩ. (B.49)
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Considering an x-directed wire the above equation is firstly changed to
S3 =
∫
Ω
∇Nl · Jse dΩ, (B.50)
and using the current density expressed, for example, by equation 2.37 gives:
S3 =
1
6V e I
∫
Ω
(blx+cly+dlz)·(H(xi+1)−H(xi)) δ(y−y0)δ(z−z0) x dx dy dz. (B.51)
By calculating the above integral the following equation for this source term is ob-
tained
S3 =
∫
Ω
Nl∇ · Jse dΩ =
I
6V e bl ∆xl. (B.52)
B.2 Expansion of ∇×∇×A using edge-elements
Imposing the Coulomb gauge condition on equation 3.6 requires splitting the first
term, ∇×∇×A, on the left into ∇(∇ ·A)−∇2A:
∇(∇ ·A)−∇2A+ iωµ0σA+ µ0σ∇φ = µ0Js − i
ω
∇× Jsm. (B.53)
If the Coulomb gauge condition (∇·A = 0) is considered, the first term on the left of
the above equation, ∇(∇ ·A), will cancel to zero. Therefore the equation B.53 (e.g.
for an electric type of source) will change to,
−∇2A+ iωµ0σA+ µ0σ∇φ = µ0Js. (B.54)
If equation B.54 is to be discretized using edge-element basis functions in the Galerkin
method (see in Chapter 3), the first term on the left, −∇2A, produces the following
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integral:
−
∫
Ω
Ni · ∇2NjdΩ, (B.55)
where Ni and Nj are vector basis functions for edges i and j respectively. Using three
scalar components for the vector laplacian and three components of the vector basis
functions alters the above equation to:
−
∫
Ω
(Nxi x +N
y
i y+N zi z) · (∇Nxj x +∇2Nyj y+∇2N zj z) dΩ, (B.56)
which eventually gives:
−
∫
Ω
(Nxi ∇2Nxj +Nyi ∇2Nyj +N zi ∇2N zj ) dΩ, (B.57)
where
∇2Nxj =
∂2
∂x2
Nxj +
∂2
∂y2
Nxj +
∂2
∂z2
Nxj ,
∇2Nyj =
∂2
∂x2
Nyj +
∂2
∂y2
Nyj +
∂2
∂z2
Nyj ,
∇2N zj =
∂2
∂x2
N zj +
∂2
∂y2
N zj +
∂2
∂z2
N zj ,
(B.58)
are three scalar components of the vector laplacian ∇2Nj and
Nxi = `i(
1
6V e )
2(ai1bi2 − ai2bi1) + y(ci1bi2 − ci2bi1) + z(di1bi2 − di2bi1),
Nyi = `i(
1
6V e )
2(ai1ci2 − ai2ci1) + x(bi1ci2 − bi2ci1) + z(di1ci2 − di2ci1),
N zi = `i(
1
6V e )
2(ai1di2 − ai2di1) + x(bi1di2 − bi2di1) + y(ci1di2 − ci2di1),
(B.59)
are three components of the vector basis function Ni with the appropraite expansion
coefficients a, b, c and d for the end-point nodes i1 and i2 related to the edge i.
Parameters `i and V e are the length of edge i and the volume of cell e respectively.
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By substituting equations B.58 and B.59 into equation B.57 and using the integration
by parts I obtained,
−
∫
Ω
Ni · ∇2NjdΩ = −
∫
Ω
(∂N
x
i
∂x
∂Nxj
∂x
+ ∂N
x
i
∂y
∂Nxj
∂y
+ ∂N
x
i
∂z
∂Nxj
∂z
+
∂Nyi
∂x
∂Nyj
∂x
+ ∂N
y
i
∂y
∂Nyj
∂y
+ ∂N
y
i
∂z
∂Nyj
∂z
+ ∂N
z
i
∂x
∂N zj
∂x
+ ∂N
z
i
∂y
∂N zj
∂y
+ ∂N
z
i
∂z
∂N zj
∂z
) dΩ +
Dx +Dy +Dz,
(B.60)
where Dx, Dy, and Dz are some surface integral terms (for similar expressions see Jin,
2002) that are zero under the Dirichlet conditions and also for the basis functions used
here. Using the expressions listed in equation B.59 for equation B.60 produces a zero
integral, therefore
−
∫
Ω
Ni · ∇2NjdΩ = 0. (B.61)
Appendix C
C.1 Quality unstructured mesh generation
Generating suitable meshes for three-dimensional finite-element modeling of EM prob-
lems requires more than just tetrahedralization of the computational domain. In
particular, in order to guarantee the convergence of the method and also obtaining
accurate results, for example for the both electric and magnetic fields, all tetrahedra
or triangles are required to be of suitable shapes and sizes. The mesh generator Tet-
Gen (Si, 2007) used in this thesis meshes the computational domain into Delaunay
tetrahedral elements. Considering a set of vertices, for a Delaunay mesh no vertex
lies inside the circumcircle (in 2D) or circumsphere (in 3D) of any triangle or tetra-
hedra. By definition, a circumcircle (circumsphere) is a circle (sphere) that passes
through all vertices of a triangle (tetrahedron). A 2D Delaunay triangulation is il-
lustrated in Figure C.1. It can be seen here that all three vertices (abc and aed for
triangles in pink and beige colors respectively) are located on the area of the corre-
sponding circumcircles. Delaunay meshes in particular maximize the minimum angle,
and also minimize the maximum circumradius (Shewchuk, 1998). For accuracy in
the FE solutions, quality measures need to be applied to both the shape and size of
each tetraherdral element in the mesh. Imposing bounds on the aspect ratio of each
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c d
e
Figure C.1: Delaunay triangulations for vertices abc and ade. The circumcircles are
indicated in dotted circles: black for the abc triangle and blue for the ade triangle.
tetrahedron in the mesh is the first quality measure that needs to be considered. For
each element the aspect ratio is given by the ratio of the maximum side length to
minumum altitude. For a well-shaped triangle or tetrahedron this value would be
as small as possible. TetGen however uses the similar radius-edge ratio as a quality
measure for the shape of cells (Miller et al., 1995; Shewchuk, 1998). The redius-edge
ratio (circumradius-to-shortest edge ratio) is defined as the ratio of the circumsphere
to the length of the shortest edge of the tetrahedral element. Figures C.2 to C.7 show
the generated meshes for a range of radius-edge ratios (Figures C.2 to C.4 for the xy
cross-sections and Figures C.5 to C.7 for the corresponding xz cross-sections). Each
of these meshes are used to model the data from a magnetic dipole source located on
the surface of a half-space model of 0.01 S/m. Here a frequency of 300 Hz is used. The
dimension of the whole mesh is 25 km × 25 km × 25 km. The mesh is refined about
the source at the origin and around the observation locations in the x-axis. For these
three meshes mentioned above the problem is iteratively solved with a dimension of
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100 for the Krylov subspace and for 8000 iterations.
Figure C.8 shows the residual norm of the iterative solver for the three meshes used.
It can be seen here that the decrease in the residual norm of GMRES is very slow for
the model meshed using cells with a radius-edge ratio bound of 2 (see line in black
in Figure C.8). Here, by using radius-edge ratio bounds of 1.414 and 1.2 the quality
of the mesh has increased and as a result the convergence rate is improved. (see the
corresponding lines in red and blue in Figure C.8). For these solutions Figures C.9 and
C.10 show the calculated eletric and magnetic fields respectively. As anticipated here,
the fields obtained for the mesh that includes cells with radius-edge ratio bounds of
2 (shown in circles in Figures C.9 and C.10) are significantly noisy and different from
their corresponding anlytic responses. For meshes of higher qualities the numerical
electric and magnetic responses are becoming closer to their corresponding analytic
solutions (see red and blue circles in Figures C.9 and C.10). However, the reduction in
the residual norms for the runs due to these meshes are not adequate such that both
the electric and magnetic fields do not nicely match the analytic answers (particularly
at distances far from the source). Hence, in order to obtain more accurate numerical
results for these iterative solutions the quality of the mesh needs to be increased.
Choosing smaller bounds for the radius-edge ratio produces meshes with relatively
higher numbers of elements (e.g., 1258046 cells for a radius-edge ratio of 1.12).
The problem of unncessarily high number of cells can be counteracted by imposing
bounds on the dihedral angles, i.e., angles between tetrahedral facets, in the mesh. In
particular, by imposing bounds on radius-edge ratios and dihedral angles at the same
time, TetGen generates meshes of high qualities which also have reasonable number
of elements. The default for the dihedral angle is 5 degrees and can be increased as
large as 18 degrees. Here in order to have a trade-off between the number of elements
and the accuracy of the solution I introduced a radius-edge ratio of 1.414 along with
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Figure C.2: An enlarged xy view of the central part of the mesh on the Earth surface
for a radius-edge ratio of 2. The number of elements, nodes and edges are 41338,
7002, and 48572 respectively.
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Figure C.3: An enlarged xy view of the central part of the mesh on the Earth surface
for a radius-edge ratio of 1.414. The number of elements, nodes and edges are 91849,
15055 and 107162 respectively.
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Figure C.4: An enlarged xy view of the central part of the mesh on the Earth surface
for a radius-edge ratio of 1.2. The number of elements, edges and nodes are 237423,
38246, and 276002 respectively.
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Figure C.5: An enlarged xz view of the central part of the mesh on the Earth surface
for a radius-edge ratio of 2.
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Figure C.6: An enlarged xz view of the central part of the mesh on the Earth surface
for a radius-edge ratio of 1.414.
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Figure C.7: An enlarged xz view of the central part of the mesh on the Earth surface
for a radius-edge ratio of 1.2.
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Figure C.8: The convergence curves for the A − φ solutions for frequency of 300 Hz
for four meshes of different qualities used for the half-space model of 0.01 S/m. Data
are the residual norms provided by the GMRES solver.
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Figure C.9: The real and imaginary parts of the y-component of the electric field for
a frequency of 300 Hz for the half-space model of 0.01 S/m. Circles in black, red, and
blue are data from meshes with radius-edge ratios of 2, 1.414, and 1.2 respectively for
tethradedral cells.
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Figure C.10: The real and imaginary parts of the z-component of the magnetic field
for a frequency of 300 Hz for the half-space model of 0.01 S/m. Circles in black, red,
and blue are data from meshes with radius-edge ratios of 2, 1.414, and 1.2 respectively
for tetrahedral cells.
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a dihedral angle bound of 16 degrees as mesh quality inputs for TetGen. Figures C.11
and C.12 show the resulting tetrahedral mesh. The mesh consists of 217301 cells,
35691 nodes, and 253397 edges. The convergence of the solution for the half-space
model run using this mesh is also shown in Figure C.8 (see solid gray lines therein).
Figures C.13 and C.14 show the electric and magnetic fields (for the same data range
shown in Figures C.9 and C.10) respectively. It can be seen for this run that for the
relatively faster convergence compared to those meshes with no quality enforcement
on dihedral angles (see Figure C.8) more accurate electric and magnetic fields are
obtained.
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Figure C.11: An enlarged xy view of the central part of the mesh on the Earth surface
for a radius-edge ratio of 1.414 and a dihedral angle of 16 degrees.
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Figure C.12: An enlarged xz view of the central part of the mesh on the Earth surface
for a radius-edge ratio of 1.414 and a dihedral angle of 16 degrees.
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Figure C.13: The real and imaginary parts of the y-component of the electric field for
a frequency of 300 Hz for the half-space model of 0.01 S/m. Circles are data from the
mesh with radius-edge ratio of 1.414 and a minimum dihedral angle of 16 degrees for
tetrahedral cells.
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Figure C.14: The real and imaginary parts of the z-component of the magnetic field
for a frequency of 300 Hz for the half-space model of 0.01 S/m. Circles are data from
the mesh with radius-edge ratio of 1.414 and a minimum dihedral angle of 16 degrees
for tetrahedral cells.
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